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THOUSANDS PURCHASED
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SUPPLIED READY BU|LT aI{D rEsTED.

These modules now enioy a woild-wide repulation lor quality, reliabilily and pedormance al a reatislic price Four
models are available lo suil lhe needs ol lhe prolessional and hobby martel i e lndustry, Leisure, tnslrument;t and Hi-Fi
elc When comparing Prices, NOTE lhat all models include loroidal power supply, integral heal sint, 9t.ss tibre P C A and
drive circuits lo power a comp.tible Vu meler All models are open and shod circuit p.oot

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSTONAL USERS
OMP/irlF lOO Mo's-Fet Output power 110 watts
R M S. inio 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3d8, Damping Factor ,'300, Slew Rate

45V/uS,

T.H.0. typical 0.002%. lnput Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R
-1 10

dB

PRICE

OMP/MF 2OO Mos-Fet Outpui power 200 watts
H.M S into 4 ohms. lrequency response lHz - 100KHz
-3d8. Damping Factor ,,300, Slew Rate 5OV/US,
T H D typical 0 001 %, lnput Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R

THE RENOWNED MXF SER!ES OF POWER AMPL!FIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF2OO (100W + 100W) MXF4OO (200W
MXF6OO (300W + 300W) MXFgOO (4s0W + 4s0W)

r

200W)

-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x'l00mm.
PRTCE C64.35 C4.OO P&P

ALL pOWER RATTNGS R.M.S. tNTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHAIINELS DRTVEN
FEATURES: *lndependenl power supplies with two loroidal translormers t Twin L E D Vu melers *
Level conlrols * llluminaled on/olf swilch i XLB conneclors * Slandard 775mV inpuls * Open and short circuit
prool * Lalesl Mos-Fels lor slress lree power delivery into virlually any load * High slew rate * Very low
dislorlion * Aiuminium cases t MXF600 & MXFg00 lan cooled wilh D.C loudspeaker and lhermal proleciion.
usED THE WOBLD OVER t1{ CLUBS, pUBS, CtNEilAS, DTSCOS ErC.

OMP/MF 3OO llos-Fet Output power 3OO watts
R.M S into 4 ohms, lrequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3d8. Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 6OV/uS
T H D. lypical 0 001%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV, S.N,R
-1 10 dB Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.

SIZESI MXF200 Wl 9"rH3r," (2U)xDt I "

Wl
Wl
Wl
PRIGES:-MXF2OO
MXF400
MXF600
MXF900

PRTCE

9"rH5r/r' (3U)rDt 2,'
9"xH5r/4" (3U)rOl 3,'

9"xH5r/." (3U)xDl4q."

Manual arm

5

*

Steel chassis

d

I

Elecironic speed

WITH ECHO

ORDS STANDAnD OR PEC.

5op P&P

AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER

P- From McKenzie Prolessional Series
S - From McKenzie Sludio Series

ALL McKENZIE UNITS a OHMS IMPEDANCE
a" rooWATTEca-ioocpcEN puRposE, LEADGUTTAR. EXCELLENT MtD.
RES FREO 80H2, FREO BESP TO 7KHz, SENS

ro" roowaTTFcto-loocp

SIZEi482x24Ox l2omm

Join the Piezo revolution! The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) ol a Piezo lweeler produces an improved
lransienl response wilh a lower distorlion level lhan ordinary dynamic lweelers As a crossover is nol required
lhese unils can be added lo erisling speaker syslems ol up lo 100 wafls (more il two are pul in series FREE
EXPLAI{ATOBY LEAFLETS AFE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETEF.

TYPE'A (KSilf036A) 3"

round wilh proleclive wire mesh ldeal lor
bookshell and medium sized Hi-Fi apeakers Price C4,90 * 5Op P&P.
TYPE 'B' (KSN'tOO5A) 3'2" super horn lor general purpose speakers,
disco and P A systems etc Price C5.99 + 5Op PEP.
TYPE 'C'(KSlllOl6A) 2"x5" wide dispersion horn lor quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos elc Price 86.99 + 5Op P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSNfO25A) 2"x6" wide dispersion horn, Upper lrequency
response relained extending down to mid-range (2KHz). Suitable for high
quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos Price C9.99 + 5Op P&P.
TYPE 'E' (KSNI 038A) 3qa" horn tweeter with attractive silver linish trim.
Suitable tor Hi-Fi monilor systems elc. Price E5,99 . 5Op P&P.
LEVEL CONTnOL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate, level conirol
and cabinet inputiack socket. 85x85mm Price 84,10 + sop P&P.

95dB

DTSCO

pBtCE

egt.45

cutTAR, votcE, KEyBoABo, Dtsco, ExcELLENT MtO

t2.OO p&p

BES FREO 72H2, FREO RESP TO 6KHz, SENS9TdB
PBICE C38.89 t2.50 PtP
I O" 2OOWATTE Ct O-2OOGP cU|TAR, KEyB'O, DtSCO, EXCELLENT HtcH pOWEB MtO
pBtCEC53.2t E2.SOp&p
BES FREO 69Hz,FREO RESP TOsKHz,SENSgTdB
r2" roowaTTEcl2-toocpHtcH powER GEN puRposE, LEADGUTTAR. OTSCO
pBtCE C40.35 t3.5O p&p
RES FREO 49H2, FBEO RESP TO 7KHz, SENS 98d8.
r 2" r oowaTT E ct 2-l ooTc (TwtN coNE) HtcH powER, W|OE RESPONSE, p A , VO|CE, DTSCO
pRtCEC4t.39 E3.SOptp
RES FREO45Hz,FBEO RESP TOl2KHz,SENS97dB
r 2" 2OOWATTE Cl 2-2OOB HtcH pOWER BASS, KEYBOABDS, D|SCO, p A
RES FREO 45Hz,FREO BESP
I 2" 3OOWATTE Cr 2-3OOGp
RES FREO 49Hz,FREO RESP
i 5" r oowaTTiF cr 5-r ooBS
RES FREO 40H2, FREO RESP
I 5,, 2OOWATTIP CI 5.2OOBS
RES FREO 40H2, FREO BESP

pRtCEe7t.9.t

TOSKHZ,SENS99dB

C3.5Op&p

HtGH POWER BASS, LEAO GUtTAR, KEyBOARDS, DTSCO ETC

pBtCEe95,66 E3,Sop&p

TO7KHz,SENSl00dB

BAss GU|TAR, LOW FFEOUENCY, p A , DTSCO
TO 5KHz. SENS 98dB
PRICE t 59,05 C4.OO P&P
VERY HIGH POWEB BASS
pRtCE ego.57 C4,OO ptp
TO 3KHz, SENS 98dB
I 5" 2sOWATTSCI 5-25OBS VERY HIGH POWEB BASS
RES FREO 39H2, FREO RESP TO 4KHz, SENS 99dB
PRTCE e90.23 C4,5O p&p
I 5" 4OOWATTE Cr 5-4OOBS VERY HtcH POWER. LOW FREOUENCY BASS
BES FREO 40Hz,FREO RESP TO4KHz,SENS100dB
PR|CEelo5.46 C4,SOp&p
I A" 5OOWATT S C.I B-5OOBS EXTREMELY HIGH PowER. Low FREoUENCY BAss
RES FREO 27H2, FREO RESP TO 2KHz. SENS 98dB
PRTCE tt 74.97 e5.00 PeP

ALL EARBENDER UNITS A OHMS (Excepr EB8-s0 a EBr0-s0 which are duat impedance rapped a 4 e a ohm)
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
8" sowatt EB8-5O DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPEO 4/8 OHM BASS, Hl-Ft, |N-CAB
RES FBEQ 4OHz. FREO RESP TO TKHZ SENS 97dB
PRICE T8.90 + e2.oo P&P
IO" sOWATT EEIO-5O DUAL IMPEOENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI.FI. IN-CAB

THE VERY BEST IN OUALITY ANO VALUE

RES FREO 40H2, FREQ RESP TO 5KH2. SENS 99d8.
PBICE ei3.65 * C2.5O P&P
I O" I OOWATT EBr O-r OO BASS. Ht-Ft. STUDTO
RES FBEO 35H2. FBEO RESP TO 3KHz. SENS 96dB
PRICE C3O.39 - C3.50 P&P
I 2 " I OOWATT EBI 2.I OO BASS, STUDIO, HI-FI, EXCELLENT DISCO
RES FREO 26H2. FREO RESP TO 3 KHz. SENS 93dB.
PR|CEC42.t2 - C3.50P&P
FULL RANGE TWIN COXE! HIGH COMPLIAilCE, IOLLED SURBOUND
511" 6OWATT EB5'6OTC (TWIN CONE) HI.FI, MULTI.ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES FBEQ 63H2, FREQ BESP TO 2OKHZ, SENS 92dB
PBICE e9.99 + Tt.so P&P
61:" 6OWATT EB6-6OTC (TWIN CONE) HI.FI, MULTI.ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES FBEQ 38H2, FREO RESP TO 2OKHZ, SENS 94dB
PBICE EIo.99 , I,5o P&P
a" 6owATT EBa-6OTC (TWtN CONE) Ht-Ft, MtLTt-ARRAy OTSCO ETC
RES FBEQ 40Hz,FREQ FESP TOl8KHz,SENS89dB.
PnlCEtl2.99 * C1.50 PtP
IO 6OWATTEBTO-6OTC(TWINCONE) HI.FI, MULTI ARRAY DISCOETC
RES FREO 35Hz,FREQ RESP TO12KHz.SENS98dB
PRICE ei6.49 + C2.OO P&P

Made especrally to surt today s need lor compactness wtth htgh output
sound levels finrshed rn hard weanng black vynide wlth protectrve
corners grlle and carryrng handle Each untt ncorporates a 12" driver
plus high lrequency horn lor a lull lrequency .ange ol 45Hz-20KHz
Both models.re I Ohm impedance Size: H20" x W15" x D12"
CHOICE OF TWO MODELS
POWEN RATIT'GS OUOTED II{ WATTS R]'S FOR EACH CABI}IET

otP
otP

O WIOTH 5OXHU

GRILLES, CROS$OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E,
(5op STAMPED) FOF COMPLETE LIST.

the tollowing inputs:. 3 turnlables (mag), 3
mics, 5 Line lor CD, Tape, Vids elc.

st

e8.7O

PRICE

5IILtrIEf[E[ts

*

STEnEO DISCO MIXER with 2 r 7 band
L E R graphic equalisers with bar graph
LED Vu meters tAl{Y OUTSTAT{D|i|G
FEATURESF including Echo with rerEat &
sped cdirol, lU rric with lore control
& lalk{Yer switch, T Channels with
individual faders plus cross fade, Cue
l{eadphone }lMitor. Userul combinaiion ot

Price G134.99 + C5.OO P&P

watt's

Vu METER Compalible wilh o!r lour ampliliers detailed above A very accurale
visual display employing 'l'1 L E D s (7 green, 4 red) plus an additional on/of
indicalor Sophisticated logic control lor ve:y last rise and decay times Tough
moulded plastic case, with acrylic tinled lronl Size 84 x 27 x 45mm

C61.3() | e3.70 P&P
ALsOOrkr GOLDRIItlG G95O

*

@

TYPE

775mV, BAX

PRTCE

STANTON

5.OO P&P

-110 dB. Fan Cooled. D C Loudspeaker Proteclion. 2
Second Anti-Thump Delay Size 385 x 210 x 105mm
PRTCE e132.85 e5.OO P&P
iOTE HO}Ffr XOOULE ARE AVAIUBLE IX ilO VERSIOXS:
STAXOAFD - lx PUT SEXS softv, BAXD WIDTH l ooKHz.
PEC (PrcFSIOHAL EOUIPHEiT COTPATIBLE) - ITPUT SEXS

control 33 & 45 R PM * Vari pitch control t High
torque servo driven DC molor * Transil screws *
12" die cast platter I Neon strobe * Calibrated
balance weighl * Removable head shell t 1/,"
cartridge lirings * Cue lever* 2201240U 50l60Hz
* 390r305mm * Supplied with mounling cut-out
template

e

R.M S into 4 ohms. lrequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3d8. Damping Factor ,300, Slew Rate 75V/uS
T H D typical 0 001%, lnpul Sensitivity 500mV, S N B

SPECIALIST CARRIER OEL T12 50 EACH

*

C8.r.75

OMP/MF 45O Mos-Fet Output power 450

C'l75.OO MXF4OO C233.a5

uxF60(, G329.OO MXF9()() C449..t

Size 300 x 123 x 60mm

C40,85 e3.50 P&P

r 2-r oowaTTs (t oodB) pRtcE at 63.50 pER patn
r 2-2oowaTTs (2oodB) pRtcE e2t 4.s5 pEB pAtR
SPECIALIST CABBIER OEL I,t 2 50 PEB PAIR

THREE SUPEFE HIGH POWER
CAR STEREO BOOSIER AMPLIFIEHS
(75 , 751 Slereo, 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125 + 125) Slereo, 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 r 200) Stereo, 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POTVERS INTO 4 OHMS

150 WATTS

Fealures!
t Slereo, bridgable mono

*

Choice ol

'*''*'133W:f3"13"3i81"133'!i", iii.,:i:-:-rl;!'H:'"';"il"J.';

PNOVEN TNAilSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUOING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARO AND HIGH OUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE WITH CIBCUIT AND INSTBUCTIONS
80.106MHr, VAFICAP C0NTR0LLE0 PB0FESSI0NAL

3W TnAIStITTER

PERFoRMANCE, RAIIGEUPT03MILES

PFtCEt't4.85

S|ZE38r123mm SUPPLYl2V

.

er.oo

;

0sAMp

P&P

Fil IICBO IR^XSI]ITEn

100-108MH2, VARICAP TUllEo CoHPLEIE WITH
VEBY SENS FET MlC, nAllGE 100.mm, SIZE 56 r 16mm, SUPPLY 9V EAmRY

PlrcE IA.AO

'
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Features & Projects
Improved LED Rear Bike Lamp

13

In the interests of economy, Andrew Armstrong adapt; his LED bike light from last
month to run on'AA'cells.

New Concepts in Optical Connectivity
Douglas Clarkson reports on the latest developments in optical communication.

l6
t9

Maximum Power Tfansfer
A P Stephenson explains how to get the power to where you really want it.

26

SurroundSoundDecoder

Add an extra dimension to your TV entertainment. Paul Stenning takes you through the
construction using the PCB gtven away with this issue.

32

Cameraadd-onUnit
Edward Barrow provides

a

versatile attachment for your camera.

42

LowNoiseSystems
John Linsley-Hood investigates semiconductor noise and asks if J-FETs are the best.

MiniBabyMonitor
little
A
Yolurne

2l

47

monitor to use about the house. Bill Mooney covers the construction of
handy
beginners sur{ace-mount project.

No 7

July 1992

Ultra-sonic Audio

Sender

a

50

Send speech via this ultra-sonic remote link. Peter Cartwright explains.

53

Natural Oscillations
A basic guide to electrical oscillations in circuits by A P Stephenson.

Anniversary AutoMate 20

Pafi4

58

Another thrilling installment in our biggest project yet. Mike Meechan looks at the
problems associated with grounding complex audio systems.

Regulars
4

Open Channel
News
News Stateside

5

9
10
70
73
78

Read/Write
20 Year Project Index
PCB Foils
Photocopy Service
Page 46
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omDuter sDeed of ooeration has been on
ever since the first electronic
types appeared. Changes to the semiconductor type, substrait depth, capacity and
inductive effects and frequency ofoperation
are some areas which have all been altered to
get information from point A to point B in
the quickest time possible. Some say we are
apprbaching the speed limit for existing
technologies.
A light at the.end of the tunnel
The ultimate would be to have a computQr
operating at the speed of light. The idea of
using optical computation is not new. Light
operated logic gates have been researched
for some time but light interconnectivity is
the emerging technology for the 1990s. In

within this issue, Douglas Clarkson reports
on the latest developments in this field being
investigdted at Kings College, London. First
areas to be modified could be the replace-

Optical Connectivity

PaulFreeman

Lth.in..ease

New Concepts

ETI.IULY T992

in

ment

of copper interconnecting

wires

between boards with light guide.

Once the principles of controlled

Photonic mechanisms have heen established, there would seem no reason why
other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum
couldn't be used to perform the same job.
They would have to use a different transmission guide material transparent to those
frequencies and be radiation resistant. Might
we see X or Gamma photonic computers in
the future? Afterall, they have higher energy
per photon and low diffractive effects.

3

IIJhile it's iust a small part of the telecommunications
W lrrOrr,.y. radiopaging is a complete microcosm of
the whole. By Iookingatthe radiopagingconcept, and the
way it's going, it's possible to get an understanding of all

things in electronics communication areas.
Long ago, radiopaging began as a method of communicating with doctors, in a London hospital. The hospital itself realised the need to be able to get doctors to
respond when an emergency happened. If such a system
could be performed by radio, doctors simply need to
carry round a small radio receiver in their pockets, then
when required an operator could simply'bleep'them.
This first system used a simple loop of cable around
the hospital, and transmitted at an almost unbelievably
low frequency of 35kHz. Since then things have moved
along apace. Such local area systems still exist
-you'll
still see doctors with'bleepers'in their top pockets (still
made by the same company, incidentally, who built the
first system; Multitone)
-but they work in considerably
more complicated ways. Loop-paging systems are no
longer used (even though you can often see, to this day,
the remnants of the wire cable loops around the outside
walls of many older hospitals). Instead, local-area systems use a more conventional transmitter and aerial, and
a coding system that allows many hundreds of different
bleepers to be used and accessed individually within the
are4. Teams of receivers can be grouped and automatically bleeped so that, say, if an emergency arises where a
patient requires a particular group of doctors, nurses and
support staff, the operator merely has to enter the team
code number and all those receivers will be initiated.
From local-area systems things progress to widearea systems, operating over large sites, say city-wide or
county-wide. Coding systems are necessarily more complicated, as more and more users are incorporated into
these systems. Soon, you need a national system
-so that
anyone travelling anyrvhere in the country can be paged.
And I mean anywhere
-I remember when the UK's system was first set up some 1 0 years back, trialing a receiver
on an intercity-125 train out of St Pancras heading north
from London. While the main transmitter was (and still
is, I suppose) located on the Post Office tower, the
receiver had no problems in picking up the signal on the
train, at all times.
From a national system, we obviously need a European system, and from there a world-wide network. Or
do we? Recently, there are moves to go to a satellite system allowing a pan-European network to commence.
From here, I guess, the sky's the limit.
So you see, radiopaging effectively mirrors what's
happening all over the telecommunications industry.
From grass-roots startup systems, through bigger and
bigger systems which incorporate more and more users,
to world-wide networks allowing access to many millions of people. Virtually all communications networks
follow this route. From little acorns...

4

But is this sort of progression really necessary? Do
we need larger and larger systems? Or would smaller sys-

tems do the job adequately? Are we making mountains

out of molehills?
All I'm saying is that systems controllers should
checkout first whether users want such systems. Otherwise we end up with systems which aren't used, don't give
any particular value, and certainly don't make sufficient
profit to justify themselves. Look at the CT2 telephone
system of telepoint for a case study. When this was under
development we were always being told how we simply

couldn't do without it. In the event, when telepoint
started up, users who simply couldn't do withoutit stayed
away from it in droves. Without wishing to rub salt into
open wounds, I'd like to point out that even cellular telephone systems are finding it a struggle to survive. Do we

really need more complicated systems encompassing
greater numbers of users?

We're Getting There...

British Rail has a problem. Well, alright, quite a few
problems, really. But train times, crowded accommodation, dirty carriages, bad press and so on aren't at issue
here. What is, is the communications network laid along
side British Rail's track.
Since BR went into the telecoms business, laying
thousands of miles of cable along its nationwide rail
tracks and supplying these cables to communications
suppliers like Mercury they have had a problem with
thieves. What appears to have been happening is that
thieves steal these cables, in an attempt to make money
from scrap metal values of copper.Manyof British Rail's
older cables are of a copper nature, so thieves have had
quite a heyday it seems.
Scrap value for copper is around f 1000 a tonne
-in
effect, about fl a kilogram. Not a bad earner, I guess, if
you're that way inclined. There have been unsubstantiated press reports of people gettinghundreds of pounds
a week in this illicit trade.
Security along the rail lines is obviously difficult to
maintain. For a start, it's not possible to put a policeman
every 100 yards or so along the track.It's also notfeasible,
according to British Rail, to put these cables in a secure
duct, Instead cables are in a shallow trough, with an easyto-remove lid, to allow British Rail easy access for repairs
and maintenance. Unfortunately, easy access for British
Rail means easy access for anyone else, too.
Even though all new cables laid along tracks are of
optical fibre, the problem hasn't abated. Thieves still cut
them to see what's inside
it's copper they steal it, if it's
optical fibre they leave it. British Rail then has to repair
the cut optical fibre cable, or replace the stolen copper
cable.
BR's predicament has leftMercurywith little option
except to change its network. Instead ofrelyingto such an
extent on a railbased communications network itwill, in

-if

future, concentrate on other methods. Keith Brindley

ETI JULY T992
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T Visual and Broadcast Serhas demonstrated
technology which will enable
people to see, speak and work
with each other through their

Ilr,"",

PCs. The technology, which
uses BT's Integrated Services
Digital Network, is designed to
operate in conjunction with
software from IBM for its PC
andPS/2 computers.

Steve Maine, Director of
BTVBS, said: "The main benefits to users will be faster deci-

sion making, speedier and
more efficient use of scarce
human skills, cost and time sav-

porate

communications."
BT, s PC

synchronised voice and simul-

taneous information transfer
over one or more ISDN chan-

videophone
hardware

nels.

working along
with IBM software is said to

exchanges.

The

improve all forms of desk-top
.

databases.

The applications will operate using BT's ISDN 2 service.
At the moment, potentially

86'/" of UK businesses
access

have

"

improve corporate

management. Other areas affected are:

senior management conferences, remote expertlse access,

project management support,
customer support, staff train-

telephone

ing, teleworking and multimedia information services.

to ISDN 2 through over

4,000 modern

is

expected to open up a whole
range of opportunities to

interworking, including personal videoconferencing, file
transfer and access to remote

development

BT envisages the early users
will be existing 'information
intensive' PC users, working

with medium to large
companies,

their

sized

customers

The technology uses

(ratified by the

bility of the UK's modern digi-

CCITT and known as the
H.320 series) which cover

tal public network, makes this
afl area in which the UK may
well lead the world."

set of standards

H.261 video compression, with

panel transmission the panel

TV to

appears transparent and with
07" transmission, the panel

launch of their HiBlack Trinitron range. This new range is
said to offer the ultimate in picture quality, incorporating all

appears black. Where most colour televisions have 507o, the
HiBlack range has around 357u

1515 offers all these features,
with the additional function of
Fastext with 4 page memory.

definition. The launch of
HiBlack is set to bring a new

dimension

to TV

picture

quality.

With the new HiBlack tube,

black appears blacker

and

white appears whiter, resulting

in brighter contrast

and

improved detail. Panel transmission, the ratio of light passingthrough the screen. is significantly improved. The smaller
the panel transmission, the
blacker the screen; with 100%

ETI JULY T992

Strategy Manager Chris Frost
said: "Early work completed by
by BT at Martlesham, together
with the openness and accessi-

in picture and sound
perfection, Sony announce the

with extra black for supreme
contrast, colour, detail and

this

recently agreed international

the

f n the continued ouesl lor the

the benefits of Black Trinitron,

in

market. IBM's Networking

IBM's Hursley laboratory and

and suppliers.

Iultimate

panel transmission, making it
blacker than any other model

Standards have paved the

way for rapid growth

standby. The KVM2

stereo sound. Other features
include Fastext with 4-page

21-pin Euro SCART socketfor
VCR,/satellite connection and
front AV and Hi8/SVHS soc

memory, twin SCART sockets
for easy connection to other
equipment and front A,/V connector and Y/C socket for ease
of camcorder connection.
Available from April prices will

kets for simple connection to
Camcorders, will be available
in June at f 349.99 and f.399 .99

be t549.99, t629.99 and
t7 99.99 (RMAP) respectively.
All models in the new

Both models, complete with

on the market.

As the 'blackness' of the
screen absorbs
the

more of

room

light,

reduced reflective glare leads to

better picture quality and less
strain on the eyes.

The2l" 151cmKVM21505
features the new HiBlack tube,

increased audio output from
3W to 4.5W RMS, Pan Focus

Gun

technology,

and

a

30160190 minute sleep timer
which automatically turns the

(RMAP) respectvely.

HiBlack range include rever-

Three new models are launched in the X series, the top selling range of NICAM TV's.
These models offer the highly

sible remote control comman-

advanced'HiBlack Trinitron'
screen with superior NICAM

full TV
command options and dediders, with basic and
cated TV stands.

Si"1'.x":jiij:1",:'n'tx"ilil;
Technology

Ltd has recently

been upgraded. The new design

offers the closest

possible

duplication of natural sunlight.
Other improvements include:Iarger test area, better sample

is used for space application
testing.

Approximately 44/" of fhe
power input is converted to

useful radiation (UVlvisible
light) and large areas can be

uniformly irradiated

with
intensities between 800-1200

access, easy rnter-

of filters,
enhanced light
uniformity and
longer lamp life.
change

Sol 2 uses a metal halide
lamp and filter combination
which produce the- closest

W/m2. This is consistent with

possible duplication of natural
sunlight. This ensures that test
results provide good correla-

increase over natural radiation
intensities by a factor of6 to 9.

tion to actual climatic condi-

also available for construction
of large or small chambers of
any size. They can be built into
climatic chambers for control
of parameters such as temperature, humidity, and rainfall.
For further details contact:Uvalight Technology Limited:
Fax number: 02I 643 3879.

tions.

In addition to the standard
sunlight spectrum a further six
spectra are available in various
wavelength regions by changing lamp/fi lter combinatioris.
Air mass zero radiation (extraterreslial) is also available and

[lhe growth of audio,/ video
I integration in the home is
reflected by some interesting

new research. It is estimated
that in 1992 over 40% of all
large screen TV's and around

25"/'

of all VCR's will be

testing standard recommenda-

tions and corresponds to

Other modular units

an

are

C\tb setting by

DolbyPro Logic the TAAV670

Jazz

also provides

rotating the acoustic control.

a Digital

Surround Processor by virtue of its

DSP function. Overall, five
types of surround effect including Dolby, Theatre, Hall, Jazz
Club and Stadium can all be

multi tone control

simply

A

system

allows flexible independent
adjustment of the front, centre
and rear speakers for similar
acoustic balance.

equipped with Nicam.

Independent

statjslics

a sophisticated
new AV amplifier, the

enjoyed by simply selectingthe

TAAV670. This model has five
separate power amplifiers providing 80 watts per channel for
the front, 20 watts per channel

the program source.
Within each mode the user
can adjust several parameters
to maximise the effect in the listening room. For example, it's
possible to vary the early reflection time and effect level in the

launching

for the rear and a centre channel output of 80 watts as well.

Incorporating

advanced

any input selected with

an

alphanumeric display of up to
eight characters. As well as
have been incorporated with
handy front mounted sockets

syltem.

Against this background Sony

is

Operational status is indicated by a dot matrix display
panel which can be turned offif
desired. The useris ableto label

standard video, five inputs and
three outputs for HiS or SVHS

reveal that over 15% of consumers have now connected their

TV set up to a hifi

included.

surround mode according to

The Sony TAAV670

can

accommodate up to seven
video sources with five separate dedicated audio inputs as
well. Sound from various audio

programme sources can be
added to video programmes
using the mix function and a
record out selector is also

behind the control panel flap.A
sub woofer may also be con-

nected

to the TAAV670 if

required.

The TAAV670 is available

in August. The price will

be

t649.99.

f

TK Electronics used surface
mount technology (SMT)
for the basic design in the new
TEK instrument range. SMT
was chosen to obtain the maximum circuitry on the minimum
PCB area with full reliability.
l,.,|

These hand held instruments

for electrical safety

also

inherited other SMT Benefits
such as the faster and easier
loading of, in general, smaller
sized components.

For further information
contact Andy Croston at UK
Electronics: Tel 0 61 627 487 0.
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other distortion. By contrast,
the Fractal Transform Resolulion Enhancement technique
produces remarkably clear
images eve{r at high magnifica-

tion levels."

Alan McKeon. Managing
Director of Iterated Systems'

UK

subsidiary, commented:
"Lossless resolution enhancementis of fundamental importance. The Fractal Transform
offers image users the same res-

olution independent approach
to storage. display and printing

as Adobe's Postsclipt has

already making an extraordi-

nary impact on image compression. Since images are

f terated

Svstems

Ltd

has

Iurr.ror.r..d details of Fractal
Resolution
Transform
Enhancement, a new lossless
technique which allows you to
endlessly expand the pixel resolution of digitized images, and
to zoom in indefinitely, without
blocky pixelation. The result is
said to be unparalleled resolution enhancement, superior to
any alternative.

Additional detail and image
quality is generated by the Fractal Transform, building loss-

[lhe new TSA250 Spectrum'
I Analyser Adaptor from
Thurlbyrlhandar breaks new
ground in offering a 250MHz
analyser at a low price of

f345.00 plus VAT. Thurlby
Thandar believe
that this will open

lessly on the original image data
and maintaining texture and
crisp edges. The technique is

inherently fractal, the Fractal
Transform is now revolutioni-

sing image technology, just as

ideal for all applications that
manipulate, edit or manage

the silicon chip has revolutionised the electronics

images, such as desktop publishing and desktop presentations.

industry."

DrMichael Barnsley, Chair-

man of Iterated Systems and
discoverer ofthe Fractal Transform, commented "This is yet

another breakthrough use of

our

revolutionary Fractal

Transform technology, which is

CAL
allows

Alice Peters, from Jones &
Bartl ett Publishers commented

"The constant challenge in
publishing is to match image

offered to text and comparatively simple graphics."
The enhancement technology is available to end users
within Images Incorporated for
Windows, the first Fractal
Transform image compression
software.

A Developer's System for
Fractal Transform Resolution
Enhancement will be available,

containing OBJ and DLL
modules for the integration of
resolution enhancement into
DOS and Windows applications.

Iterated Systems is in negotiation with a number of har-

resolution

dware OEM's to license this
breakthrough i mage resolution
enhancement technolo gy.

output resolutions. This i nvariably introduces pixelation or

contact: Jon Blay, Iterated System s Ltd, Tel: 07 34 8 8 0 261.

tions on electrical equipment,
educational d6monstrations of
spectral phenomena, and the
development, production and
service of receivers. oscillators

and RF amplifiers.

to output device,
which typically requires
'stretching' images to match

For further

information

button
a

calibrated

-30dBm 50MHz
marker signal and
its harmonics to be

superimposed for

up many new mar-

kets for

which

spectrum analy-

sers were

pre-

viously too expensive.
The TSA250 is an adaptor
which converts any standard
oscilloscope into a Spectrum
Analyser and operates over a
frequency range of 400kHz to

250MHz and provides a
measurement bandwidth of
250kHz. The centre frequency
is adjustable over the full range
with an integral Liquid Crystal

display giving a constant readout of the frequency. Both
scan width and rate are also

fully adjustable.
The amplitude range is -70
to OdBm with good accuracy
over the whole amplitude and
frequency range. A front panel

ETI JULY T992

precise amplitude

and

frequency

checks.

Connections to
oscilloscope

an

are via two standard BNC cables.
The 50 ohmsinput

impedance provides low VSWR
for coaxial con-

nections, while
high impedance
measurements can
be made using a standard 10:1

'scope probe.

Applications for

the
TSA250 include electromagnetic compatibility investiga-

For further

information

please contact:

Thurlby Thandar Ltd, Fax:
0480 412451

il nalvsis of the character of a
Anoir", enables the user to

double glazing performance
and selection of hearing pro-

effectively design noise con-

tection.

trol, select stritable hearing protection and materials as well as

For further details contact

locate a particular noise pro-

ducing source, the GAI 07
Octave Band Peak Sound Level
Meter could be the answer for
these requirements.

Ideal uses include public
address system work, heating
and ventilation systems design,

I

picture appearing on a PC

flmonitor can now be dis-

played on a TV monitor or
recorded by video with the new

VGAPAL card from RDA, of
Blackwood, Gwent.

VGAPAL is an IBM compatible card that converts, in

REAL{IME,
a

the picture from

VGA graphic card into PAL-

CCIR video which can then be
recorded or viewed on a stan-

Sally Mason, Castle
ates:

TelO723 584250.

clock synchronized to the
graphic sync, and the scanning

is performed in
real-time. frame by frame.
offering a PAL picture fully
conversion

interlaced and to the highest
standard.
The board will pluginto any
empty slot in the PC and does
not require any setting changes
to the graphic card. It is con-

nected, using

a special plug

recordings - with a voice-over.

Other applications include

classroom teaching/demondard TV. Being a simple add-on
card, the VGA-PAL card does
not interfere with graphic func-

tions of the PC, nor with its
monitor.
The analogue input conver-

sion uses a high-speed PLL

provided, between the graphic
the

stration situations, where one
PC is all that is needed as the
converted graphic image may

With this add-on,software

be displayed to the whole class

card output socket and
monitor plug.

pany accountant can graphically show the company's performance to the other members
of the board without the use of
more PCs and a complex networking system.

Further enquiries

houses need no longer send out

via an overhead video projec-

Research Development

cut-down versions of their products, they can send out video

tor.

cation: Fax 0495 225540.

For conferences,the

to:

Appli-

com-

llTew from Maolin Electro-

Il

nics.is a compJct video dubber and enhancer unit that will
help to minimize signal degra-

dation when dubbing atd/or
monitoring video recordings.
The cost competitive unit has
inputs and outputs for two
VCR's and two monitor outputs.

The video source selection

is provided by a front panel
switch and allows dubbing
from VCR A to VCR B whilst
monitoring VCR A (switch
out) or dubbing from VCR B to

VCR A whilst

monitoring
VCR B (switch in). Rotary controls on the front panel adjust

video gain and level of

enhancement. The MAPLIN
unit may also be used as a video
source selector or as a distribution amplifier.
For full details, see page 39
tn the 1992 MAPLIN Catalogue.
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information about food,
Iodging, hospitals, rest stops,
and points of interest. The
guide will identify the information generically or by brand
name, and give direction, exit
number, and distance from the
current location. Also
included is a telephone directory of. local highway patrol,
access

NEWS

competition. President Bush
stated, "The development of a

competitive electronic auto
industrywill do more to reduce
oil imports than rigid fuel-effi-

More powerful engine fans are
therefore needed to draw air
through the smaller grills, but
these are usually noisier.

Toyota has developed a fan

that runs more quietly than
others because it does not run

ciency standards that risk jobs

at

and public safety."

matches

cooling requirements. slowing

clubs.

According to Energy Secretary James Watkins, "DoE and
the US- ABC will seek to accelerate the market potential of
electric vehicles by collabora-

The guide, called Interstate
Tripmate, from Whistler, Westford, Massachusetts, is updat-

high-cost
advanced battery research and
development of the most

weather, and tourist-assistance

numbers, as well as toll-free
numbers for motels and motor

Antennae

Energy Strategy as well as an
edge against international

fL v intesratins an antenna
Ilinto tt i roof 6f its minivans,
General Motors, working
together with 3M Electrical

ting on high-risk,

full speed at all times. The fan
its speed to engine-

down when the car is idling or
otherwise not generating much
heat. The electronically controlled hydraulic fan is found in

the 1992 Camry 3VZ-FE
engine.

The Camry fan is powered

Gooling system arrangement

Specialties Division, was able

to eliminate the problems of

Electronlc contrc!

wind noise.
The roof antenna is a conductive, polyester-coated cop-

llydraulic

per film that couples to the

Coollng

vehicle roof rails. This allows it
to use other body components
and various sheet-the pillars
metal panels - as antenna elements. The thin-sheet antenna

Power-

has the additional benefit of

weighing less than

a

steering

mast

gear box

antenna, and since it is inside
the vehicle, it creates no aerodynamic drag.
The integral roof antenna is
used in the 1992 models of the

Chevrolet Lumina APV Old.
smobile Silhouette, and Pon-

tiac Trans Sport.

Engineers

were able to incorporate the

anlenna

into the

minivans

because the vehicles have a
plastic roof panel that allows
radio signals to pass through to
the antenna. Conventional
metal roofs block the signals.
The roof antenna is said to provide equal FM and better AM
reception than a mast antenna.

Electronic
guide for
travellers
I

plug-in modules.

Advanced
Battery
Consortium
I tne

Department

Energy are to collaborate on a

Acontains a database-with
35,000 entries covering all

It

expandable to

100,000 entries by installing

7Ithe BisThree car makers and
"U.S.
of

hand-held electronic guide

majorinterstate highways

able and

i

n

the

research project for the first
time. Both car makers and the
government will fund the 5260
million U.S. Advanced Battery

a

Consortium with the goal of

trip from one
city to another by providing
mileage and simple directions
for getting there.

developing a lightweight battery system to make electric
vehicles widely available by the

continental U.S.
traveller to plan

allows

a

While on a trip, users enter
the state, highway, direction
and nearest mile marker to
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year 2000.

The Bush administration
considers the project an
implementation of its National

promising advanced battery
alternatives by committing
their respective resources,
including facilities, technology,

by a small hydrau.lic

pump,

mounted on the rear of the
power-steering pump, that
draws fluid from the power-

and people."

steering reservoir. An electronic-control unit varies fan
speed, depending on engine

the environment, advance U.S.
technology, and increase indus-

temperature, air-conditioner

Watkins added that the
agreement will help improve

status, and engine speed. The

try participation in research
and development. He also
claimed that the National

unit controls the hydraulic
pump. which acts in turn to

Energy Strategy

hydraulic fan motor.

will

create
more than 300,000 new jobs by
the end of the decade.

Decreasing
grill area of
cars

7Ilhe srill

I .uri

areas on the fronts

ir d..reasing

control,

a spool valve, the

electric fans, which would
require an electric motor and

larger alternator and battery.
The variable load the hydraulic

as designs

become more aerodynamic.

fan exerts'on the engine also
results

in

I

I

Besides being quieter, the
Camry fan and accompanying
hydraulic system are smaller

and lighter than comparable

of

I

smoother idle and

low-speed driveability.

9

l

I
I

Early
Sbooaer
lf,iarztirug
by K GarwellintriI gued me somewhat, and not
wishingto denegrate his efforts,
I thought he was a bit 'wide of

flthe article

the mark', in his approach to

detecting meteor

showers,
atmospheric charge etc.

He might be interested in

a

device invented by me in 1963,
patent no. 991646, as no doubt
would Mr L Grossan (Tyne and
Wear), that not only can detect
meteor showers but also give
advance warning of a lightning

lo

strike to within 10 minutes.
My own studies of atmospheric ionisation have heen in
intense interest to me, but my

Pre-Am1Q

main interest

f have just finished buildingthe
IJLH Pre-amp RIAA board

in this line

of

research was more to do with
wide spectrum EM sensing.
I am sure both gentlemen
will derive great pleasure from
their own experimenls using an
electrometer, though the path
they have chosen might not lead
to where they expect. One
interesting phenomena they

might pursue with this HRV
instrument, is in the study of
dowsing. but I digress....
P Wilkinson,

Lincs

Prarbed

and I must agree with Mr Linsley-Hood's comments.
While the noise level and the
circuit is more susceptible to
mains hum, this is more than
compensated by the smoother
treble and reduction in surface
noise from records.
The pre-amp is very open
and clear. Most of all you are
now totally involved with the
music, your feet tapping up and
down to the rhythm.
On the technical side. as I

have a low output moving- coil
cartridge,I had to replace R9 to
7R. The 250 capitors, as they
are i n the signal path, I replaced
with polypropylene types cost-

ing only f,1-36 each from
Maplin. All resistors are low-

noise metal-film also from

Maplin alongwith the low ESR
capacitors.

Thanks once again to John

Linsley Hood for

another
excellent circuit which sounds

wonderful.
D Lucas,
Glasgow
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Andrew Armslrong
provides d more efficient
backlight for a bike.
he simple

it

was

LED bicycle'lamp solved the problem

intended to solve

-that

of having a lamp

small enough to carry around all day to prevent

it

being stolen or vandalised, but its PP3 battery
ran down too quickly for long-distance use. A rechargeable battery would have solved the problem, but
rechargeables run out suddenly. The light is bright one
minute and completely absent the next' Primary batteries, on the other hand, degrade gradually enough to
give warning that a replacement is necessary, and do not
Ieaveyou half way up the hill with largevehicles whizzing
past just as your light fails.
The simple bikelight was built in one evening using a full-specification red lens cannibalised from a
damaged lamp-to solveanimmediateproblem,whichit
is still working well two years later. A more sophisticated
solution is possible, however; one area of improvement is
a cheaper and more efficient type of battery. An alkaline
PP3 costs about f 2.80p, and a set of four AA cells costs
around f,3, but even if the power were used no more efficiently in the new design, the batteries would last over
three times as long as the single PP3, because a single AA
cell has 80% of the energy content of the PP3.
Atfull price (and in manyshops youwould payless),
a PP3 offers you two watt-hours per pound sterling, while
an AA cells offers you 6.23 watt-hours per pound' This
design also uses the batteries more efficiently than the
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Fig.2 Graph showing variation in current in R6

simple one, so that a set of batteries may last four times as
Iong.

Constant Current
Light-emitting diodes must be driven from a constant
current, rather than a constant voltage source. The easy
way to provide this would be to supply a higher voltage

than the LED via a resistor to limit the current. For
example, three LEDs in series, totally almost 6V, would
be driven from a 9V battery via a 100 ohm resistor giving
an

LED current of approximately 3OmA. The drawback

with this approach is that one-third of thepoweris wasted

in warming up the resistor; this offends my

sense of

economy.

IB

The design shown here in Figure I provides a constant
current bv means of a switched mode flyback regulator.
and the only power wasted is in incidental circuit losses.
The input voltage to the circuit is 6V, while the output voltage is set by the drop of four LEDs in series,
approximately 7.5V T'hree parallel chains of LEDs are
used here. and the currents in eaoh one will be similar as
long as the same type of LED is used throughout. If a serious imbalance is present, then constructors may need to
add series resis-

tors of 22R in

each line

to
equalise the cur-

rent. This would

waste

some

power, but much
less than is normally wasted in a

nounced, though the LEDs stili give out sonre light, until
the circuit ceases to oscillate properly at around 2.5V
The practical limit for useful light output is .just over 3V
When a norninally 6V batterv pack is almost do,lvn to 3V,
most ofthe energy has been extracted from the batteries,
and they can be thrown awa1, ivith a clear conscience.

Construction And Testing
This circuit may be constructed on the pCI3 desigted for

it, or the constructor may do a Veroboard layout if
desired. Layout of this circuit is not critical, though if
large loops of ',viring exist in the main current loop
between C1 and C2, then some radio interference may

resi stor.

be radiated.

When

the

ed on, the current in L1 (and

therefore in R6) is zero, so Q3 is switched off. This allows
Q2 to be switched on by the current flowing through R1.
This in turn switches on Q 1, causing the current in L1 to
rise. While Q1 is switched on, the current does not pass
through the LEDs, but is simply returned to the negative
battery terminal via R6.
When the current risesfar enough so that the voltage
drop across R6 is sufficient to start switching on e3, e2
starts to switch off, which turns Q3 on harder via the
positive feedback resistor R4. This switches off e 1, and
the curlent flowing in the inductor now passes through
D 1 and through the LEDs. Because thevoltage across the
LEDs is greater than the input voltage from the batteries,
the current in L1 declines. When it has declined far
enough to allow Q3 to switch off, Q2 switches on, which
turns on Q1, and the whole process starts again. This
gives rise to the graph of current in R6 as shown in Figure

As with

The action of the circuitis to approximatelyregulate

the average current in

R6. It might at first
appear that this also

MOULD

Fig.4 Cross section of LED display and casing

regulates the current in
the load, but that is not
entirely true. Current
flows in the ,load only
during the declining part

of the current waveform,
as shown in Figure 3, so
that an increased differential between input and output

voltages

will result in a different time-relationship

between the two parts of the waveform, and therefore a
different average LED current. The LED current is regulated to some extent, because it approaches a limiting
value as the on-time of Q1 shortens.
The current in the LEDs does not pulsate as shown
in Figure 3, because ofthe presence ofC2. Strictly speaking, the waveform in Figure 3 corresponds with the current in D1, and the LED current is averaged by C2.

the

simple bicycle Iamp
design, the LEDS are
spaced evenly on a

coo
ooc
coo
ooo
LED PANEL

panel of Veroboard
connected in series-

parallel as shown.
l'his design uses
twelve LEDs. rather
than the nine used in
the simple one, so it
is capable of giving
more light output
with a better dispersion. Once again, if a

lens from an otherwise defunct bicycle

lamp is

MINIATUFE
SLIDE SWITCH

BATTERY
HOLDER

available,

then the LED panel

should be fitted
behind this. Because

the contacts in

2.

t4

time. As the voltage tlecrcuses [urther. thc ci[Lcts upon

the LED current of the decrease becolne rnore pro-

current-limiting

circuit is switch-

Fig.3 Graph of Load current

As the batteries run dor,r,n, and the input voltage
decreases, the on-time of Q 1 increases. Initialil,. this has
little effect on the average LED current, because the ontime of Q1 is stilt a small proportion of the total cycle

Fig.5 Overall positioning of parts

a

bicycle lamp tend to corrode, a lens may be available
from one which has corroded past reasonabie repair.
Should no suitable iens be available,

a

good alterna-

tive is to encapsulate the LED panel (after it has been
thoroughly tested, of course) in clearcast resin. To do this,
it will be necessary to make a mould along the lines
shown in Figure 4. The base of the mould needs to be
dimpled in order to diffuse the light adequatety. Tt is of no
use if the rear lamp can be seen properly from only one
angle. Some drinking glasses have suitable surfaces
which could be used to stamp the mould material.
When the PCB has been assembled, it should be
tested by connecting the I-ED panel to the output of the
PCB, and connecting a supply of aporoximately 3Vto its
input.TheLEDs should light.If they do, theinputvoltage

should be increased to 6V, where the LE,Ds should
become considerably brighter. If all is still well, then the
circuit is working properly.

If the LEDs did not light, first of ali check the
polarity of both the 3V power supply and of the LED
panel, and then check through the circuit, one compo-
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nent at atime, to find the problem. Onefairiylikely snagis
that the connections of Q1 appear in the reverse direction from those of a normal TO92 transistor" so this is the

Figure 5. These items may be mountbd using doublesided adhesive tape. 'Ihis is very secure if the surtac'es to

first colrponent to check if il doesn't work.

from normal fingerprints, can undermine the adhesion.
The project is now ready for use.

It is advisable to carry out these tests betbre encapsulating the 1.ED panel"
When the PCIB is working correctly, all the connections to it should he made and then it should be covered
with several coats of PCB lacquer or varnish to protect it
from the effects of the weather.

Final Assembly
When the separate parts are protected fiom the elements,
the board, LED panel, switch and battery should be
wired together, as shown in the circuit diagram. The bat-

teries must be protected tittn.r the weatheq or else the
contacts wilI corrode and the light will tail. Constructors
may wish to devise their oln method of doing this, but
one suitable means would be to use the 'AA battery box',
which accepts four AA cells in a square configuration.
This will fit inside a hinged, polypropylene battery
holder, available trom Maplin. These two items are the

be stuck are scrupulously clean.Any trace ofgrease, even

PARTSLIST
HESIST0RS (all 0,25W s%)

R1
R2,3
R4
R5
R6

"ffi
1"_.tf

\{3/

4k7

390R

ln

.":l

100k
1k

6R8

CAPACITORS

Fig.6 Component overlay

LEDl-12 High efficiency red leds eg Maplin type UK19V

ones specified in the parts list.

Depending on pref'erence, the PCB rnay be thoroughiy varnished and then left open, it may be enclosed
in a small plastic case, or it muy be encapsulated in clearcast resin or silicone rubber.
To complete the project" the LED panel, the PCB,
the switch and thebattery holder should be mounted on a
strip of Paxolin orbiankPCB, approximately as shown in

PCB & SCHEMATIC CAD

EASY-Po

t98

MISCELLANEOUS

Battery box (Maplin order code HF29G)

Battery holder (Maplin order code HY32K)
PCB, wire, solder, strip of paxolin etc, 4 x M cells,

DIGITAL SIMU!.ATION

PULSAR

100pH,8RBS choke {Cirkit order code 2621YF0092K)
Slide Switch (Cirkit order code 5316320)
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together
-allowing vastly increased channel densities as
will be described later. It will be many decades before the

fundamental limitations of photonic connectivity are
reached. The connection densities which such systems

will then support will be staggering.
HOLOGBAPHTC

There are at present a number of initiatives world
wide to develop the full potential of photonic connectivity. If optical switching technology is used for data chan_
nel switching in a complex .many-to-many, arrangement,

PORTS

o.iEEiYo,

Fig.1

s replicated by
with the output
to an output set

by Douglas Clarkson
hile light may be increasingly used as the
method of choice of transmitting digital
information, electrical switch mechanisms
still dominate present methods of switching
technology. But as interconnection densities increase
and also the associated problems of connectivity,
speed and size of systems dominate, then optical switch
technology will become increasingly attractive and
indeed essential in some areas.
Optical technology has been investigated extensively in the area of'optical logic'yet no significant breakthrough has been forthcoming. The bulk of this work
relates to allowing light interaction processes to undertake logic switch and memoryprocesses.It is the,connectivity'aspect ofphotonics
ng
fruit. A broad range of ap
ng
investigated to produce

th

then a set of optical technology ,building blocks, is
required. This articie briefly examines a few of these
ideas, some of which have been investigated in the
Department of Physics at King,s College, London.
The principles used in the technology are not them_
selves new.Itis, however, the availability of modernfabri_
cation technology which allows age old optical laws to be
harnessed for such applications.
Such photonic 'building blocks'include :
a)

from

-lens devices to create a Gaussian beam profile

fibre port to an input of array generators or for
array generator output
a

b)
-array generators to replicate a given input pat_
tern (Dammann grating or Hologram types)
c)
-spatial light modulators (SLMs; to dynamically
alter channel switching links
d)
-'smart pixel' elements of SLMs to interact with
channel data in an'intelligent, way

ch

systems.

In particular in communications switching applications, elements of technology are beginning to emerge
which will allow the goal of such optical switching to be
realised.
It is important to appreciate the funclamental difference between'electron' based information switching

U)

(J
-t
EA
!I

,-\

v
I6

and 'optical' information switching. ln the use of electrons as message carriers, currents have to be carried
along insulated channels or wires. Essentially electrons
are 'fermions' or strongly interacting particles. There are
very real limits as to the packing density of independent
current carrying channels brought:about by their strong
mutual interactions.
By contrast, beams of light made up of photons
called boson particles, can be made to pass through each
other with no crosstalk. Also, within an array of points of
light, individual channels can be placed very much closer

I

Fig.2 A 64x64 pixel binary phase hologram which dif-

fracts light into 4x4 odd orders.

While previously some of these optical components
were only produced within R&D laboratorys, a growing

number of items are now commercially available. This
has significantly increased the pace of developments
generally. There is an obvious parallel between the
expansion of micro-electronics and the availabilitv of
chip technology.
One important building block is shown in Figure 1
where a'one-to-many'fan out can be achieve<J using an
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A first lens element, a holographic array
generator and a second lens element are coupled to a set
of output fibre ports. The initial input beam is replicated
input fibre.

intheform of anNXN

array. Such array generators can be

produced either using a so called binary phase diffraction grating (Dammann gratings) or a binary phase hologram. Dammann gratings were initially developed for
applications relatin g to photolithographic reproduction
within the semiconductor manufacturing industry: [t is
essential that Iight is incident on the surface of these elements in a Gaussian distribution. Arrays as high as
128xI28 have been demonstrated, using these techniques
-ie. from one Gaussian input an array of 128 by
128 output points has been established.
Problems in makingthesehas produced a variability

indicates that the value of space occupied by each channel could be reduced by a factor of around 1000. Where
these very high connection densities are required, then
optical mechanisms appear the only way of implementing them.
One arrangement of such an optical bus is shown in
Figure 3 where data can be communicated from the bus
into circuit cards and circuit cards can modulate light
levels within the bus itself. The very great scope to reduce
the interconnection volume of each optical channel has
generallybeen restricted due, forexample to problems of

-

ffit

ffi,

,W,t

size of lens eiements manipulating individual beams

HOLOGRAM
H(x,v)

of output from element to element and very often the central 'straight through' has a higher output value than the

other elements. Figure 2 shows a 64x64 pixel binary
phase hologram which diffracts light into 4x4 odd
orders. One application of this technology relates to the
synchronisation of clock signals within electronic circuits. Improved synchronisation can be achieved by distributing a master clock signal as a one-to-many optical
signal through optical fibres or through free space and
where electronic clock signals are regenerated at each
end point. This replication can take place by means of
discrete fibre optic links and also free space generated

/-\

+

MONOMODE

I,
GFIN
LENS 1

LENSLENGTHI=3.7mm
LENSDIAMETERf=1.8mm

Fig.4 lntegration of GRIN lens with monomode fibres and hologram

structures

arrays.

This idea has been more recently extended to the
idea of the high density optical bus where many thousands of connections run between modules functioning
using conventional electronic circuitry. The optical links
are used primarily on account oftheir powers ofconnectlvrty.

TRANSPARENT
PD ABRAY

either as input or outputs to Fourier plane array generators. The recent availability of GRIN (gradient refractive index) lenses, is a step forward in achieving relevant
miniaturisation of such components.
The refractive index of these minute cylindrical lenses decreases with radius according to a specific mathematical formula.

n:n"('-T)
\-/

where n is the refractive index, r is the distance from the
centre of the lens and A is a constant of the lens material.
This gives the lens the property of a Fourier transform

lens, enabling a monomode fibre output to be transformedbythe GRINlensto createacollimated Gaussian
beam for fan out by a hologram device or Dammann grating. Acting in reverse, a second GRIN lens can create a
fan out of similar Gaussian beams for coupling to output

fibres.
Figure 4 shows integration of GRIN lens with monomode fibres and hologram structures.

In work undertaken at King's College, a lens of
Fig.3 Proposed model of optical bus connectivity. A parallel

light wave bus communicates with electronic cards.

This technology is being proposed as a means of
implementing parall el optical bus designs for VLSI interconnection in a similarmannerto electronic back planes.
Such a facility would allow parallel connections of many
thousands of data lines between the bus and electronic
based circuit boards with photodiode arrays and transmission type spatial light modulators. In the analysis of a
'modest'back plane with 100x100 channels, with a lens
diameter

of 4mm, optical
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information theory still

diameter 1.8mm and length 3.7mm was used to construct
a 5 X5 array offanout points. These lenses therefore provide the degree of miniaturisation required for compact
switching circuitry. For a lens ofthis size, it is considered
possible to accommodate a maximum fan out array of
around 25x25. Applications for such technology are
anticipated in a general parallel channel facility, where an
inputimage of MxM arrayis replicated by aMXM Hologram unit and associated GRIN lenses.
Researchers expect this will be a natural way of parallel processing of image data, where an initial image
array can be simultaneously replicated as required. This

technology appears

to be moving towards modular

frt

{
COLLECTING
LENSES

..
LENSLET ARRAY
(coLLrMATrNG)

$

REFLECTIVE
SLM

POLARISING
BEAMSPLITTER
FANOUT HOLOGRAM

(MULTIPLE IMAGING)

'-.t'
Fig.S Design of a telecommunications cross bar switch where elements of an NxN
input array are switched to an
NxN output array.

components with specitic array size and channel separations.
The multiple image of the input array could in turn
bealtered bya spatial light modulator(SLM) orinturnbe
interfaced directly to a photodiode detector array.
In relation to speci[ic applications in telecommunications switching, Figure 5 shows how a cross bar switch
can be set up using optical technology. The
initial monomode fibre input array is repli-

Th

e

'smart pixel' can therefore be considered to pro_

data'more intelligently'than a dumb SLM element.
In connectiveoptical structures, an arrayof ,smartpixels,
could be used as the plane of termination for a complex
sequence of parallel optical data processing units. The
design of such devices allows parallel image processing
where information about'local, conditions can be used
cess

cated by a fanout hologram and passes
through a polarising beam splitter onto a
reflective SLM. This rotates the polarisation
of beamlets which are to be transmitted to
the output channels. An array of collimating
lenses'collects light onto the output set of
fibres. A complex algorithm implemented
by the reflective SLM effectively maps input
channels to output channels.
Since fanout holograms have reported
densities in the region of 128xl28,the limitation of the switching technology relates to
aspects of size of individual SLM elements
and their associated level of cross talk. Using
current SLM devices fabricated from ferro-

electric crystal, the maximum number of
channels which can be interconnected is in

ELECTRONIC

INPUT

Fig.6 Design of 'smart pixel'SLM unit, where both globat and local
processing can influence pixel processing function, thus
increasing flexibility of device.

have:

- an electronic input from local/external circuits
-an electronic output based on received optical
data and local logic control unit

-
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optical modulation pad to alter reflected/

transmitted light
an optical detection pad

OUTPUT

OPTICAL

theregion of l000.Dataratesinexcess of I Gbitperchannel are expected. Comparable switching mechanisms are
being developed by researchers at AI&T using self-electro optic effect devices (S-SEEDs).
In the development of the new parallel electro optic
architectures, the so called 'smart pixel' SLM element
offers greaterflexibility ofsystem design. Such a device is
shown in Figure 6. The'smart pixel'can be considered to

-an

ELECTRONIC

INPUT

to determine how image datais processed. This increases

speeds of processing.
While the 1980's saw the emergence of optical computingin terms of innovative optical logic structures, the
1990's are witnessing the emergence of practical devel-

opment of optical interconnect technologies. The work
beingundertakenintheUK atcentres such asKing,s College in demonstrating and developing such technology is

therefore important in maintaining a presence in such
highly strategic sector of technology.

a
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Importance of Source Resistance
the capability of doing something -whereas
current represents energy rn kinetic form and is actually
doing it!

-itonlyhas

o

The Constant Voltage Source

E

Fig.1

Variable load

by A P Stephenson
ny source of EMF has some internal resistance
(or impedance) which sets an upper limit on the
maximum current it can force through a closed
circuit. If the source is a car accumulator, then
both the finite conductivity of the sulphuric acid and the
resistance of the lead electrodes make up the bulk of the

Figure 1 shows an EMF (E) with source resistance (r)
connected across a variable external load (R,-). The current flowing causes a voltage drop across the source
resistance so the voltage across the load is less than the
source EME Varying the load resistance will always vary
the voltage across it but, providing the resistance is not
allowed to fall below a certain limit, the variation can be
negligable. This leads to the following definition:
An EMF source is acting as a 'constant voltage
generator'ifwide variations in the load resistance (or
impedance) have minimal elfect on thevoltage across the
load.

internal resistance.
The result of short-circuiting a source of EMF with a
screwdriver depends to a large extent on source resistance ratherthan voltage. A six vblt drytorchbattery, apart
from getting slightly warm, may display no visible sign of
distress but a six volt accumulator, subjected to the same
indignity, may melt the screwdriver to the accompaniment ofbangs and sparks.

o

--------------Rr<<r

Fig.3 Effect of R. on

-

R;;;;-

Fig.2 Effect of R. on V.

Although all high voltage sources of EMF should be
treated with respect it is comforting to know that the
lethal potential depends as much on the source resistance as the voltage. Underthe right conditions, agirl running a comb through her hair at night is probably generating several thousand volts of static EMF but the equivalent source resistance of the hair
-if dry enough to cause
so the current
the
multi-megohmrange
sparks
-willbein
is unlikely to exceed a few nanoamps.
After all, it is current, not voltage, which causes the
most trouble. Voltage represents energy in potential form
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Although there is no upper limit on the value of the
load resistance, it must always be much higher than the
source resistance. Expressed in symbolism:
Providing RL > > r, then E qualifies as a constant
voltage source.
'Much higher' is, of course, a relative term but in
practice, it can be taken to mean at least, ten times higher.
Here is a numerical example:
LetE :10 volts and r :10 ohms. Providingthe load is
never allowed to drop below 100 ohms, the load is being
fed by a constant voltage source. Thatis to say, increasing
the load from 100 ohms to several megohms, will not significantly alter the voltage (Vr) across the load.
It is worth checking a few values for R,_:
When R' :100 ohms, VL :10(100/ 110) :9.1 volts.
When Rr:1,000 ohms, Vr:10 (1000/1010) :9.9
volts.
When Rr:10,000 ohms, VL:10(10,000/10,010)
9.99 volts.

:

The graph in Figure 2, illustrating the effect of R. on
the load voltage, is based upon the basic voltage divider
equatlon:

vr:E t-l

RL

hardly move as the slider, used for tapping off Vc, is
moved almost over the full range. The actual value of the
'constant' current depends on the setting of the base
current.

The base/emitter junction of a bipolar transistor

r +RL

requires feedingfrom

a

constant current source, as does a

light emitting diode.

When a load is operated by a constant voltage
source, the voltage drop across r is small which means

that R. is approximately equal to E and the current
approximately equal to E/R..
The term 'constant voltage' must not be taken too
literally. It applies only if E is kept constant and RL is
changed.

The Constant Current Source
Fig.4 Symbol

In virtually all respects, this is the mirror image of the

for constant
current

constant voltage source. The circuit and the symbolism
of Figure 1 can stillbe usedbutthe definition and the con-

sourGe

ditions are completely different.

SUPPLY BAIL

The Maximum Power Law
The previous discussions have been concerned with
massive inequalities between r and Rr. A constant voltage source required r to be much less than R,_ whereas a
constant current source required r to be much greater
than Rr. However, if power in the load is more important
than voltage or current then it is essential to ensure that
R.:r. This equality between source and load forms the
basis of the following law:
Maximum power is dissipated in the load when the
load resistance equals the source resistance,
The rigid proof of the law requires a little calculus
but the following intuitive approach based on Figure 1
and the graph of Figure 6 sacrifices rigidity in return for

simplicity:

1. If R,
across it

and

v

lowerthan r, the currentis highbutthe voltage
will be low due to the divider action between Vr

is

L.

2. If

RL is higher than r, the voltage across R. is high,
because of the more favourable divider action, but the
current is low

Fig.5 Constant current in transistor

A.'constant current source' is deemed to exist when
the current through the load is virtually independant of
the load resistance. The circuit conditions necessary to
achieve this are as follows:
Providing the load resi stance is always kept much smaller

It is not unreasonable tohazard an intelligent guess
that when R. and r are equal, the current and voltage
across the load will form the maximum product even if
their individual values are less than maximum. Since
power is equal to the product of voltage and current, the
power in R. will therefore reach a maximum when R1 :r.
When this relation is satisfied, the load is said to be
'matched' to the source.
The graph in Figure 6 shows how the load power
varies as the load resistance is varied. If the load resistor

than the source resistance, the EMF will behave as a constant current source
almost!

-well

As usual, 'much smaller' is taken to mean at least ten
times smaller.
Example: Assume E:10 volts, r:1,000 ohms and
R,_:10 ohms. The current will be E/(r*RL):10/(1,010)

:9.901mA.

G

If R. is now decreased to 5 ohms, the current will be
10/(1,005) :9.95mA.
Notice that even halving the load resistance had
little impact on the current. The graph in Figure 3 illustrates the effect on the current of varying Rr.
A constant current source is often represented by
the symbol shown in Figure 4. The current labelled I is
assumed to be E/r because the load resistance must be
assumed negligible in order to justify the use of the sym-

u
o
=
c

bol.

Constant Current devices
Some components are constant current sources in their
own right. For example, the collector current (Ic) in a
junction transistor is substantially independant of collector voltage (Vc) over a wide range thereby qualifying it
for such a title. The meter measuring Ic in Figure 5 will

,!o

z
E

Rr=r

Fig.6 Effect of R. on load power

has a low power rating, it would be an interesting
,tune, although potentially hazardous
it
-experiment to
for maximum smoke!
Notice that the graph rises steeply at the Ieft but falls
away much slower as it leaves the maximum power point.
There is a moral in this
accurate matching is difficult,

-if

orjnconvenient, it is better to ert on the side of too high a
load resistance rather than too small!
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than this figure.
2. A certain lead acid accumulator has an open ciicuit
EMF of 12 volts at a source resistance of 0.01 ohm.
Maximum power it can deliver is:
P r :82 / 4r : 144 / 0.01 : 14.44kW.
Warning! This example is of theoretical interest
only. The accumulator would probably buckle its plates
in rage at the prospect of supplying a matched load.

Source Impedance
Fig.7 Voltage

distribution under matched load

conditions

The maximum power law, subject to certain modifications, still holds for alternating current circuits. Resistance, of course, must be replaced by impedance and the
matching of load to source must take into account the

Maximum Delivered Power
Under conditions of maximum power, the voltage
across the load is only half the source EMF (E)
because the other half is squandered within the source

(Vr)

resistance. This means that:

phase angle.
If, for example, the source impedance is 100 ohms at
a phase angle of 20 degrees leading, the load must be 100
ohms at a phase angle of 20 degrees lagging. Expressing

:50"/" under matched load condi-

this in vector jargon, the source and load impedances

Armed only with E and r and a little algebra, it is

must be 'conjugates' of each other.
Example: If the source :10 I 1o,the load mustbe

possible to find the maximum power (Pr) any source can
deliver to an external load. The following procedure is
based on Figure 7:

In general terms, if source is of the form z :(R*jX)
then the load should be of the form z :(R-jX).

Power transfer
tions.

P.:V. I,

EE

E2

2 r*R'

:r

so we can

E2
PL

2

(2r)

And simplifying, we arrive at, .'

-

4r

This is an important result and deserves a couple of
examples.
has an open circuit EMF of
resistance
of 50 ohms.
10 volts at a source
Maximum power it can deliver is:

1. A certain signal generator

P

r :E2 / 4r

:

100 / 200

As explained earlier, a circuit operating under matched
load conditions is only 50% efficient. This is the price
that mustbe paid for demandingthe highestpowertransfer. Fortunately, the need for such a wasteful procedure is
normallyrestricted to thefar end of electronic circuits.In
thecase of audio amplifiers, onlythelasttransistors in the
chain are obliged to disgorge their output into a pair of
matched speakers while in ham radio, only the final tank
circuits of the transmitter operate under matched load

:0.5 watt.

If the load is not matched, the power delivered will be less

So to achieve high efficiency, most of the power must
be confined to the load.In turn, this means that Rt must
be much greater than r which, as discussed earlier, happens to be the criterion for a constant voltage source! It is
paradoxical that high power efficiency can only be
achieved by putting up with low power.
Matchingbetween source and load is often required
for reasons other than power transfer. In coaxial transmission lines, the primary reason for matching is to prevent reflections and the resulting standing waves.
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conditions.
Efficiency :(power in load)/ (total power supplied)

E2

f t -

/--30.

Power Transfer Effi ciency

2(r*R')

But, under matched load conditions, R.
write,
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or seria! port and require no power supply. They are supplied with easy to use
software which collects data for either display or print-out.

.8-bit resolution

ADC-"| 0
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.0-5 V input range
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NOTE:

tcl
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= LM324
rc2 = MN3101

tc4

lc3 = MN3004
tc4 = 78L15
o't = 1N4148

vo
GND

D2,3 = 1N4001
T1 = 15-0-15 100mA

TBANSFORMEA

Fig.l Complete circuit diagram of Surround-Sound decoder

HOWITWORKS

-

The circuit diagram is shown in Figure

within the range 0,5 to

1.0

1, The input signals should be
volts BMS, this is the usual level from the audio

0utput (N0T Speaker) connectors on equipment. lCla is the left minus right
amplifier circuit, with a gain in differential mode of aboutfive. This gain will
control, and give adequate signal

instability.
The mains enters via SW1, and passes to the transformer, T1, The
output from the transformer is rectified by D2 and D3, and smoothed by
C'13,

to give about 23V The power supply voltage required is 15V which is

regulated by lC4.

control, RV1, is used to offset any
s,

this is will require fairly careful

left and right channel signal from
R5 and R5 set the bias

for

lC1 a

and, since the circuit is directly coupled,

for the delay and remaining op-amps.

extracte
rollbelow 4kHz. The
The

lClb, with a

low passfilter, builtaround
and the -3dB point a litle
n analogue bucket brigade

delay line, with a
lC2 (ilIN3101) is the clock for the delay line, and produces two anti-

phase
samPl
thede
and th

z,

which gives a delay

reference voltage for

isthedelaylineitself,
R16.

This summed signal then passes through another filter built around
lC1:c. This is similar to before, but with the addition of R20 and C'11, which
reduce the signal by about 6dB above 300H2, effectively giving a little bass
boost, The signal is then buffered by lC1 d, and fed to the volume control via

The output from the volume control will then be connected to your
power amplifier as required.

C12.

Please note that the frequency responses of the filter circuits have been
calculated using analysis (Spice) software, based on the op-amp specified.

Using a different device will give. inconect results, and may result in
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Paul Stenning ertrocls ihe

redr sound channel from
film soundtrocks to give
very stunning resuhs at

low cost.

P1

l@i
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P2
P3
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@
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@

available for home use, however these tend to be rather
expensive. The unit presented hereis a "sound-alike" circuit which, whilst not performing as lvell as the real thing,
stillgives superb resultsfor a more affordable price. Since
the PCB is supplied with this magazrne, and the components (inctuding a case) can be obtained for under f30,
this project is a must for any film fan with satellite,
NICAM or a stereo VCR. The only other requirements
are a small amplifier and a pair of cheap speakers' Some
constructors may wish to incorporate a power amplifier
circuit in the same case as this decoder, suggestions for
this are given later in this article.
The project is quite straightforward to assemble and
requires no setting up, so should be well within the capabilities of most constructors. To this end, detailed assembly instructions will be given (more experienced constructors please bear with us!), and component colour
codes or markings are given in the parts list.

Surround Sound: The Operation
Fig.2 Component Overlay for decoder
any owners of satellitereceivers, Nicam Stereo
equipment and stereo video recorders are tak-

ing advantage of the vast improvement in realism that can be obtained on stereo film soundtracks, by feeding the sound through the Hi-Fi, and positioning the TV centrally between the speakers'
However, by comparison to the cinema, there is still
something missing! Apart from the large screen and the
kids throwing popcorn around, an important absense at
home is the Dolby Stereo surround-sound system. Many
films are now made with Dolby Stereo sound, and if it
says "Dolby Stereo in Selected Cinemas" at the end of the'
credits. the surround sound information will still be
encoded into the stereo soundtrack whether the film is
transmitted by satellite or in Nicam stereo, or released on

video.
There are some excellent Dolby licensed decoders

ETI JULY T992

When the film soundtrack is recorded, the surround
sound channel is encoded by firstfilteringit and attenuatingitby 3dB, and then passingit to two phase shiftingcircuits. One of these shifts ttre signal by *90'and sums it to
the left channel, thc other shifts the signal by -90" and
sums it to the right signal. Thus the signal is 180'out of
phase between the two channels.
To extract the signal, basically all that is required is a

fixed left minus right network. However, for better realism the extracted signal requires additional processingin
the form of a short delay, typically between 12ms and
25ms, in this case 16ms. The purpose of the delay is to
make anyfront channel sounds that strayto the rear channel. less noticeable.This is achieved by confusingthe ear;
since any stray sounds will come from the front channels
a few milliseconds before the rear, they r,vill appear to
originate from the front. The delay also gives the sound
more depth. A similar delay is also used in licensed
Dolby decoders, ancl is allowed tbr by the film makers.
A low pass filter comes before the delay circuit to
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limit the bandwidth of the signal to just below 4kHz, half
the delay sampling frequency (8kHz). The delay is fol_
lou,ed b1, a similar circuit to remove the sampling fre_
cluency

from the signal.ln addition, this filter also gives

a

degree of bass

Limiting t
cantly detrac,

gnifi_

. The
bandwidth of the surround signal in a proper Dolby sys_
tem is only 100H2 to TkHz,and the upper end of this can
only be achieved by using Dolby licensed noise reduc_
tion circ uitry to remove stray signals. The surround channel exists for effect, not for listening to in its own right. So
long as the Left and Right channels are of reasonable
quality the overall resutt will be fine!
as

The IC sockets should then be fitted. Again orienta_

tion is important, the notch in the centre of one end

should be positioned as shown on the Overlav. Do not
plug the ICs into rhe sockets yet.
The termi
in the position
tight fit and sh
place with the
doing this, and check the pins are properly in place and
straight before finally soldering.
The ceramic capacitors can be fitted next, these can
be fitted
round. The values of these may be
shown in
f ways, the most likely markings are
shown in
st.

The electrolytic capacitors can be fitted

LEFT
NPUT
SKI

now.

Polarity is important, the positive connection is shown

overlay
co
the

RIGHT
INPUT
SK2

on the
the negative
tive lead is
away from the

pacitors,
the posi_

marking

The voltage regulator, IC4, is fitted next. Orientate
shown on the overlay, and gently push down until the
base of thebodyis about 5mm above the pCB before sol_
dering.
Finally fit the
the shafts to suit the
shaft (not rhe body
Iength required with a junior
burrs with a fine file. The two
check the markings before fitt
pots well down and make sure they are correctly aligned
before soldering.
as

BACK OF
SWITCH 1
SCBEEN

1i*i\r!i.n:?rr6-Z- cortE

No
checkin
nents, b

Fig.3 lnter wiring diagram

PCB Construction
The PC'B for this project is supplied on the front cover of
this maghzine. Additional pCBs may be obtained from
the ETI PCB service, see page 76 for details.
In order keep costs down, the pCB is
all holes drilled to one size. Before starting
sizes of the following holes should be
enl arged if n ecessary. Holes for RV 1 and RV2 need to
be

l.2mm(
usingsh
wire).Holesforthet
enl
(alte
the
usin
dio
are
enlargedto
totheboard

esecomponents

Gtinnedcopper
gmayneedtobe
ires straight to

The holes for
ay need to be

enlarged to 1.0mm.

Er
.U
F--l
,at
U
&
II
A
H
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The component overlay for the pCB is shown in
Figure 2. Double check the position, value and orienta_
tion of each component, against the overlay and parts
L.ist, before soldering it into place. Thke care when solderlng, to ensure reliable joints. In particular take care
where tracks pass close between pads, to avoid solder
bridges.

Start by fitting the resistors, these components can

fitted either way round. The coloir codes are given in
the parts i st. If th e resi stors u sed have a tolerance better
than -57o, the Gold band will be Brown ( 1%) orRed (2"/").
be

I

Next fit the diodes. These must be fittecl the correct
way rouncl, as shown on the Overlav.

ual examination,

placed compo_
bridges.

The Case
The prototype was constructed in a plastic case, approxi_
mately 770 x70 x 190mm, however a somewhat smaller
case could be used if required. Since the unit contains

dangerous (mains) voltages the case must be held
a clip together case is not suitable.If

together with screws,

you intend to include a power amplifier circuit (see

later), use a metal case and make sure it is large enough to
house all the components comfortably.
Since the PCB is so small and light, it will be per_
fectly secure mounted by the potentiometers, unless the
unit is to receive some particularly rough treatment! Two
holes are required in the front panel for the pots, 2 inches

panel, these can be carefully cut or broken off.
A third hole will also be required on the front panel,
to suit the power switch being used. The switch used on
the prototype was supplied by Maplin as a Miniature

Rocker Switch (yX65V), and required one lgmm

diameter fixing hole, and a small notch to prevent rota_
tion.It may be easierto use this type of switch, rather than
one which requires a rectangular cutout.
The front panel can then be marked with rub_down
transfers and sprayed with lacquer ifdesired. before the
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components are fitted. When tightening the pot nuts,
support thebody ofthe potfrom behind, and do not overtighten. The washer should be placed against the front
panel, behind the nut. The suggested switch has a plastic

nul which should only be tightened a little more than
finger tight. The knobs can now be fitted, ensuring they
do not scrape on the panel.
The rear panel can now be prepared, with a hole for
the mains cable grommet or clamp, and appropriate
holesforthe audio connectors being used.The prototype
has 5 pin DIN sockets, however phono sockets would
probably be more suitable in most setups. You may prefer
to use two sockets each for Left Input and Right Input,
connected in parallel, to save usingY splitters or making
custom cables (see the Installation Diagram, Figure 4)'
The same could apply for the output if using a stereo
amplifier, so the signal can be taken to both channels.
The transformer should be mounted in the base of
the case. Mount it away from the circuit board and audio
connectors, but where the leads will still comfortably
reach the board and switch. Fit a solder tag under one of
the mounting nuts for the Earth connection, having
scraped away any lacquer from around the hole in the
transformer first. The prototype used a 100mA wire
ended transformer, which was more than adequate for
the job.

WiringUp
The Interwiring Diagram is shown in Figure 3. Start with
the audio connections, using suitable screened cable. If
you wish to sleeve the screens, use a piece of the outer
insulation removed from the wire. If two phono sockets

great care! Mistakes here can be costly and dangerous.
The mains cable is standard 3 core mains flex, rated
at 3 Amps or,greater. A grommet or cable clamp must be
fitted in the hole where the mains cable enters' The cable
mustbe secured in some way.As a last resortyou could tie
a knot in the cable, but try to do something better.

Remove sufficient outer insulation for the earth
(Green,/Yellow) wire to reach from the switch to the tag
on the transformer mounting. Trim the Live (Brown) and
Neutral (Blue) wires to about 30mm, strip the ends, and
solder to the switch as shown in the Interwiring Diagram,
ensuring that there are no loose strands. These joints
should be sleeved for safety.
The thick Brown and Blue wires from the transformer primary should now be soldered to the switch, as
shown in the Interwiring Diagram, and sleeved as before.
To save possible damage to the transformer, leave these
wires the full length as supplied.
The Earth (Green/Ye11ow) wire in the mains flex
should now be soldered to the tag under the transformer
mounting nut, together with a Iength of wire sufficient to
reach the PCB.If the case has a metal front panel, a wire
should be connected from this to the earth tag (a metal
rear panel will probably be earthed by the connectors
mounted on it, if not connect it to the tag also). It may be
easier to remove the tag whilst soldering. Recheck the
tightness of the transformermounting screws after soldering these joints.
Thewires from the secondary of thetransformerwill

!
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be two of one colour (possibly Green), and one of
another colour (probably Black). Connect the single
wire, together with the wire from the transformer earth
tag, to terminal P3 on the PCB. Connect
the two same colour wires to terminals

I and P2 on the PCB, either way round.
As before, it is best to leave the transformer wires full length.
Connect a 13 Amp plug, fitted with a
3 Amp fuse,to the end of the mains flex.
Now thoroughly recheck the wiring,
particularly the mains connections.
Remember that any mistakes in the
mains wiring are potentially lethal.
P

l

Testing
Before plugging the unit in for the first
time, carry out the following tests. Make
sure the power switch is off. Set your test

meter to its highest resistance range, and
measure the resistance between Live &

Neutral. between Live
Fig.4 Equipment wiring
are being used for the inputs andlor output, as suggested
earliel they can be linked together with lengths of tinned

copper wire, providing the sockets are no more than
about 40mm apart.
Connect the'Left Input' socket to P4 (core) and P5
(screen) on the PCB, the'Right Input' socket to P6 (core)
and P7 (screen), and the'Output' socket to P8 (core) and
P9 (screen).
The mains wiring should now be carried out, with
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Earth,

and

between Neutral & Earth on the mains
plug pins. In all cases the meter should
read open circuit.
power switch to ON and carry out the
set
the
Now
above tests again. The resistance between Live &Neutral

should now be between 1k and 2k (trqnsformer primary), the other two tests should still read open circuit.
Set your test meter to the lowest resistance range
availabte, and measure the resistance between the Earth

pin on the mains plug and the following points: both
transformer mounting screws, the screens of all audio
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connectors, and any exposed metal parts ofthe case. ln

SRD400 satellite receiver.

lf any ofth e above resu ts are i ncorrect, recheck yo u r
rviring thor<tughly and find out whyl It is fairly easy to
in co rrectly wi re a main s switch so th at it
shorts across th e

Connect the unit to your home entertainmenl
equlpment, as shown in Figure 4. Note that the Audio
Out from the satellite receiver or VCR neetls to connect
to both the decoder and your main amplifiel this is

all cases the meter should read less than one ohm.
I

mains when switched on. Do not plug the unit into the
mains until the results of all the above tests are correct.
re that the plug-in IC,s (lC t, IC2 and,lC3) are
_Fnsu
not fitted. Plug the unit into the mains and switch on. Set
your test meter to 30 Vrlts DC or greatel and connect
itiis negative probe to the earth tag on the transformer.
Connect the positive probe to the cathode (bar) end of
D2 rrr D3, the meter should read between 20y incl27y.
Now connect the positive probe to pin 3 of IC I
socket,
the meter must now read between 14.25y and 15.75V.
If all is well so far, switch off and wait five minutes.
for the power supply smoothing capacitors to discharge.
Now plug in the lCs, and switch on. Measure the voltages
at the following poinrs: IC1 pin l, IC1 pin 7,1C3
pin 13,

IC3pin

14,

IClpinil,andlCl pin 14. Inallcasesthevolr_

should be between 5 and 7 volts (it may be necessary
to switch your meterdown to its l0V DC rangefor
this).
Switch off and assemble the case.
age

the
reason for the suggestion of paired sockets. Set
RV I cen_
tral and RV2 to minimum. Leave the main amplifier
off

for now, and switch on the surround amplifier, this
unit
and the satellite receiver or video recorder.
Choose a mono program (if you have satellite try
Sky
News), and turn up the volume control (RV2).
If the bal_

ance control (RVl) is adjusted towards either
end the
sound should be heard from the rear speakers. When
thp
balance control is adjusted towards the centre it
should
be possible to find a point where there is virtually
no
sound from the rear speakers.
Leave the balance control atthis position, and
select
film channel (Sky Movies or The Movie Chan_
nel). If the film is
u should ger a signifi_
a stereo

H:ffiil:J:
'

Now install the decoder and test out, as cletailed

below-

is
re
he

:ff:tfi:T,:1rffi:J

(AUl on
k the film really is in Dolby
wn on Sky in the evenings
stereo channel

).

Switch on the main amplifier and set the volume to
your usual listening level. Now adjust the Ievel
ofthe rear
channel to a level where the rear sounds contribute
to the
overall sound, without intruding. Dialogue should
still
appear to come from the front, whilst crowds,
music and
dramatic sound effects should fill the room.
A certain amount of practice will be needed to get
the best results from the unit, it,s really a matter
of trial
and error, but it's worth the effort!
The results from this simple unit can be quite stun_
ning, it really does add a whole new dimension
to home
entertainment. The effects on some modern films
are
dramatic! Sky Television are obviously well aware
that
people use this sort of equipment, since even
the trailers
on their film channels make very good use of the rear
channel.

VIEWING POSITION

lf yttur
volurne
that way the

n output available, after
ing the decoder to this,

the

REAR (SURFOUND) CHANNEL SPEAKERS

T
Stereo
will ca

Installation and Use
The ideal viewing room setup is shown in Figure

l-v-l

-t

U
-,
^r
)a
Frt
A
-

5,

although some compromises may well have to be made in
praclice. Two rear
really required, if only

onc speaker i s uscd
kers should bc heh

Il onl

ound
s if th
reo programmes or music.

Fig.5 Suggested room layout

F(J

annel willfollow adjust_

ments on th

l l be heard. These spea_
r, towar<Js the rear cor_

ners ol thc room. The el'fect is a little better if the rear
spcakers are furtheraway from the viewer than the
front
speakers. Remcmber that the rear speakers do not
have
to bc of particularly good quality, since the rear channel
bandwidth is only I (X)Hz to 4kHz.The author userJ pair

A Sillyldea!
Here's a further idea that a few of you might like
to play
around with. lf the decoder is used without the front
amplifier, on a normal stereo music source, the balance
control can be adjusted to give the music in mono with
little or no vocals. Do-it-yourself Karioke for those
who
like that sort
Of cou
dwidth is very

andth
probab

limitecl

it will

atmayb
und bet

outaswell,but
singingl!

a

ol small wooden casecl speakers which rtriginated from
a
sterco music ccntre, and a low power stereo amplilier.
His supply of l)olby Stcreo films arrive via an Amstracl

Adding

a

Power Amplifier

The intbrmation in this section is believed to be
correct
but has not been fully testecl. lt is theretitre offered
to
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more experienced constructors, for further experiment.
Some constructors may wish to incorporate a power
amptifier into the same case as this decoder.
As only a few watts of power are generally needed
for the rear channel, a suitable amplifier might be the
Maplin 8 Watt Power Amplifier kit (LW 36P,Price 57.45,
Page 292 of the 1992 catalogue). This requires a power
supply of about 21V, and a suitable circuit is shown in the
catalogue,this could be constructed on apiece oftagstrip
or Veroboard.
It would be sensible to usethe amplifier's powersupply to powerthe decodercircuit. On the Surround Sound
Decoder PCB, remove D 1 and D2, and replace D 1 with a
link. The 21V form the amplifier power supply can now
be connected to P1 (positive) and P3 (negative). If a different amplifier is used, a supply between 18V and 35V
can be used to power the decoder this way.
The audio output frorn P8 and P9 can be connected
directly to the amplifier input, using suitable screened
cable. Ifyou get a hum loop, try disconnecting the screen
at the amplifier end. It may be necessary to reduce the
gain of the power amplifier, by adjusting the values of the
appropriate resistors on the amplifier PCB. A suitable
connector or terminals for the loudspeaker can be fitted
on the rear ofthe case.
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Unless continuous operation at high volume is
likely, a metal case should be adequate for heatsinking
the amplifier and power supply voltage regulator,

BUTLINES
The PCB is supplied with this issue of ETl, further PCB;s are available from

the ETI PCB service, if required,
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PARTSLIST
PartNumber Value
RESIST0RS (All 1/4

R1,2,3,4,810,

watt

22k

Markings

5%

or better)

R5
R6

RI3,14
89,18
R12

1k0
68k

Brown Grey Yellow Gold
Brown Black Yellow Gold
Brown Black Red Gold
Blue Grey 0range Gold

4kl

RV1

100k LIN B-100k

RV2

10k LOG A-10k

YellowViolet Red Gold

CAPACITORS

220n

224

c5l0

4n7 472
2n2 222

C6

220p

221

cl,2

c11

10n

103

C14I5

100n

104

10u

25V

ELECTROLrtICS

C7
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25V
35V

c16

100p

25V

SEMICONDUCTORS
Red Red Yellow Gold

R15,16

c3,4,8,9

1tr0
470p

Red Red 0range Gold

11.Jil9,20

220k
180k
100k

c12
c13

PCB

tcl

tM324

tc2

[iIN3101

tc3

MN3004

lc4
Dl
D2,3

78115
1N4148
1N4001

mounting)

Imin
(min PCB mounting)

MISCELLANEOUS

P1-g
SW1

Terminal Pin
DPDT Rocker Switch

SK1,2,3 Phono Socket (or as required)

T1

240t0 15-0-15 100mA

lC Sockets

(1

x8 way and 2x14 way), Case, Knobs

for RV1 & RV2, l\ilains Flex,

Screened Cable, Sleeving, Fixings for T1, Solder Tag, Grommet or Cable
Clamp, 13A Plug with 3A Fuse, Audio Connection Leads as Required

8t
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th
th
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electr
givingtimed exposure
which is usually in the
camera with simple
socket. It allows

e
a
e

you to program how many exposures are taken.

s

Secondlythere is an infra-red link which allows
eitherthe
breaking of a beam or the formation of one
to trigger the
camera. Again the trigger levels can be
set as with the
sound input. Both of these functions can
be used as a
convenient replacement for self timers allowing
the user
to be in the photo, and taking it when they feel"comfort_
simply making a loud noise, ,Cheese, perhaps.
1tte.t1
Provision has also been made for two external
i.rpr,. to
act as triggers, one has been designed to accept
a simple
push-to-make switch as a signal generatot
a more con_
ventional format. The other input will accept
analogue
voltage signals and convert them to binary
in the same
way as the other two analogue signals,
with presetable
trigger levels.
A light emitting diode shows when triggering
occurs
and allows easy
e2s\/ scftinn
rsetting of
the -^^,.:-^
requiredr levels.
^r rr.^

I

slisht

Add a uersatile sound and ligbt trigger
place
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The story for the infra_red link is pretty much
the
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t

by Edward Barrow

-,

to yol.,tr

camera

same, with an infra-red sensor providing the necessary
raw signal, but as before not much of it. This circuit only

responds to modulated infra-red radiation and so the
initial decoupling capacitor removes any constant signal
that may be generated from a background source. Again
the first stage is a self biased common emitter amplifier
Q1. More gain is required anda second stage around Q2
is adopted. After decoupling and buffering by another
common emitter amplifier, biased again for the same
reasons, the signal is rectified by a rectifier of similar

characteristics as the
sound input. A suitable source of
infra-red is discussed later on in the article.
Al1 the inputs are fed to a rotary switch and one of
these is selected by the rotary switch SW3. This feeds the
positive input of the comparator which has been wired to
have some element of positive feedback necessary to
ensure clean switching. The variable reference point for
the negative input is provided by a 'pot' acting in a voltage
divider. This allows triggering to be set at the desired
1evel.

The two external inputs are merely external connections to the positive input of the comparator, the first one
requiring a short-circuit between the two leads to generate an input pulse. This is self explan atory as one of them
is connected to the positive supply. The other input
requires a voltage signal relative to its ground to trigger
the comparator.
For the sake of completeness the comparator's output has been inverted and thi s output can be used as a trigger source. Thus the output will trigger when either the
sound orinfra-red level falls below the set threshold level '
Thebenefit of this arrangement is mainly in the use of the
infra-red link, as the unit can then be used to trigger the
camera when the beam is broken. This is a useful feature
fornature photographywhere the camera can be set up to
take photographs when an animal breaks the beam.
The analogue nature of the inputs give rise to the
problem of noisy outputs or multiple triggering. This is
caused when the input to the comparator hovers and
fluctuates around the switching threshold' The positive

feedback does reduce this significantly but does not
eliminate the problem fully. A flip/flop is the cure, with
the comparator's output being used as the clock soutce,
and the data input being tied high. So only the first pulse
from the comparator will get a response from the flip/
flop. This means it will clock in the high state of the data
input which will then appear at the outputs' To clear the
flip/flop a reset button has been built in, which as the
name suggests is only a push-to-make switch' It is tied
high to generate a pulse for the reset pin.
The raw output of the flip/flop is not used as it is.

r
biases the diode D6 so that 1he

thus
tly,the firs
is first swi
high

delay part of the circuit is an invertor, it was the inverted
output of the flip flop rhat was used (O), the net result is

therefore a normal signal.

The next block controls the multiple triggering

d when

power
vertor input is

now high
To start the process, a positive pulse is sent to the
memory reset pin. This drives all the outputs low includ-

ing

facility. The heart of this is a 10 stage Johnson counter

input of the invertor is tied
ss. Importan-

04

and since the invertors output is also low, the out_

put of the NOR gate immeciiately goes high. When
the

rnvertor eventually starts to oscillate, the same
scenario
as
th four pulses being generated

be

Thefirstpulse has alcineerdur_
ause the invertor neecls time lt_r
ed
rhe mid
kes
ORgate

ati

Pull
level
outp

requi
ation, the most important
time-bases allow accurate

the

The timer circuit

for oper_
ignals, ie.
be taken.

ONE INPUT TO

THE AND GATE

INPUT TO FIRST

INVEFTEF IC16

quency by 2 twenty two times we get a 1 second
clock
s
OUTPUT OF FIRST
INVERTER IC16

OUTPUT OF
SECONO

INVEFTER

(osctLLATOR)

INPUT TO THE
'ANO GATE'

OUTPUT OF THE
,AND

GATE'

Fig.3

very easy with

pful electronic
er with not just
y even throw in
an tnvertor to make the crystal oscillator, this
is the 4521
(IC7) giving us a reference source already.
The timer unit should also count in minutes so
a sec_
ond time-base is needed, this time in minutes. The
most
logical way to generate this would be to divide
the I sec_
ond time base by 60. A dual BCD counter clid the
trick
(ICS). The first BCD stage was left to free run thus
divi_
second BCD
as a divide by 6,
are combined
grand total divi-

thusalminu

e.

and so no current will flowthrough
the diode (D6) as it is reversed
biased, and hence the Schmitt trigger invertor IC3c will be left to its
own devices. Here it is configured

Fi
(J
7'v-!

as a feedback oscillator. with its
frequency being a product of the
values oI the leedback resistance
and the capacitance of C14. The
resistance is variable and hence so
is lhe lrequency. As the input lo the
rnvertor starts at the zero state, its
output is high thus making the output of the NOR gate IC6c low to
The main counting operation centres around a pair
^
ofprogrammable
up,/down counters (1C11 and 12) and

to help understand the timing diagram, Figure 4
has been

A'
v-

N
A
-t
-T

effects. Firstly it drives the output of the NOR gate
low
regardless of its other input. And secondly it forward

included. One is assigned to the task of counting
units
and the other tens. Both are operated sotely as down
counters, ie they decrement by one with every
clock
pulse. The outputs of both of these chips are
fej into a
pair of BCD to seven segment decoders, which
in turn
feeds a pair of seven segment LED displays. These
allow
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NUMBER OF
PULSES

the state of the counters to be known easily. The counter
has two inputs, one from the selected time base (seconds
or minutes), this input is turned on when a trigger pulse is
sent to the timer board. The other input comes from a
manual pulse generating circuit which generates a single

PULSES

CLOCK INPUT
TO FLIP/FLOP

counting them down to the required time using this push
switch. The'tens' clock input is linked to the units termi-

sponds

ooF

synchronises both

to the end of counting operations as both

counters read zero. This state is used to clock a flip/flop
whose data line is heid high, so when the 00 state arrives,
the flip/flop's output state changes. When a new trigger
pulse arrives, signalling the startofcounting, the flip/flop
is reset and so the inverted output goes high until the 00
state. This delay, between the changing of states, is the
required time pulse and so it is the inverted output of the
flip/flop that is used to trigger the camera's shutter.

Construction
Perform the usual operations here. Solder resistors, link
wires, and diodes first, then transistors, IC sockets and
capacitors second.The external bits and pieces Iike pots,
LEDs, rotary switches are placed lastly. The PCB connections for the rotary switch SW6 was designed so that
ribbon cable could be used for connection. Here are
some common sense hints'when mounting the two

FLIP/FLOP

sensors. Don't forget to give the microphon e access to the
outside, so it can easily pick the sound it is meant to. Also
it is advisable to connect both sensors to the boald using
screened wire. This is especially true ofthe infra-red sensor and equally so if a high impedance crystal microphone is used, as this reduces errors caused by pick-up'
The same goes for the external input. Now, taking the
usual frecautions, the ICs can be plugged into their sockets. At this point the board should look like some plant
life you find washed up on a beach with wires and bits

everywhere.

Follow the same pattern with the second board taking alittle extra care with the crystal. The connections tbr
the seven segment display were again made easy for connection via ribbon cable, and for the prototype, I made a
small PCB to mount the display on. But if you are a rich
perfectionist then you can buy a purpose built holder and
mounting bracket. A cheaper alternativ€ is to use Veroboard.
When it came to boxing up the whole thing I used
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description. This is used to program the counters by

counters. When the counter reaches the zero state this
line goes low and returns high as the counter advances to
the ninth state. Its on this positive edge that the'tens'
counter decrements.
When both terminal count lines are low this corre-
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pulse every tirne a push switch is depressed and a series of
pulses if the switch is held down for aperiod longer than 2
seconds. A glance at this part of the circuit may make you
think that I settled for an ad-hoc solution to the problem
but take a look at the 'How it Works' section for a further

nal count output (TC), which
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Fig.6 Circuit diagram of sound and infra-red
detecting circuits
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red Iink then feel free to increase the collector resistors R5 and 87 on both

small amounts of time. Also a diode is used to isolate the minute reset

common emitter ampliflers. As it is, you are looking at a total gain well ln the

lines from the rest, without it, all others would be reset every 60 seconds

3

tt
-l

-

because of the leedback from the AND gate,

ligures region,

The trigger from the comparator resets the output flipiflop (lC15a)

The hysteresis levels on the comparator are set to about 1 /10 of a volt.
The voltage divider chain has been setto a minimum threshold ofaround 4
volts and a maximum of around 9 volts. Again you can alter these ifyou wish
by changing the values of the fixed resistors R21 and R22 at both ends

olthe

When this occurs the lnveried output goes high and gates, via an AND gate
lC9d, the clock selected by SW8 (minutes or seconds), 0nly after triggering,

will the clock pulses be allowed to get to the up/down counters.
The other source of clock pulses is the programming part of the circuit,

chain. But as it is the minimum level {4 Volts) corresponds to the no signal
bias points of both sound and optical rectifiers, Noticeably,this is the range

To

within which any external analogue signals should lie,

the three possible states, Firstly in the neutral state (switch not pressed) the

The input to the flip/flop's clock is monitored by an LED (D5) which

understand the workings ofthis it is bestto look at Figure 3 and consider

input to the invertor lC16c with be low because of the presence of the for-

basically tells you when the comparato/s triggering and is useful lor set-

ward biased diode connected to ground by the small value resistor

ting the voltage divider. Do notbetempted to leaveoutthefew resistorsand

Therelore its outputwill be high and so forward bias the diode

D11,

R31,

This will

capacitor which is associated with the reset switch, as these de-bounce the

raise the input of the next invertor lC16e high and so forces its output low

output 0f the switch and also make sure that the reset pin does not float
when the switch is not pressed, The delay on the output provided by the

The proceeding invertor changes the state yet again so when the switch is

potentiometer RV2 and capacitor C12 produces

a

delay ranging from 0 to

1

not pressed the input to the AND gate is high on this input and low on the
other When the switch is first depressed the combination of R30-C24 acts
as a debouncer, D10 becomes reversed biased and s0 is non conducting,

second with presenl components,
source. The single chip design uses yet another Schmitt trigger oscillator to

C23 charges then through R32. lt takes about 2 seconds for the voltage
across C23 to reach +V/2 owing to the long time constant, So initially when

generate a signal around 10kHz and this is buffered to drive two infra'red

the switch is pressed nothing happens along the series of invertors. The

While this is not a high powered circuit it is sufficient for use within

AND gate outputls still high and asthe other input is now high, the outputof

reasonably short distances. A higher power circuit can be made using tran-

the gate willalso be high.lf the switch is released within thetwo seconds, all

sistors to switch the LEDs on and off. Using this combination its possible to

will return to the neutral $ate, and the resultwill be

drive them with 100mA of current and achieve longer distance coverage,

the swhch is held for longer than two seconds C23 will be charged to a high

A simple mini clrcuit has been included that can generate an infra-red

LEDs.

The power supply on this small board is a single PP3 9V battery, butthe

offtoggle switch has been wired in parallel to

a

oni

push switch which on press-

level thus causing the

output of invertor

lC 16c

a

single output pulse. lf

to go low

D 11

is now reversed

biased and sets off the Schmitt trigger oscillator built around lC16e, 0ne of
the AND gate's inputs will be high while the olher will be oscillating and so

ing allows the unit to be used as a remote control,
0n the multiple triggering part, the Schmitttrigger oscillator has been

its output will also oscillate. When the switch is turned off,diode D10 again

designed to give a range ol frequencies from around 4Hz to 1 cycle every 8

becomes forward biased and quickly discharges C23 turning the oscillator

seconds. There is no point increasing the maximurn frequency as the auto-

off and things return to the neutral state,

matic winders don't operate faster lhan around 5 or so frames per second.
R49 controls the

maximum frequency so if your camera's motor drive

is

fas-

Both this clock output and the olher from the selected time base are
ORed

to provide

a

single clock input to the units up /down counter and this

ter or slower altering this value should bring itto line with your camera, The

arrangement works fine once, as long as the timer is not programmed while

clock oscillator was designed so thbt immediately on triggering the clock

it is in operation and ls not a logical thing to do.

line {also the output) goes high, thus the camera's shutter will open, the
only delay being thatset by RV2, This arrangement does cause the problem

the up/down line which means the counter only operates as a down

All the unused inputs to the up/down counters are tied low as well as

of the extended first pulse, but the error is not fixed and increases and
decreases with the length ofthe other preceding pulses. Also the main pur'

counter. An 0R gate and a single invertor is used to make a N0R gate which

pose of this feature was to provide a fixed set of trigger pulses and not a

ie the 00 state, it generates a pulse to clock the llip/flop, so forcing the

high degree of accuracy between exposures.

inverted output of the flip/flop low The output line is buffered by a spare 0R

The above circuitry was included on a single PCB with its own regulated supply. Provision has been made for a bridge rectifier with smoothing
capacitors. This board runs best on a

12

volt supply and the other board on a

5voltsupply, The second board usesthe same unregulated supply made on
the first to drive a +5 volt regulator on the second. For portability a socket
has been included to allow an external power source to drive it. A single

is connected

to both the counters TC lines so when both these lines go low

gate and illuminates a LED to show the state of the output,

The seven segment display driver was set for use with common
cathode displays,
The actual interface with the camera can take two forms, 0n electronic

cameras cable releases are merely simple switches which short out two
contach and this fires the shutter, don't be deceived by a f30 price tag

diode has been included to separate the rectifier from the circuit, but even

because that is all they are, ln this case it is a simple matter oi using an elec-

so it is best to unplug the mains supply if connecting batteries to the unit.

tronic switch, here I use a simple transistor switch (06) which works fine

volts, This is necess'

with my Nikon. Connection is made between the camera and the emitter

The voltage of this supply should be at least around
ary to give the

12

15

volt regulator some headroom. Two PP3

9

volt batteries in

series would do the trick.

Moving on to the timer board, the second time base generator seems

and collector of the transistor, and so when the base is triggered the effective resistance between the emitter and collector falls triggering the shutter.

With manual cameras, the operation is a mechanical one requiring

a

self explanatory, The minute version needs a little extra circuitry to make it

pin to be pushed into the shutter button, This involves some form of electro-

work. An AND gate lC9a provides us with a single divide by six output by

mechanical interface, the word solenoid immediately comes to mind, The

ANDing 01 and 02, this is delayed by a RC combination and fed back to both

same transistor could be used to operate the solenoid which would need to

connect

counter reset pins. So after 60 pulses both counters are reset. The delay con-

be connected to the end of the manual cable release, Remember t0

trols the length of the output pulse and so if it was not present the output

the push end and not the pull end of the solenoid. lf you are going to use

pulse would be in the order of tens of nanoseconds (ie the propagation'

high powered solenoid then also remember to either change the transistor

delays of CIVI0S gates), Please note that the trigger pulse from the com-

from a low powered BC109 to something with a higher current handling to

parator also is used to reset both the second counter and the two minute

suit your needs, or use the BC109 to switch a relay which inturn would drive

counters. This is necessary to ensure counting starts from the same point,

your solenoid, lf you use the latter option, remember to include the reversed

otherwise huge irregular errors could occur especially when using

biased diode across the relay coil.
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Fig.7 Circuit diagram for timing and display

sloping front case, not for any pragmatic reason but
mainly because I had one lying around. For external con_
nections I used phono connectors for the inputs and out_
puts. Forthe mains, a socket which actepted a detachable
mains plug (as seen on most kettles) was used. This is a
good idea if you want to use the unit out in the wilds with_
out 2 metres of cable and plug trailingbehind. The infra_
red emitterwashoused in asmallhandheld boxin thefor_
mat of a remote control unit.

'g,8

Testing
Afterconnectingpowerto the boards check that the tran_
sistors Q3 and Q5 are both correctly biased at their bases

should follow its level. Figure 1 shows roughly what to

ETI.IULY 1992

expect at different points in the circuit. If you've built up
your infra-red emitter then you could check the collector
of Q2 for some actiori when you point your source at the
sensorand nextto nothingwhenyou don't. The outputof
the rectifiers can be checked using a voltmeter doing

pin 4 on IC7 is oscillating very fast and if pin 14 i s generating a 1Hz signal. Also check with a meter that pin 6 on
ICS is pulsing every 10 seconds and if you've got good
eyes you may be able to spot a fine reset pulse on the reset

similar things as before (noise etc) and looking for
response from the needle.

lines (pin 7 and 15) once every minute, patience

and RV1 to mid way and clap. The LED should flash
every time you clap.If you flip SW5 to the inverted posi-

return low if you remove your finger quickly. Holding

tion then the LED should be normally on and extinguished when you clap. A quick look at the flip/flop's

your finger down on the switch should cause the voltage
across C23 to rise slowly and eventually cause the output
of the AND gate to pulse at about 5Hz. Any problems
blame the diodes.If its nottheirfault check yourvalues of
the resistors R30, R3l ,R32 as these values need to be
relatively correct to ensure proper working.
All themessingaround with theprogrammer should
you
if the counter/display combination is working.
tell
Any problem here should be easy to fix as you have a display to hand out free information on the state of the
counters. If you ever see the counter going up, then the
up,/down line may be floating.If the counters are not synchronised, that is when the units display goes from 0 to 9
and the tens counter is not decremented, then look at the
TC line on IC 1 1 (pin 7) while pressing SW7 to act as a
clock. There are three control lines on the display drivers
which if in the wrong state may cause problems. Pin 4 on
IC13 and 14 istheblankinginput and if low,itblanks out
the display. Pin 3 is the lamp test input, and if low, all

You can check that the comparator is working using
theLED D5.The easiestway is to setSW3 to sound input

output (pin 2 on IC4) should confirm that all is well in the
triggering part of the circuit. To check this press the reset
button SW4 -it should go high. Clap again -this should
force it low.
Next divert attention to the 4017 counter. Set the
number of exposures to say 4 (ie set SW6 to position 4).
Now monitorpin 13 whilefollowingthe same procedure
of pressing the reset button and clapping. If you get a
series of 4 pulses whose frequency is varied by RV3 and a
delay in the arrival of the first pulse dependant on the
position of RV2, then you can turn to the next board. If
not check the fine tracks around the connections to SW6
as a short across one of these could be ruining your day.
Also glance atthe polarity of the diode D6 as this is also a
frequent problem when wiring circuits.
The second board is easy to debug. Start with the
base signal, the 4.194304MH2 one, use a'scope to see if

.\d
-\

is

needed. Again problems may be due to the polarity of a
diode, here D9.
To check the programmer part of the circuit it is best
to consult the'How it Works' section. Press SW7 and the
output of the AND gate IC9b should go high and again
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Fig.9 Component overlay boald 2
segments light up displaying the number g. Finally pin
5
is the latch enable and when high, the latch becomes
transparent allowing the inputs to be decoded.

For a fi nal test touch the trigger inp ut line high while
selecting seconds as a time base. LED D 12 should illumi_
display counts down from the programmed
conds. At the end when the display reads 00
uld turn off.
Now both boards can be married. For a final test of
lailh connect the oulput
era,
preferably with no film i
e of
.lb
exercises. Do this after r
.
test the timer, program in 30 seconds and turn
vour shut_

ter selector to B setting, use the same clapping
irocedure
as

before to trigger the timer. you should hear shutter
3
then close. you can try a similar

open for

operation
mov

-red setting using, lets say your
e beam to trigger the timer. To
test the nrultiple exposure setting, set the number of
exposures to say 4, the frequency to mid way and try
the
clapping procedure. you should hear your camera shut_
ter open and close and the motor advance 4 times. Any
problems here will need a letter to your camera manufac_
turerto ask leadingquestions like,How the hell does your
hand

cable release system work and what are its parameters?,

In Use
As this is an electronics magazine and not a photography
one I have been fairly indulgent in writing this section.
I
have made the presumption that most of its users
will be
SLR owners. The first thing to be acquainted with
is the B
setting on your shutter dial. When this mode is
selected
the user has full control of the shutter, in basic
terms as
long as you hold the shutter button down, the shutter
will
stay open, the same is true of the cable release
while the
contacts are shorted, the shutter is open. While using
the
timer the camera must be in this mode to get timed
eipo_
sures. When dealing with such long exposures
there are a
few poinls lo remember;
Film does not respond linearly, by that I mean if you
-halfthe light
you do not necessarily double the exposure
time, you must add on extra exposure time to compen_
sate. I have included a table to help (Figure 2).
Do not expect normal colour balance to appear in

yourprints as the differentcolourdyes react diffeiently
in
low light conditions. personally I have found blues
to

dominate.
Grain also tends to increase quite heavily. Do not
be
tempted to use higher speed films eg l000AiA,
as I find
these respond poorly in very low light conditions.
Stick
with 100ASA or below.

*0.
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A tripod or some other stable support is essential
unless you like blurred photos

When using the multiple exposure setting remember not to use a frequency that is larger than maximum
film advance speed of your winder or else your shutter
will be triggered again before yourfilm has wound on and
you will lose an exposure. More importantly it is wise not
to use this on the B settingas the timing of the pulses is not
accurate. It is best to either use a manual setting if you
know how much light is about or you are using a flash.
Alternatively the automatic setting can be used to
remove uncertainty. Remember, the exposure time must
be faster than the time between trigger pulses or else you
will be triggering the shutter while its still open.
Connection of the unit to your camera could pose
some problems. The wealthy can always buy a cable
release and cut off the switch and just use the wires for
connectron.
But this seems a bit of an expensive way of purchasing what amounts to a plug. I did try to get hold of just a

stock them, possibly because they might be bombarded
with calls for them, trom people who objected to paying
f40 for a switch. But as they only make them its a case of
like it orlump it.WhatI did was usetwo small springclips
from an old IC socket to grip the two prongs inside the
socket. This worked fine but can be a fiddle when working in the field.
The setting up of the sensors is left to your creativity
as it depends largely on what you want to photograph.
With wildlife the optical sensoris particularly useful, and
for sound events the microphone is useful. Do not forget
to set the triggering levels to remove any background

FE.
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-L4,/
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noise that might trigger your camera unwittingly, try
some dry runs first. lt is very important to make notes of
delays times and exposure times used as a lot of fine tuning is needed to get good photographs. Most people do
not have home developing facilities and so have to wait
for some time to use up a roll of 36 exposure film and get
the results from their experiments. The rest is down to
good photography.

plug from the Nikon Spares Department, but they didn't

PARTS LIST
lC5=4017 Ten stage

RESISTORS

Johnson counter

=27k

lC6=4001 0uad N0R gates

R2,3=220R

lC7=4521 24 stage counter

B4=4[il7

lC8=4518 Dual bcd counter

R5,719,25,26,29,51 =10k

lC9=4081 0uad AND gates

R6t1,13J8,20,2733=1M

lC10=4071 Ouad

R8l5=56k

lC11 =4510

Up/Down counter

R9,14,16,28=47k

lC12=4510

Up/Down counter

R10,12,U50,52=4k7

lC1314=4511 Bcd

R21 =31 k

lC15=4013 D

R22=15k

lC16=40106 Hex inverters

R23,24,30=1 k

D1,2=IlL38

R32=1Ms

03,4,6,8,9;10= 1N914

R34=470R

D5,12=5mm LED

R1

to 7 segment decoder

type flip/flops

The infra-red LEDs used were high power types and the sensor was of the

highly sensitive variely for obvious reasons. The microphone I used was
from an old tape recorder but othertypes commonly sold can be used ifthe
circuit is modified slightly, The crystal is of a common value and so should
pose no problem. The display I used has the pin out shown on the PCB
layout. All the other components are standard and available lrom most suppliers. lf this project has inspired you to buy a camera s0 you too could use

this project, try one of the photography magazines for information.

D7=1N1002

R35,36,3738,39,40,41,
42,43,M,45,46,47,48,49

0R gate

Buylines

=

1k

D11=1N914

R31 =2k2

BR1=W001 1A bridge

RV1 47k lin

REG 1= 7812 +12V 1A Reg

RV2 1M log

BEG 2= 7805 +5V 1A Reg

RV3 47k log

MISCETLANEOUS
CAPACITORS

Switches.

C1=4n7 P0LY

SW1 Sub miniture toggle SPST

C2l7=100p Elec

SW2=Push to make SPST

C3I8,22,26,27=100n Poly
C4,5,6 Xl,23,24=2tt2.

Iant

SW3 = 1 to 3 way rotary switch
SW4=Push to make SPST

C7l0=0.47p Tant

SWS=Nliniture toggle SPDT

C8,9=22p Elec

SW6=1 to 9 way rotary switch

C12=1;iTant

SW7=Push to make SPST

C13=2n2 Poly

SW8=Miniture toggle SPDT

C14=150p Elec

SW9=Miniture toggle SPDT

C15,16=220U Elec

SW10=Miniture toggle DPDT

C19,20=47p Poly
C21=10n Poly

Sl lnfrared

sensor (T1100)

MlCl = Preferably low impedance carbon type
= 12 volt 6VA type translormer

SEMICONDUCTORS

TRM

01-6=BC109

XTAL1 = 4194304 Mhz timing crystal

D1=TtL38

DISPLAY= Any 2 digit 7 segment display

1

lC1=40106 Hex invefiers
lC2=lM311 Comparator
lC3=40106 Hex inverters
lC4=4013 D type flip/flops
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By John Linsley-Hood
ne ofthe nice things about electronics is that all
the components available to us continue to get
better, which means that the performance we
can get from our designs may also improve if we
swap older device types for more modern ones. How_
ever, we may also need, from time to time, to revise our
thinking about circuit types, in order to take advantage of
the improvements which the device manufacturers have
thought up.
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shortcomings of the device we are usingwill spoilthe theoreti_
cal performance of our circuit.

Are

The basics of electrical noise.
Thermal noise
Before we look at possible design options,I think it might
be helpful to take a brief look at the physics and mechan_
ics noise, and then look at the ways these things relate to

transistor construction and applications. The first of
these (inescapable) noise sources is ,thermal, or

'Johnson'noise. This is generated by the random move_
ment of electrons in any conductor, and whose RMS out_
put voltage increases with temperature, resistance, and
the bandwidth of the circuit in which it is used.

The well-known, and I hope familiar, formula for
calculating this noise voltage ls:

e(n):v/4KTArR

(t)
r-\
v-

z
42

10k 3ok look 3ook lM

Fig.l Thermal noise voltage vs bandwidth
and circuit resistance

I-FEk nou) the best?

Although this improvement has been an all_round
one, a particular effect of this has been to make junction
field effect transistors, (which I will cail J-FETs to distin_
guish them from MOSFETs
-their,insulated gate'cou_
sins), usable in low-noise applications where one would,
in the past have only considered using bipolar devices.

7'v-!
E

1k 3k

where'e(n)'is the RMS noise voltage measured in volts/
Jili,'f is'Boltzmann's constant,(1.3g X 10nr XJK-r),
'T' is the'absolute' temperature, in degrees,Kelvinl (0.K
:473.15'C, so an average room temperature is about
298'Kelvin), 'AF' is the measurement bandwidth, and
'R'is the circuit resistance.
To put some sort of clothes on this formula, this means
that the noise voltage which will be present between the
two ends of a 1k resistor, just lying on your work bench

and minding its own busr'ness, will be at least 0.291ty,

when measured over a 30Hz to 20kHz bandwidth. As
anotherexample, a 1M0 resistor, measured at room tem_
perature and with a lMHz bandwidth, will generate,
at
the very least, 64pV of wide band noise.
(If you like, you can calculate the value of ,thermal,

noise which wil
values. and with
if you plot it on
series ofparallel
in Figure 1).
Similarly, a 10 Meg circuit resistance and a l)MHz
passband will combine to give you 0.64mV of thermal
noise. So if your mate tells you he has an electronic
volt_

I0 Megohm input
vity of lmV FSD,
cheap.
ere are other noise

sources as well, which will affect resistors. which I will
a moment.

look at in

'Shot'noise
Another sburce of noise which affects circuit design
'shot' noise

is

-so called because it is supposed to be like
ad shot falling
is happens
ic current is al
er bv elec_
and these are
eir nature,
ofeach one at
a separate

event.

This gives rise to

a

random current noise source which

is, in this case, proportional to current flow, but not
dependent on either circuit resistance or temperature,
and is defined by the equation:
i1

n

;

(

rm s )

: /AIiDC)

A-f.-
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where'i(n)' is the noise current, measured in Amperes/

re
(1.6 x 10 Cou-

the charge on the electron,
lombs) and 'I(dc)' is the circuit current flow. in Amperes'
Once again, to put some values to this formula, a
1mA current flow will be associated with 2'53nA of
noise curtent, in a system with a 30Hz to 20kHz bandwidth. This will give rise to an additional 2'5 3 pV of 'shot

,/Hr,'q'it

noise', in addition to the 0.29pV of 'thermal noise', if it
flows through a 1k resistor.
Both thermal noise and'shot'noise are unavoidable,
and are what is termed 'white noise'. that is to say noise

which has a constant value per unit bandwidth, and
would, in an audio system, sound like an uncoloured
'hiss'.

and generally has the characteristic shown by the equa-

tlon:

z
t-\

e(f) (rms)

=kl/f

where'e(f)'is the mean value of flicker noise,'k'is some
experimentally determined factor which is appropriate
to the device being tested, and'c'and 'p'have values
which are about 2 and 1 respectively.
A typical flicker noise voltage graph' for a good lownoise op. amp., is shown in Figure 2. It is obvious that this
kind of noise gets less important as the frequency is
raised. and is almost non-existent above 1kHz. As I mentioned above, 'contact noise', (more properly described
as 'bad contact' noise), has a very similar characteristic,

a

-

L^.J

-t

and is due to the intermittent breakdown of partially
insulating films of contamination between contacting
surfaces.

'Flicker noise' and 'popcorn noise'

:u

-so

called because

it reminded the engineers who first noticed it, in audio

t2

9ro

systems, of the sound of corn being'popped' by roasting
is or was, a particular problem with FETs, and was

E

95
!o
+

C'I/f

1

1

10

t

observed to be worse if the chip surfaces were less clean

NOISE CORNER

1oo

1k

10k

100k

FBEOUENCY (Hz)

Fig.2 Typical 1/f noise curve for high quiality
op-amp

tFlicker' or '1lF' or 'excess' noise
The third major noise source is what is usually termed
'flicker noise' or. more often,'1lf noise', because it gets
worse as the frequency gets lower. This kind of noise, and
others of the same type, is called 'pink noise', and, in an
audio system,would sound more likethe rustleof wind in
tree leaves than the hiss of escaping steam which 'white
noise'is said to resemble.

Unlike'thermal noise' and 'shot noise' it is impossible

to define'1/f noise' by any specific formula, because it
arises as a result of microscopic structural defects in the
materialsfrom which the semiconductordevices or components are made, and is strongly influenced by the
manufacturing process. Along with 'flicker noise' one
can lump 'contact noise', which has a similar '1lf' noise
energy distribution characteristic, and so cannot really
be distinguished from it.
Although it is not possible to predict from scratch how
badly a given device witl suffer from 'flicker noise', if a
large number ofbasically identical devices are tested, for
noise, the average performance of these can be found,

than desired at the time of contact-pad metallisation'
Improvements in manufacturing techniques have greatly
reduced this kind of noise in J-FETs, though MOSFETs
are still bad for 'l/t' type noise, possibly due to the random creation and recombination of charge-pairs in the
el ectrostatically generated conducting ch annel'
Excess noise in resistors

It is mostly the differences in the 'contact' and 'flicker'
noise contributions, usually lumped together under the
description'excess' noise, which lead to the differences
between say, the old carbon composition'rod-type'resistors and carbon film, metal film, thick film, and wirewound components. The difference also exists between
those resistors with welded or soldered end connections,
(better), and crimped cap end connections, (worse)' As
can be seen, the differences between carbon film and
metal film types are not really very large, so if there are
differences in sound-quality it isn't due to differences in
the '1lf' noise.
Some average '1/t' type mean noise voltages for vari-

ous resistor types are shown in Table 1. These are
experimentally determined noise values for various 1k
resistors, measured over a 30Hz-300H2 bandwidth, for a
current flow of 1mA, expressed as pV per volt, and cor-

rected for the 66nV due to thermal noise.

Fig.3 Device'noise models'
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Table

1.

Transistor and IC noise
Noise models

an infinitely high resistance noise generator
in parallel
with the input.

F-ig.5 Cascode

'flicker'noise

connection wiil redube input device
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compete on more nearly equal terms with
discrete com_
ponent layouts.

0

,rrr,

"aa,"ro*"a

llxra,

Fig.4.Transistor noise figure vs collector current
and
rnput resistance

aris
resi

transistor, the
thermal noise i
istributed

resist

se source
spreading

nthebase

connecti on contact on the chip and the active
base region

of the transistor
-and the bulk resistance of the base_
emttter current path. The current noise is mainly .shot,
noise associated with the base current. However,
to these

Low noise design
designer can do quite a bit to minimise the

e Figure of a low-noise circuit, by correct
vices, and by ensuring that the circuit resist_

Fv-!

-t
O

.-,
U

z

transconductance'

(the ,slope,), o{ the device

is

relating .noise figure,

current, such as that
re ofthe trap ofthink_
low noise. It doesn't. It

ltr4.
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just means that the transistor will not increase over any
existing noise -due, perhaps, to the thermal noise in a
high value input resistor -by quite as much as it would
have done if the circuit had a lower input resistance'
A convenient formula for calculating the optimum
collector current for an'idea[' transistor is:

Ic. (optimum)

KT

given collector current, this will reduce the base current

value.
Also. since'flickernoise' and other'1/f' typenoises,
which are due to collector-base leakage currents, will
increase with collector voltage, choose a collector voltage which is no higher than is needed to cope with the
likely output signal voltage swing. Using a'cascode' circuit layout, as shown in Figure 5, helps greatly in this

zr-\
-U)
L^./
-

respect.
Some years ago, it was taken for granted that a PNP
transistorwould have a lower'flicker noise'figure than an
NPN one, all other things being equal, since the 'N-type'
base region in a PNP device would suffer less from carrier

q

recombination and base region impurity (electron trapping) effects than a'P-type' one. However, with modern
devices, (e.g., transistors with BC numbers of 300 and
upwards), the difference is really very small.
With very low source resistances, such as from a low
output moving coil pick-up cartridge, or a strain gauge,
the thermal noise due to the input base-spreading resistance of the transistor can be higher than that from the
source.Paralleling anumber of transistors can reduce the
input resistance, but it will then probably be necessary to

Fig.6 Parallel connection of input transistors
reduce thermal noise resistance

insert emitter lead resistors, as shown in Figure 6, to
ensure that they share the collector current equally, and
this will increase the transistor input resistance and its

will

associated thermal noise.
An answer to this need, for a transistor with a very

low effective input resistance, was provided by the

where'K'is Boltzmann's constant,'T'is the absolute temperature,'q'is the charge on the electron, (1.6 X 10-1e
Coulombs), 'h(fe)' is the 'common-emitter' current gain
of the transistor, and 'r(s)' is the input circuit resistance'
Once again, putting some numbers to this equation,
at normal room temperatures,'KT,/q' is 0.026, so, for a
transistor with a current gain, 'h(fe)', of 400, and a source
resistance of 1k ohms, the optimum collectorcurrentwill
be 0.52mA, a figure which is not too far away from that
suggested in Figure 4.
Since the'shot noise', and any 'flicker noise' accompanying the base current, will increase with the base current, it is a good idea to choose an input transistorwith as
high a current gain, 'h(fe)', as possible, because, for a

'National Semiconductors' LM194l394 devices. These
are effectively matched-pair transistors made up, using
IC techniques, from a large number of small devices, distributed across the chip to even out their performance,
which are then parallel connected in two groups.
This results in an input base-spreading'noise resistance' of about 40 ohms, and a 'bulk', (emitter circuit)

'

resistance of about 0.4 ohms -butthese devices are complicated to make and are therefore rather dear' Since

then,'PMI' have offered the'MAI-01' and'MAT-02'
matched pairs, which slightly improve on the LM194/
394 performance, and are cheaper to buy' Recently, they

have also offered the 'SSM-2220' and 'SSM-2210'

NOTE:
Ol,2 = SSM 2210
03 = ssM 2220
04 = 8C560
D1-4 = 1N4148

c5
100p

'super-match pairs'
Fig.7 Ultra low noise gramophone pick-up input stage using cascode connected
(SSM 2210 and SSM 2220)
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*6

I,
devices, which are respectively NpN and pNp
dual
matched transistor pairs, with a base_spreading
resist_
ance which is typically less than 30 ohms, and
*hi.h u."
less expensive

co,
devi

still.

??l'-:;'J
7.This

re

#T:i;

a-flatfre_
quency response gain stage with a switched gain
choice of
1 X or 150X, and an input impedance
choice of 100R or

reasonably well matched pair, using single J_FETs
taken
at random from a box.
The big problem with J_FETs, from the point
of view
of noise, has always been th atthe,l/f, type voltage
noise

contributions have been much bigger, and the
thermal

noise due to channel resistance has been
has been the case for bipolar devices.

a

lot higher, than

The channel resistance of a J_FET is approximately
related to the 'slope, of the IdlVg.u.u" ur'rho*n
in the
equation:

R(n) :0.67lg(fs). (ohmg.

where'R(n)'is the effective ,thermal noise,resistance
of

the channel, and,g(fs), is the,forward transconductance,
-the 'slope' of the FET. The slope can be made higher,
and the noise resistance made lower, by paralleling
a lot
of channels on the chip, in a similar manner
to that of the

6

o
E
u

t

f
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t2
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u

LM194/394 multiple transrstor array, and the ,flicker
noise' can be reduced by more skiliul manufacturing

4
3

o.

z

I
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1oo

300

INPUT BESISTANCE

1k

3k

tok

Fig.8 Relative noise characteristics of LM194
(bipolar) and 25K389(FET) matched pair tiansistors

Low-noiseJ-FETs

some selection would be essential if one wished
to find a

techniques.
The effect of this is shown in Figure g, in which
the
noise performance of the I M 1 94, (which is
very good), i s
compared with that of a low noise J_FET matcnlO
pair,
such as the 2SK389, which has a typical g(fs)
value of
20mS, (20mA/Y), and a consequent channel
thermal
noise resistance of 33 ohms. To thiswe must add
the.1/f,
noise of the device. Within the 30Hz_20kHz
audio band
it means that J-FET input stages are certainly usable
down to input resistances of 100 ohms or so, ani,
above
1k a good J-FET will outperform, in noise figure
as well
as in Iinearity
-even the best of the bipolarsl
The penalty with low-noise J_FETs is that they
have
fairly large input (gate-source) and feedback
(drain_gate)
capacitances. This problem can be minimiied
by cas_
code connection, as for example, in the J_FET
input
stage design used by .Spectral,, shown in
outline, in
Figure 9, and which is usable down to moving
coil pick_
up input resistance values.
I have felt, for some time, that the future of linear
amplifiers is with FETs of one kind or another. This
time
now draws nearer.

roon

8P

R7
100R

t stage based on dual

FET

input devices
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This

finy' Bug' lronsmilter

excellent
band FM sigon dny vHF
It is
receiveh
FM rodio
d
bdbY
ds
ideal for use
monilor. Presented bY Bill
Mooney.

his little microphone transmitter will produce a
fully quieting FM signal throughout the average
household and probablyinto the garden. Perfor-

mance depends on the sensitivity of the FM
radio receiver used for monitoring but most portables
have been found to work well. The elegance of the design
lays in the use of a very simple reflex circuit with only one

size chip components are recommended. This is a good
size for ease ofhand soldering and yet allows us to produce a very compact circuit board compared to fahrica-

tion with leaded devices. With all chips aboard, the
profile is only a few millimetres. Whilst you may

transistor. Implementation of this with tiny
Mount Devices (SMD'E and a minimal

Surface

component count results in a very compact
circuit. Under normal conditions the FM

FigI
- Component positions on the circuit board

receiver will be fully limited and therefore
remains totally silent until a sound is made
in the room being monitored. This obviates
the need for sound activated switching' You
will be amazed with the powerful clear FM
quality from such a small device.

showing connections to external items and the
link to the reverse side tracking
(board shown twice side)

Construction
The circuit is fabricated on a small double
sided PCB measuring 1.7Ocm by 1.45cm.

A

double sided PCB is preferred for this type
of construction. It has a much lor.ver tendency to warp and therefore reduces the
strain on the chip components. The 1206

c3R3
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CV1

design your own printed circuit board, the layout
shown
1 is well tried and tested.

in Figure

It will soon become obvious that

you need to pin down the little

DON'T APPLY TOO MUCH SOLDER.

blighter in order to solder it in place.
In commercial construction the chips
are placed on a couple of dabs of
soldercream wh

hold it in place.

be built into a toy or some
other object or you may go for an ultra small
approach.
Here we describe a very practical approach
which

glue may be use

circuit board

is

infra-red or othe
f8Trlo^t [?%",rt[. ^

Fig.2

wEL L wErrE D

Application of correct

amount of solder

doesn't need an engineering workshop to
complete. It is

where the cream

whereby the grey coloured solder
cream decomposes and the bright

solder appears

BoxingltUp
A small circuit like this can

is referred to

as

'reflow'. With this technique both
ends of the chip are therefore sol_

dered in place at the same time. For hand working
you
never need to use glue but you could use
solder cream
and alittlegas powered hotairblowerto reflow
it. Forthe
purposes of this article we will assume that
you are using
the trusty old soldering iron. So back now
to R4.
You will have enough problems pinning down
way_
ward chip components let alone a moving pCB,
so fix the
little board to the bench with a blob of btutact. ptace
R+

built into a small plastic mountabie box type B1A

measuring 50mm X 37mm X 24mm. It,s all
very well
having a battery screwed up inside your project
box but

after

few

changes of battery the average seli tapper
will
be about as much use as a chocolaf, teapot.'It
also
a

assumes that you have a miniature screwdiiver
handy.
a pp3 battery and for economic reasons
a Ni-Cad rechargable is recommended.
This will need to
be swopped frequently for a charged one.

The bug runs on

The construc-

tion of the bug is shown in Figure 3. The batterv
slots

neatlyinto the side of the box and with this
arrangementit
can be changed in sec-

onds.

The plastic

ANTENNA

is

easily, worked and
slots can easily be cut
in the side of this box

to take the pp3. as
indicated.Holes need

to be drilled to take

the switch, microphone, and aerial.
The electret microphone is held in place

Whater
am

mise the

wil nor

give

^-^^,:^^
Practicetomini-

::ffJ:.T,;

with a little quick setting Bostic adhesive.
Similarly the circuit
board is glued to the

Fig.3 lnternal construction of
the baby bug showing the
placement of the pCB and
other items

wick. One reason for using more
s poor solderabitity of the circuit
ends. More and more solder wire is

F(J

7v'!

rGt
-,
-^a
trt

A
H

Testing
get on with the rest of the construction.
Sold
of the resistors now

capa
care with
chip

apacitors have no n
pF ceramic capacit

1,2,3...

e
e
a
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volt or so below the supply rail. Finally check the voltage
on R3. it should be about 0.4V. If these tests are passed
the circuit is probably working as it should.
To set it on frequency an FM receiver is required,

preferably a portable device. Set the receiver to say
104MHz and place it several meters away with the volume set to a position where the inter-station hiss is
audibte. The bug oscillator is free running and is very
prone to hand capacity effects therefore keep the aerial
well away from metallic objects and use an insulated
trimtool. Slowly rotate TC1 and at some point the
receiverhiss should disappear as the bug signal comes on
frequency. Ifyou can'tfind the signal try tuning around on

PARTS LIST

RESISTORS
SEMICONDUCTORS
Rl 150k 1206 2%chipresistor 01 BSB]4 S0T23 NPNtransistorlnductor
R2 zkl 1206 Chip resistor L1 0.068pH 1210 Chip inductor Type TDK
N1322522
R3 150R 1206 2%chipresistor
R4 820R 1206 2%chiP resistor
MISCELLANEOUS
CAPACITOBS
Miniature electret microphone type
C1 1p 1206 Y5V dielectric chip cap [iliniature on/of{ switch
C2 1p 1206 YSVdielectricchipcap PP3batterycli
C3,C4 1n 1206 COGdielectricchipcap Smallmountablebox.
TCI 30p Type CTZ trim cap
type B1A.50mm x 37mm x 24mm
2%

EClVl10A.

the receiver or altering the aerial length. The signal
strength should be sufficient to limit in the receiver giving
a totally quiet background except for audio picked up by
the microphone. \bu may get some feedback which is a
good inclication. Many FM receivers will pick up more
than one response over the tuning range ofTC 1. Keeping
the transmitter and receiver well separated whilst setting
up will help sort out the correct signal.
If you now take awalk with the portable receiver you
should find a good signal around the house with perhaps
a couple of blind spots due to wiring and so on. It will be
easier to make all fine adjustments using the receiver tuning when setting up. The transmitteris deliberately under
modulated as ar over sensitive device will be very effec-

tive at relaying traffic noise and other spurious sounds'
However,the odd background noise is reassuringthat the
communication channel is functioning correctly. The
audio can be reduced by lowering the value of R4, just put

another resistor on top, piggyback fashion.

The frequency will shift due to temperature.
proximity to other objects and battery voltage. Consequently it is best to set up the bug in a quiet spot and make
final receiver adjustments as required.In practice it will
run for many hours without attention but it should only
be switched on when
needed to conserve bat-

tery life. A battery suPPlY
should be used, ideallY a
pair of rechargables which

ll

can be alternated and

=

more important have

frTt

a

relatively constant voltage.
Don't try to use a malns
supply as the slightest
ripple will produce unac-

ceptably high levels of
hum and noise. The fre-

quency stability of the
protolype is shown in

A4
820R

NOTE:

()1

= BSR14

Fig.4 Schematic diagram of the mini FM transmitter

HOWITWORKS
The schematic diagram of the transmilter is shown in Flgure 3, This makes
use of the old "reflex" technique dating lrom the time when active devices
were expensive and were sometimes made to perform two functions at the
same time. ln this case the transistor 01 is acting as an audio ampli{ier lor
the signal from the electret microphone.The amplified signal appears atthe
collector, R2 being the collector load resistor R 1 provides bias and D.C. feedback to set the collectorto about 3,4V producing a simple grounded emitter
amplifier At the same time the transi$or is operating as a grounded base
oscillator a VHE the base being grounded to RF by C3. RF feedback to the

tion is setwith TCl.The RF power INPUT tothetransistor only, is aboutSmW

from a total power to the bug of about 25mW

BECEIVER
BANDWIDTH

t

F

o

o
u

tr
E

20

30

TIME (HOURS)

Fig.5 Frequency stability with a Ni-Cd PP3
size battery. After an initial drift, the
receiver will not usuallY need

further adjustment
Figure 5.Itwillbe seen that
after an initial drift over a
couple of hours the frequency remained steady and no
further a<Jjustment to the receiver was needed for 33
hours when the battery voltage began to drop' The AFC
was good enough on the test receiver, a Sony ICF-450L
portable, to warrant only one slight re-tune at the initial
period and kept the frequency locked on thereafter. I
measured a change of frequency of 400kHz per volt'
Over a 30 hour test period after the initial voltage drop
the battery voltage dropped by an another 0.44V only
corresponding to 174kHz. With a normal receiver bandrvidth of 200kHz and a reasonable AFC you should have
to make only averyoccasional re-tweek of thetuner.With
8 hours ot monitoring each day the battery should last
some 4 days.

It should be pointed out that it is illegal to use an
unlicensed transmitter and further it is not possible to
obtain a Iicence for this frequency in the UK. If this device
is used as recommended it will radiate less power than
the average computer or the local oscillator in an FIVI
receiver. It is good practice to restrict the aerial size to
that which will achieve the required performance. A
smalt 30cm whip which can be retracted is therefore
advised. Any attempt to use this device beyond the
bounds of your proPerty would contravene the spirit of
the present deregul ation.

udio wireless sende
commonly
available for a long
employing
infra-red as the carri
advantage
over conventional headphones being to lend
greater mobility 1o the user. It came about that just such
a
systenl was required for listening to late night television.
There are three practical ways to create a wireless
lin k. They are Infra-red, radio and Ultra-sonic. As far as
fidelity is concerned, infra-red will have the advantage,
but consiclerable power is necessary to give a useful
range. Whilst radio has interference and licensing prob_
lems associated with it, and if hi-fi isn,tamust, ultrasonics
are worth considering especially for the above use where

speech is of principal iuterest. In fact as Figure 1 shows
even music can be enjoyed by this means. For a given
unpulsed power output, an ultrasonic link will have a
much greater range than its infra-red equivalent. The
design described in this
s sufficient range
for the home en vironme
itter and receiver
consume only a frugal l0mA, making the use of a small

battery feasible.

A

500mAh alkaline pp3 is recom_

mended.

The Transmitter
This employs the LM 13700N integrared circuit, which is
a dual transconductance amplifier. This means, its out_

5S

put current is proportional to the voltage difference
across the inputs. The ratio or transconductance is
con_

trolled via pins 1 and 16. In fact a linear relationship

exists between the current entering these pins and the
value of the transconductance.
In our transmitter, amplitude of the carrier has to be
modulated. This can be easily accomplished with the
transconductance control pin. Another useful feature of
the LM13700N is that it can produce an approximate
triangular wave using a single amp. Thus one amplifier
can be configured to generate the carrier and the other
to
modulate it.
Oscillator IC I b has as its outpdt from pin 10 a con_
stant current fixed by the voltage across pins 13 and 14.
Therefore at some arbitrary time the voltage over C4 will
increase or decrease in a linear fashion, producing the
voltage on the diodes of 0.6 volts. As the diagram shows
pin 10 is buffered by the Darlington transistor which
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R7
4k7
Rlo

NOTE:

tc1 = LM'l37ooN
01 = BC179
D1,2 =-1N4148 _

Rt
1k0

BV2

470k

812
4k7

zo1

.'f"-.'..}

.,.
'

D2

c2

c3

47lL

2lt2

Fig.2 Circuits of transmitter

drives the voltage divider R9, R10. Thus if the voltage
relative to earth (pin 9) is twice that ofthe diodes, current
from the output will switch its direction, completing the
other half of the cycle.
As previor.rsly said, the triangular wave is not perfectly shaped and the reason can now be seen. At the switchover point, an abrupt change of 1.2 volts will occur
across the diodes. This must appear on the waveform.
Thefrequency of the oscillatormustbe stable, which
requires a steady current to enter pin 16 irrespective of
the supply voltage. Constant currents are conventionally
achieved by dropping a controlled voltage across the
emitter resistor of a transistor. A PNP type transistor was
chosen because the voltage must be referenced to the
positive rail. The emitter voltage will come to rest about
0.6V above the base giving the base voltage stability.
Unfortunately the voltage of cheap zener diodes
varies considerabley with curient and temperature. T'he
introduction of one resulted ina 9kHz error as the supply
dropped from 9 to 6 volts, hence the need for a reference
diode. The voltage drop is now fixed across RV2 and
R 12. The preset alters the current and the oscillators frequency. The device can be operated from a regulated
power source,if required. The above transistor can be

replaced by a wire link connecting R12 to pin 16. If
required, the value of the resistance can be calculated
from this. The voltage on pin 16 is 1.2V and the current

should be 135pA approximatelY.
To preventthewaveform being clipped as the sr-rpply
voltage descends to 6V, its peak to peak value being kept
to 2.4Y.
Taking the modulator amplifier, we can see the
transconductance biased by R2. R.1 and C i have their
valuechosento increasethe treble resptxse of the circuit.

The Receiver
The device is designed for a domestic setting. So an operating range from two to fifleen feet was chosen. Moreover, the option of battery operation was considered
desirable.
Functionally, the circuit is composed of six parts. A
high gain preamp is followed by high a1d l6v,' p655 filters.
The detector stage leads to another low pass filter and
fi nally on to a small power amplifier, which is sufficient to
run headphones. The preamp centred on Q2 gives a
3 5dB gain in voltage. Its output is fed to the high pass filter around O3. 40kHz ultrasonic transducers are in sensitive to audible frequencies, nevertheless, the detector
will pick up low ultrasonic noises from clothing being
rubbed. A high pass filter is therefore essendal.'fhis is a
24dB per octave type. The low pass filter network created from R22,P.23, C10 and C11 reduces that other

enviromental nuisance, radio transmissions. Q4 is
another buffer amplifier like Q3 and its output feeds the

NOTE:
lC2 = LM386

()2

=Bc109c

O3,4,5 = BC.t07
D3 = 1N4148
BX = 4OKHZ ULTRASONIC

HECEIVEB

R22
10k

R23
10k

Fig.3 Circuit of receiver
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detector stage. This means the carrier is rectified and
smoothed by D3, R25 and C12. Any residual ultrasonic
frequencies are further diminished by the filter comprising R26, R27,C13 and C14.

A clean audio signal is thus presented to the power
amplifierLM386 via volume control RV3. With the wire
link soldered in place, the amp is set at its maximum gain.
For a reduction in gain, a resistor is substituted for the
link. l kwill give slightlyover 4OdB, whilstan open circuit

produces

a

the carrier, not the frequency. If an undistorted but faint
sound can be heard, increase the volume of the source

until distortion occurs. Then back it down

a

little. The

volume can now be set using the receiver.
To lower the input impedance of the transmitter, a
suitable valued resistor could be soldered across the tags
on the jack socket.

20dB gain. C19 affects the frequency

PARTS LIST

response. The value shown attenuates the bass to make
listening easier.

TRANSMIITER
RESISTORS
R1

1k

R2,9,1 0

33k

R3

22k

Construction
A couple of things should
be noted as regards construction. The transducers are soldered to 1mm
PCB pins which protrude
from the board. Switch 1

and 2 will

3.5mm jack socket to the
input wires. This is better
fitted to the top of the
enclosure. To prevent
pickingup mains hum, the
cable connecting the signal source to lhe transmitter should be screened.

Finally the stereo socket
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must be wired to run your
headphones in parallel,
otherwise the sound will
be out of phase.
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Firstly the receiver's volume control should be adlusted
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by A P Stephenson
so is no longer stable. On releasing the bobbin,

it falls

back towards point B but, because it now has kinetic
energy, it overshoots and carries on towards the corresponding starting position on the opposite side, point C.
But it now has potential energy again and is as equally
unstable as when it started. The pendulum will therefore
swingbackwards and forwards due to the continual interchange of potential and kinetic energy.
Fig.1 Natural

Oscillations

n AC generating voltage connected across a circuit containing inductance and capacitance can,

if the frequency is resonant, produce large
increases in either voltage or current values.

z,

U)

Natural Oscillations
If both the friction at the point of suspension and air
resistance are assumed zero, the pendulum will be free to

oscillate indefinately.
To a first approximation, the period, T, of the slving
is given by:

These oscillatory surges under resonant conditions are
termed'forced' oscillations because they rely on the continued presence of the supply generator.

t:ztrllvg

contrast, 'natural' oscillations require only a
momentary spike of energy to start them off. Figure 1
shows an inductance, L in parallel with a capacitance C.
A momentary touch on the spring-loaded push button
provides the initial spike by placing a chargeon C. Oscillations then continue without further aid until the energy
contributed by the spike is squandered by resistive and
radiation losses. Because consecutive cycles are diminished in amplitude, such oscillations are said to be
'damped'. If the inductance and capacitance were both
pure, the natural or'free' oscillations would theoretically,
continue for ever.

The formula is reasonably accurate providing the amplitude of swing is small. 'fhe value of g at the earth's surface
is usually taken as 9.81 m/s/s but decreases with height.
Although open.to the charge of hair-splitting, the g force
on the bobbin is slightly lower at the- extremes of swing
than when passing through the lower middle point.
In practice, the losses, due perhaps to a rusty pivot
and/or air resistance, will cause the amplitude of swing to
gradually decay towards zero.

In

-r-\
-

where I :length of string

g:acceleration due to gravrty

Pure Inductance
High quality capacitors are virtually loss-free but to construct apure inductance,thatis to say, one without associated resistance and self capacitance, is to say the least,
difficult. Immersion in some form of freezing medium
such as liquid nitrogen can reduce the resistance to zero
by inducing superconductivity but the self capacitance
would still remain. In spite of the practical difficulties, the
concept of a pure inductance is useful when discussing
natural oscillatory action.

The Pendulum Analogy
The simple pendulum shown in Figure 2 can be persuaded to execute either natural or forced oscillations so
it provides a useful mechanical analogy. Under normal
conditions, the bobbin remains stationary at point B the state of minium energy. However, if pulled backwards
to position A, the system has been given potential energy
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Fig.2 Simple Pendulum

Interestingly, the approximate equation for oscillatory period in the pendulum has a similar appearance to
the corresponding approximate formula for the tuned
circuit.

T:hJrt

Forced Oscillations
If someone (or some agency)

gives the bobbin slight

53

,right

pushes every now and again at the
time,, the pendulum is driven into a state of forced oscillation. As every
child quickly learns, a swing can only be kept in motion
with minimum effort if the pushes are sychronised with
its natural period of oscillation. In electrical terms, the

1

Jre

frequency of the alternating supply must be in resonance
with the inductance and capacity of the circuit.

'- znJrc

Natural Oscillatory Frequencies

Practical Conditions

for the pendulum! It is time to return to electrical oscillations and, in particular, the frequency at which
they operate. It is convenient in the first instance to
assume the circuit contains idealised inductance. i.e.
without resistance.

Things are not quite so straightforward in practical circuits when there is resistance to be taken into consider_

So much

"l

""""' Equation

1

ation. It follows intuitively that the oscillations can no
longer continue indefinately. Current passing through
resistance causes heat and, since heat is a valuable com_

of oscillatory
ch oscillating
ses the resistance. Like the pendulum with its rusty pivot, they are

I

I

danrped oscillations and

I

I

-l

y :Vos-{r/21 sin1,/ tZt-C

Fig.3 Ringing Action

where

V,

Perhaps the most well known formula in electrical

'tuned circuits'. (Unfortunately, it is only strictly accurate
for series resonance.) However, it,s the one that runs as
follows:

Since the inductance is assumed to be free of resistance,

the equation is easily derived by considering energy

-n7+t_.f)

the peak voltage value at the start

after the start.
There are three separate parts to consider:

2. The decrement factor e

Rr/2r_

Refeiringback to Figure 1, a momenthe push-button charges C to the battery
provides the initial store ofelectric energy

ges alone.

A quarter of

-

5iL

is

1.

a cycle later, the energy is transfered to the

inductance in magnetic form:

W:]LI'

One consequence of the exponential nature of the
decay is that the amptitude ratio between cycles is con_
ive cycles A,B
the

no energy losses during the interchange so it is per-

comptetely

missable to equate the two energy forms by writing:

avengeance!

JLI':]CV'

3. The frequecy

l:Y/aL

v-\

By juggling these two equations around using schoolboy
algerbra, both v and L can be eliminated to leave:

The oscillations will be sinusoidal in character so the following simple formula for current can be borrowed from
classical A,/C theory:

amplitude

wed to its logi_

Because there is no resistance to worry aboutthere can be

rl
IJ
(J
-

O

if R

increased or L is decreased. At the start, ofcourse, T:
zero so the decrement factor is initially unity.because e:

W:]CV]

t-\

out

... .. . . Equation 2

ment factgr that oscillations decay quicker

o
7,

die

l. The amplitude factor
This is the part played V and represents the original volt_
age to which C was charged.

2rJLC

interchln

eventually

v is the instantaneous voltage at any time, t,

work is that which presumes to give the frequency of

"l
'

will

altogether.
There is a general equation for damped oscillations
which, although of revolting appearance, is surprisingly
descriptive providing it is taken a bit at a time. Here it is:

-but

then this is realty

r"'. ff;il,ljt-:il

factor

The general equation for a sinusoidal waveform is:

V:Vp

sin towt

Comparingthis with Equation 2, it can be taken that
the terms underthe square root sign correspond to ro and
since tr.l :2rc. tt can be taken that the frequency formula
for damped oscillations will have the form:

t:l/2x Jltttc-R)/4L)

...

Equation

3
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This shows that the well known formula for frequency
(given earlier under the label Equation 1) is not quite
accurate because Equation 3 shows that the frequency is
slightly lower by the square root of Fr2/4L2- The dif-

ference is slight because R/L is much smaller than l/LC
so, in most practical cases, the simple formula provides
sufficient accuracy. Howevel the fact that a damped
oscillation runs slightly slower than the equivalent loss-

free version is interesting

if

only to give additional

credence to the pendulum analogy. A pendulum with a
rusty pivot ( which we have previously assumed to be the
analogue of resistance) must surely swing slower than
one boasting a rust free version!

Critical damping
Examination of the terms within the square root of Equation 3 raises the spectre of imaginarynumbers.Whathappens if Pt2/ 4Lz happens to be greater than l/LC ? The
answer, of course, is that the result will be the square root
of a negative number which prominant mathematicians
tell us are imaginary. So the conclusion is that the oscillations would also be imaginary - perhaps they exist in the
spirit worldl In common sense terms, free oscillations
can only exist if R,/4L is less than l/LC. By rearranging'
we can arrive at the value of the critical damping resistor:

measure so amateur designers, particularly the less reputable species like myself, may be tempted to fall back on

trial and error methods.

Breaking An Inductive Circuit
Figure 4 shows a coil of inductance. L, with resistance, R,
(which might be the coil resistance or an actual resistor)
connected across a DC supply via a switch which has
been closed for some time. The steady DC current flowing is given by ohms law:

I:Vs/R
The current sets up a steady magnetic field around the
coil representing a store of energy, W, given by W :il-l'].
According to a certain gentleman by the name of
Faraday, when the switch is suddenly opened, the change
of current (from something to nothing) will cause an

induced voltage to appear from out of the blue' Apparently, coils don't like their current to be interrupted so it
can be assumed that this voltage

proportions in large coils

-is

-which

a sign of

can reach lethal

their displeasure.

The question is, how high is this voltage? Since the
capacitor C is in parallel, the induced EMF will charge it
to the same potential and will therefore have the same

R:zJUC
Damped oscillations can only exist if R is less than this
value.
Examples: If

L:40mH and C :10nF, a few cursory
keypresses on a calculatorwill show the critical damping
resistance to be 4k.
Wherever there is stray inductance

in a circuit,

damped oscillations have a habit of butting in where they
are not wanted to this equation can be used to find a suit-

I

kill them off. The above has
with the inductance but oscilis
in
serids
R
that
assumed
able resistor value to

lations can also be critically damped by connecting a
resistor is parallel with the LC circuit providingthe equation is modified as follows:

R:+lclL
This is the upside down version of the series damping

stored energy, W:jCV2 so it is permissable to equate the
two energy forms:

JCV':JLI'

resistor. When a steep-sided pulse, such as the edge of the
rectangular wave show in Figure 3, hits an inductance,

By juggling the terms around, the induced voltage turns
out to be:

damped oscillations may be shock excited due to the
presence ofstray capacitance. This is called'ringing' and

Y:rJL/c

usually an undesirable phenonemon. The nuisance can
be prevented by slapping in a critical damping resistor
is

somewhere. Stray capacitance is often difficult to

The presence of the resistor has been ignored but it will
not seriously affect the above result.
Some idea of the order of magnitude expected can
be gained by considering a couple of examples.

Example

l.LetL:0.1H,

C

:lnF

and I

:::.::u,tl ::: ..

:a:,-:.

:,::

:0.1A.

Plugging these values into Equation 4 yields a result of

1kv.
Example

Fig.4 Breaking an inductive circuit
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Z.LetL:12}I,

C :0.3nF and I

:10A.

These values have sinister overtones because plugging
them in to the equation shows that anyone opening the
switch should wear thick rubber gloves if they happen to
be allergic to 2 million volts! Fortunately, it is doubtful if

coils

of 12H with only 0.3nF are likely to be kicking

:aE!

around in the spares box. Neverthe less, the example may
act as a timely warning to anyone foolhardy enough to
play around with large coils carrying high DC currents.

resistance is shown as a separate component to the
inductance, it is normally the unwanted internal resist_

The high voltage appearing when the current is
interrupted is actually the first half cycle of a damped
sine wave. Subsequent cycles will decay towards zero in

iliar Equation

ance.

The resonant frequency can be found using the fam_
1 mentioned earlier. It is accurate for the
series network and is repeated below:

accordance with the exponential decrement factor.
An annoyingfeature of induced voltages is the dam_
age caused to switch contacts. Conventional electromag_
netic relays or indeed any device containing a switch and
a reasonably large inductance are particularly vulner_
able.
equations, the induce
inver
to C, indicating that
can b
by connecting a largis
somewhere in the circuit.

'

2flI./:-

Parallel Resonant Frequency
Figure 5b shows the usual form of

accurate. The following is the correct version:

The term 'resonance' has nothing to do with natural
oscillations. It is used in connection with tuned circuits
driven by a sinusoidal EMF source. In other words, it is

f

a

universally applicable definition:
Any network containing a mixture of reactive components is in resonance if itbehaves to the EMF source as
a pure resistance.

Series Resonant Frequency

on a large area which properly belongs to basic AC

Figure 5a shows a series LCR network. Although the
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However, R,i L is usually much Iess than 1,/LC so it can be
assumed zero,in which case the equation reduces to the
simpler version.
Conditions At Resonance
In general, the series resonant network magnifies voltage
by afactorcalled 'Q'while theparallel network magnifies
current by the same factor.
There are many other properties of resonant net_
works but to discuss them here would mean encroaching

several definitions of resonance, some tend to be too nar_

row and others can be misleading. The following is

theory.
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for budding young electrician. Should be able to assemble

order

s-Or-lC CnenOEB holds 4AA nicads and recharges these in 8 hours'

1

but vou mdv have to help with the soldering of the
comionenls bn the PCB. Complete kit 88.95 Order Flef.
9P9.
sOOV BRIDGE MEGGER developed

lor GPO technicians
the Ohmeter 188 is the modern equivalent of the bridge
500V
megger. 9V b

in
condition

gen-elator for

ge lor
quite

good

ion of

iery accurate

0P76.

SiEBEO HEADPHONES extra lightweight with plug, t2 each, Order Rei'
2P261.

in

sco control Panel, has four

twin cassettes, AM/FM radio'

series for higher volts or parallel
1 , 40OmA. f:2, O'det Ref . 3'5P/4.
ideal for Precision tuning UHF

., etc., regular Price over t400,
new and guaranteed, Yours for

Rei. 99P1.
899. Order Ref.
onlv C99,

JUST ABBIVED
3 core 15A flex. Price is 1 0m for
82.50, Order Ref. 2.5P/3 You
can have this in multiples of 10m
ro to 100m. Also available: 3 core
2oA ftex, 10m tor 83, Order Ref
3P1 og and 2 core 2OA tlex, 1 5m
for e3, Order ReJ. 3P1 10.

DIGITAL FREOUENCY METER.
This is a hand-held instrument with an LCD display

T

flat plug ideal to make
LEAO 3m long and with B
extension for phone, fax etc. 2 for 81, Order BeJ. 552 .
WATER PUMP very powerful with twin outlets, an ideal shower controller,

ef feLepXOHE

0.1-MA FULL VERSION PANEL METER 2'l'" square,
scaled 0-100 but scale easily removed for re-writing, E1
each, Order Bel. 756.
vU METER illuminate this from behind becomes on/off
indicator as well, 1'l," square. 75p each, Order Ref 366.
EDGE-WISE PANEL METER ideal when short of panel
space only 40 x 14mm, also have built-in led, 500pA f.sdd'
sbaled 0-5, El each, Order Ref. 131.
PCB DRILLS 12 assorted sizes between .75 and 1.5mm'
E1 the lot, Order Ref. 128

Prices include V.A.T. Send cheque/postal order or ring
and quote credit card number. Add E3 post and packing.
Orders over 825 Post free.

99P2
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series of theoretical and constructional
articles centred around the Anniversary
AutoMate modular mixing system. I know
that some of you maybe impatientformore construction

g

-xNlsrvrHT

)NlslvlHIvNlsrv!H...
l'9'38+IJIB^

"g;diiJ}sl'3,38+3JlB

and less idle, theoretical chat. I should perhaps explain

morefullytheunderlying strategy of this series and then a
new light may dawn and you shall all be able to see why I
have approached the project with this slightlyunconventional philosophy and unorthodox manner' When I were
of the Hovis advert music are heard in the
a lad

o

oS

o l-l
6 l_.1

-strains
background -beer was a penny a pint times were hard
and after returning from't eighteen hour shift at pit, one
would relax with some soothing electronic project work'

o

tutorials on every conceivable aspect of eiectronics but
many seem distant and remote from the practical world'
Infact,I don't thinkthatitwould be too far offthe markto
say that in some cases, the textbook descriptions are
downright offputting with reams of complicated maths
reading to a solution which seems to have little or no
application in a real circuit or a tangible system' It is prob-

[J !trtrtr
o

z
=oY
=^z
bEa
s=E

[-]

oor

o

6

=

ablytruein mostof us thatthesubjectswhichwe are most
likely to understand are those which we enjoy or which
relate to aspects of ahobby orpastimewhich we pursue ie a practical realization of a sometimes abstract idea'

E

DesignPhilosPhY
What I wanted to achieve with the AutoMate series was a
text - a design tutorial, if you like -which would attempt
to unravel some of the complexities of audio engineering

I

E
l

vNrsrvrHlvHtsrvsHll{l-s-rY1E...
I
|

ru5oi-r-rufrijwIHoo:rt.tnotlINoo3rNnour
-;r;5%i6'
,ozo'eozo
otio'sozo
presented within the article so that the reader can use
th"- to satisfy him/herself that what is presented is the
best way to realize a given electronic function' Detailing
all of the necessary information in this way will then allow
interested parties the opportunity to do-it- yourself with
agreater degree ofconfidence. This seems to have been a
much-neglected aspect of many otherwise interesting''
informative or educational electronic prose' I guess that
to retain this
ge is
in ma
a given
ithin
inte
know

field.

nisi

nceacertain

level of background knowledge has been established
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Fig.2 Positioning of components in power supply

d
ti
I

most often
lYsis'of real

forinteresting and varied reading to take an in-depth and mathematical look atthefactors involved, so long as this is tempered with commonsense, and a predominantly praptical approach to the circuit complexities is adopted
throughout.
In any event, it would some rather nonsensical to
publish PCB layouts and constructional details for the

,6!),1

I
separate parts of the input channel until
all of the differ_

knowledgeable in the world in one or
more particular
fields within the discipline of audio engineering.
- Anyway, enough of the self-gratificltion and back to
the matter in hand.

Earthing
We can see from the circuit diagrams of part
2 and the
PCB and components were very carefully
and methodi_
cally earthed. Figure 7 _which, unfortunately,
space did
not permit us to print in the June issue _shows
the main
wiring diagram of the power supply unit.
It is apparent
that I deviated from the normai convention
for circuit
diagrams and showed a view of the earthing
arrange_
ments as an almost exact representation
of the physical
layouton the pCB.A verycomprehensivedepictation

THEORECTICAL PIECE OF WIRE

Lw

Ly

12

of

all ofthePSUearthwiringwas given inlastmonth,sissue.
This was intended to illustrate some of
the aspects of ear_
thing which I am going to make a little
clearer here and
now. Sound ,ground rules, as they might
be termed are
imperative to the stable and noise_free"operation
of any
audio circuitry be it power supplies, ampiifiers,
FX units

FEEDBACK PATH TO
AMPLIFIER INPUT

or whatever. These rules take on .p""iut significance

Fig.3 Piece of wire (theoretical) versus practical
on this subject, the circuitry within
- As apartingnote
,1"
can be roughly categorised into 6 main types.
{fr
Amplification, EQ, Switching, Monitoring, Mixing

and

Automation. The circuitry within a fully_eidowed
Mic/
Line module encompasses all of these types.
Whilst pro_
gress through thisfirstfeatured module
is somewhatpon_
derous,

once all ofthese topics have been discussed,
that
particular module built and the text moved
on to the Ste_
reo module, the Group,/Monitor, Output
etc, the pace
will be correspondinglymuch faster. This will
be because
only sirnple references will be made to previously_pub_

lished ihapters for the relevant background
information.
The larger the system, the more the scope for

error

grows. In certain areas of design,
the error iwhich

in

a

mixing console will most likely manifest itseliaudibly
as
noise, crosstalk or distortion) is cumulative.
It therefbre
pays divideads to design any error
(noise etc) out of the
system as far as is practicable from
stage one, rather than attempt to
eliminate it from a much more hostile
envlronment (in the shape of the fin_
ished sub-module, module or even
the console itself). To quote Steve
Dove, one of the authors to whose

Fr
(J
Fv\

!I
r-,
E
^ra

A
H

when viewed in the context of designing
a massive, inter_
connecting audio system such as might
be constituted by
a typical mixing desk. It might
be wise at an early stage to
discuss the subject further since all that
is listed here can
be taken as representative ofthetechniques

which should
be employed in any good- audio design
work. L early
appreciation of the many factors involved
in this process
will stand the reader in good stead and allow
him /her to
be more receptive of some of the outlandish
lengths to
which_an audio engineer must go in
each of the various
modules
-and the console as awhole _in orderto create
a workable and hum-free system.
F'or a proper understanding of the
compiexities of

the subject to

be realized, the very .orr""pt of earth,
ground, 0V or whatever one might care
to call it needs to
be understood. As 0V is imperative
to the correct work_
ing ofall ofthe console, an early appreciation
ofthe tech_
niques will not be considered amiss as
*. p.og.".. fu._
ther and deeper into the bowels of the
Aut;M ir" ZO.
Ground is merely a reference to be used
between

article I have frequently referred.
"Mixing consoles and understanding
them is the key to professional audio,i
Whilst on this aspect, I should
also say and I am not in the least
ashamed to do so that during the
course of the research and develop_
ment of this project, I have consulted
and referred to some of the best tex-

tbooks available on the subject of

audio engineering. Many of the books
and articles are authored or edited by
engineers and technologists reckoned

among their peers

to be the

most

ing
active circuitry

I
I
I

I

interconnecting circuit elements, a reference which can
be eliminated in adifferential system.This beingthe case,
should be of such
why should it be that th
of a console?
i
paramount importance
We should

consider

everyday,bog-stan-

dard piece of wire. which no matter what its length,
whether long or short, will exhibit resistive properties'
Popularly taught physics dictates that in accordance with
Ohm's Law, any resistive element within a circuit which
has a current passed through it must have a potential difference developed across it. This current passing through
will create a magnetic field around thewire, which means

that it has inductance, and if the wire resides in an area in
close proximity to any'thing else, (ie not suspended infree

and RFI problems whilst the resistive elements cause the
hum loops so dreaded by engineers and listeners alike'
On this RF note, it is interesting to analyze ground effect
problems due to the reactive nature of any piece of wire'
No matter what its length, there will exist some frequency

in the electromagnetic spectrum at which the piece of
wire will present a quarter wave length pathway' This is a
much neglected aspect of low{evel input stage design
and explains why one is able, via the badly engineered
hi-fi preamp, to tell exactly how late the local taxi service
is running!
Z
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space), it will exhibit capacitance.

Radio A Ga Ga

AMP

Our ordinary, non-resistive, non-capacitive, non-induc-

tive piece of wire now begins to look more like the circuit

model depicted inFigure 3, andmighteasilybe confused
with something much more familiar to an engineer working in an RF design environment qv an aerial, bandpass
filier or transmission line. This is a good analogy, since
s used within the mixing desk circuitry
ma
hs which extend to the 100's or 1000's
wil
of kHz region. This is significant because of the horrific
amount of RF energy flying around the atmosphere, be it
radiated from computers, dimmers, ham radio, cellular
phones or whatever.

Renouno

AMP

1

AMP 3

STAR EARTH

Fig.6'Bucket' grounding techniques
Why ground anything to earth in the first place, since
with careful regard to the internal referencing of the
equipment, it will function regardless - many non-earth
referenced pieces of electrical apparatus work quite adequately without them. Nevertheless, a system comprised
of many separately powered modules is almost certain to
hum or oscillate since there will exist within the system
any

SOURCE 2

ages
TBUE GROUND

that

Establishing Good Connections
A well-established remedy is to swamp all of these (relatively) high impedance paths with a connection to a zero
PSEUDO GROUND

(SIGNAL PRESENT
-A6dB BELOW THAT

oF oRTGTNALS)

,l

"*"i8i

Ronouro
0R5

SOURCE

2tN

(b)

Fig.5a Crosstalk at an amplilier output
b Crosstalk at an amPlifier inPut

Our simple piece of wire now has the rather dubious
distinction of being capable of demodulating RF energy
and rendering it audible, as the RF signal is able, in this
arrangement, to enter the amplifier input through any
be subsemPo
by-passed

d
employed

quently

will

behave as the

bY
rwar

circuitrY

r junction
rectifying element necessary to

demodulate the RF.
The two main points to note from this are that the
reactive components give rise to demodulation stability
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ohm impedance ( which, to all intents and purposes, the
earth is). Despite theseprecautions, there may existin the
ground wiring of the system other small noise currents
since the ground lines will have finite impedance causing
noise pd's to be develop across them. These unwanted
noise currents can then infiltrate the wanted signal. Balancingofthe signal is therefore considered to be auniversal solution to the problem, as is the grounding of the
chassis to earth, this approach offering as a bonus some
protection against harmful and potentially fatal shocks
from the mains suPPlY.
The grounding techniques utilized in high quality
sound studio construction are fairly typical of those
employed within a console wiring system' Substantial
cabling is necessary so the earth is effective and efficient
and also, that any voltages developed because of finite
cable impedance are small in relation to the wanted signal at that point. All equipment is mechanically earthed
from the bay housing all input, break and output connecsingle connection eliminates earth loops -and
tors

-the

iEr

I
I
I

BUFFER

AMP

1

NOISE FROM

GROUND
CONNECTION

ilrV
NOISE
EOUIVALENT TO:.

.
"4a

n

Fmix

(33d8 UP
FROM INPUT
+ SIGNAL

(ALL MIX BUS
RESISTORS
APPEAF IN

PARALLEL)

BUFFER
AMP 48

Fig.7 Ground problems in the virtual earth mix amp
microphones are earthed only through their studio con_
nector boxes.
Two electrically separate earths are employed in the
studio corirplex
-mains or safety earth and technical or

consist, literally, of a very large and expensive piece of
copper or equivalent driven some distance into earth so
that it contacts damp subsoil and resultant continuity is
good.

instance, in the circumstance of it needing to be serviced,
this isolation should be afforded by removing the mains

connection to it. Furthermore, my console operates in a
very controlled environment where any connections to
the mixer are made under my supervision and direction.

Certain operating conditions might necessitate the
ground lift switch being made more readily accesssible
and if this proves to be the case, the switch could then be
mounted on the rear panel.
Whist on the subject of ground lift switches, one
home-produced amplifier which I once had the dire mis_

Lifting Oneself OffThe ground
Whereboth earths must

be present in the same enclosure
wall-mounted microphone boxmech_
anically connected to safety earth, the two earths must
remain separate if hum loops are to be avoided. This may
mean that connectors are isolated from mounting plates
using insulating washers or equivalents. From the power
(as in the case of a

ofa
ground lift switch which means that both can be made to
be electrically isolated from each other. This can cure an

hum loop problem when other, outboard processing
equipmentis connected to the console. Otherperipheral
equlpment may not employ such stringent earthing tech_
niques and earih and programme earth may, in fact, be
connected together. Ifthis is the case, and the power sup_
ply ground is also connected to mains safety earth, we can
see that a dreaded hum loop has been created. I have
mounted this switch inside the enclosure since I take the
cynics'view that what is not available to touch on the outside of the unit cannot be reset
ith by
unauthorized personnel. This phil
to my
never including any mains switch
t type
control on the front panel since it will be found that these
controls are operated at the most inopportune moments!
In any event, if mains isolation of the unit is required, for

.ffi

and

whe

patched either detiberately or accidentally _ to the
heavenly choir because he or she was electrocuted
through a dodgy mic/ gnitar/mixer,/amplifier combina_
tion!

age and reference

-usually 0V -itis easyto seethatif the
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have been had it been applied to the amplifier input by
more conventional means. The obvious way to alleviate
the problem is t ensure that the point to which the ampli-

fier is referred is connected directly to the reference
which the output of this same amplifier sees. Does this
make sense? Afraid so. This philosophy of source reference/destination reference -which is used all along
the signal path -is known simply as 'ground follows signal' and forms the basis of the grounding techniques
which exist in just about all large commercial mixing
desks. See Figure 4a. It was especially important in the
days of discrete component amplifier stages where the
signal 0V line was also the power supply return. The
eradication of hum and noise caused by supply line
induction was further complicated by the fact that the
positive supply rail (effectively another low impedance)
became another part of the nightmare and could only be
eliminated from the equation by active decoupling using
a series resistor/parallel capacitor arrangement. Effec-

tively, this fed the susceptible circuit through an impedance much larger than that of the ground path proper.
Figure 4b shows a typical arrangement.
The modern-day differential operation of active
amplification circuitry (namely op-amps powered from
split/bipolar supply rails) means that there is no audio

current flowing through the ground connection. Other
factors now begin to enter the equation from all sides'
Insert points in the channel circuitry are almost always
unbalanced, as are the many distribution networks which
will feed the console. The scope forhum Ioops and instability rises in direct proportion to the number of facilities

provided on the mixer and so other contingency earthing
arrangements, such as star earths, must be made. The
resultant earthingnetwork tends, in the main, to be a mix-

ture of the two with the most convenient method at a
given point in the signal progression being the one
employed.

To Much Thlk On The Bus
Crosstalk is another not-unrelated inherent problem of
the earthing arrangements within the console, amplifier
or anv other applicable piece of audio processing circuitry. We touched very briefly on this subject last month
and mentioned the quite superb performance in this
aspect of the true monoblock stereo amplifier' Refer to
Figure 5a. Resistor Rg.oun6 reprosents the small resistive
portion of the earth path wiring, loss resistance or whatever we wish to call it. R,ouo is the amplifier load at its output terminals and can either be a low impedance termination or a high impedance such as a channel fader pot'
The node which represents the reference is now actually
at some voltage above true ground since the network
comprised of the two resistors forms a potential divider
and so at this node there will be present an attenuated
version -in the ratio R,ouo:Re,ouna -of the output signal of
the amplifier. Alow-Z termination -typically 600R and a ground loss component in the order of 0.5R will
mean that at the'pseudo' ground node, a signal some
62dB below that of the amplifier output sigral will now
be present. This can then be injected into the input of any
following amplifier circuitry through the pseudo ground
path.
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Fig.8 Circuit model of mic/cable/transformer combination
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A typical case of two idenlical sources sharing this
ground point as a common reference means that there
will be a cross injection or crosstalking of each of the two
inputs at a level - 62dB below that ofthe original signal.

cal high impedance source such as the lOk presented by
a
channel fader as in Figure 5b, the bogus ciosstalk signal
nowpresentatthe pseudo ground is atamuchlowerlevel

A QuestionOfZZZ's

th
termi
from radia

Now, taking the instance of the amplifiers feeding

(-86dB) since the high impedance of the fader now

swamps
ance

a

typi_

nd loss resistor. Th
ver, is much more I

injection than

a

lo

source.
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HOW IT WORKS
STAGE

-LINE INPUT

A2

30k

amplifier circuits
large disparity in
ing

inputs-asw

one is set by the
high.

A simple analysis of the circuit under typical input signal conditions
should serve to highlight the problems which we can expect to encounter

Fig.10

Single op-amp differential input amplifiers

input stage to compete successfully against its transformer rival, it mu$, as
the transiormeris, be imperviousto any imbalance inthetermination atthe

waY that both

ier via defined
ormance since
there isa serious conflict between trimming the op-ampfor good commonain. Balancing
mode rejection and trimming it for good

d
CMRR
such an extentthatifthe source impedance c
impedances ruins CMRR and optimising

is

one

Put from

instant imbal-

any

stics.We

,

ance results, This is because the source impedance simply adds itself to the
carefully optimised values ol inputand feedback resistor. Asimple and quite

Another problem manifests itself in the way that subtle
changes can sometimes occur under certain input or
routing conditions, wherein feedback paths are created
or changed in such a way that whilst the affected amplifiers remain stable under the new conditions, colourations at the LF and HF ends of the spectrum sometimes
result. These type of grounding problems are the very
devil themselves to first demonstrate -since it requires
an infinitely more fertile imagination than mine to envisage all the possible interconnection paths that there
might exist - and then to track down and eliminate'
Again, itisbetterto design problems out of the consolein
the first instance.

Enter The Bucket Brigade
The ideal solution would be to ground every circuit reference point directlyto one central earth -the'star earth'
or 'mecca'. Practical considerations in the guise of both'
the physical size of the multipole connectors required
and the size and complexity of the wiring looms which
such a system would necessitate mean that we cannot
adopt this approach. A half-way house compromise sol-

ution to the problem does exist, however, in the form of
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op'
non
shall ex

impedances to

and very

at a laler

important stage in thewil mixer.,.

so-called 'bus' or'bucket grounding' wherein grounds
are grouped together according to the impedance of the

circuitrywhich theyfeed.Inthis way,high impeilance circuits would share a common earth, as would low impedance. The two connect together only at one central earth
point. In this way, the ratio of impedance to ground loss

component, Rg, is so large that resultant crosstalk pd's
are low enough to ignore. This is somewhat simplistic
and exceptions do exist. Any active device with unusual
or transient current demands - indicators, switches,
amplifier output stages - return directly to the star earth
via their own individual path with no other connections
to other bucket or bus system grounds along the way. See
Figure 6. This method has been used effectively within
the power supply unit where all of the grounds on each
PCB are grouped together in a star earth arrangement
and then connect via one wire to the system star earth.
Heavy load current devices -bridge rectifiers, smoothing capacitors and the like are tied to this system star
earth via heavy gauge wire. This then means that the reference seen by all of the ground points throughout the
system is stable and immovable, and no oscillations, hum
loops or instability can occur.

tt5i

Definite Earths For Mixer Amns

We'll centre the last paragraphs of this diJcussion on the
grounding network around the virtual earth mixer,

which, by the very nature of the circuit configuration,
amplifies any noise present on the ground line. We will
discuss the various quirks and idiosyncracies of the different types of summing or mixing stages which are available at a later stage, but for completeness on this discus-

_

plunge

-after presenting the fuI input stage circuitry
and finally publish the dreaded spec sheet!
We have already justified the use of a transformer_

sion about grounding, the problems which arise in this
critical area of the console should be mentioned here and

former costs are
auctio

perfection,

;llrt;::i",i:

prudent to outlin
advantages of
this type of input
virrues of the
op-amp/transistor stage. Furthermore, it is probably a
good idea, whilst in this vein of thought, to Iook more
closely at the behaviour at audio frequencies ofthat most
maligned of IC's, the humble op-amp, since the finished
console will perhaps house several hundred of the little
critters.
We looked in some detail at E,* (Equivalent Input
Noise) and the {act that it is thejirst device which the

g
sw
noisewillbeat
also saw that n

in this

will tend to

Fig.11

a lnstrumentation type differential amplifier

(with separately buffered inputs)

this
.We
cro_

phone is determined by the laws of physics and that ther_

Refer to Figure 7 which is representative of the main
a typical desk. It has 48 inputs as we can see

mix bus in

and a cbnventional virtual earth mixing amp.

Gain

: *rr*rYrr""*r

Gain through the system (for an isolated single channel
with its fader fully open), is, of course, unity. However, a
much neglected factor in the design is that for the system
bus, the true electronic gain through the amplifier in fact,
,
48 or 33dB.This gain will also amplifyanyunwanted sig_
nals which happen to be present on the earth connection.
This ground noise is amplified up by the full gain of the
mix-amp and canbeof such ahigh levelthatitcan serveto
become the predominant source of noise when com_
pared both to the self-generated noiseofthe active device
used as the virtual earth amp and the Johnson noise of the
resistors. Quite conceivably, the ultimate noise performance of this stage is determined by the grounding tech_
niques used in thi s area and not by the inherent characteristics of the mix amp. It should now be more readily
apparent why there were so many separate ground wires
of very thick cross sectional area within the pSU and why
the onlyplace where the logic and auiio grounds connect
together is at the star earth point of the whole svstem.

to present animpedanceto the amp. which was as closeto
this OSR as possible. Only in this way would the opti_
mum noise performance be attained from the device in
question, be it a transformer/op-amp, op-amp ortransis_
tor / op- amp combination.
Recapping, we saw that by a rather unfortunate
quirk of the in
OSR

highe
tendingi

is much
sule,

mark.

First Input Stage
Looking back over the cast few months, we,ve shown
some of the various types of Mic Input stage which have

Figll b Differential amplifier (not fully floating|

.cap_
e 10k

One of the plus points of the transformer coupling
arrangement was the way in which the turns ratio (stepping up from input to output) gave us a corresponding
'noiseless' amplification. In that simplistic scenario, we
omitted to say that this inherent and unalterable characteristic of the transformercan prove to be more of ablessing than a curse in some situations, the close miking of a
drumkit, beingan example which immediately springs to
mind. This is because any microphone used in this situation will be in close proximityto high level, transient signals whose absolute level may exceed something in the
region of *8dBu. It is quite apparent that a seven-fold
increase in the level of sounds of this nature will create
vast problems for any following amplifier stages -even
with unity gain trying to remain in an unsaturated,

kinks in the frequency response respectively. Resonance
(gain at specific frequencies) in any stage - unless
deliberately introduced, as it might in the EQ section -is
something to avoid if at all possible since it robs the
amplifier ofheadroom at the frequency (or frequencies)
in question. All of the above dictate that any resistive tamingor linearising components mustbe placed pre-amplifier. Whilst they might suppress oscillations of an unterminated input, they will also worsen noise performance
(subsidiary thermal noise from these resistors is now
unavoidably introduced) and attenuate all signals, especially low level ones. Figure 8 shows the responses.

-

unclipped condition since headroom has been sufficiently eroded to drive the amplifier output stage hard
against the rails. This isjust one ofthe vast number offactors which have to be considered.
What about 'padding' or attenuating the input signal
before it has a chance to clip the amplifier stage? This
method can be used and is employed in a vast number of
mixing desks. With any attenuators, great care has to be

taken with the design since switching resistive elements
in and out of a complex capacitive/inductive network which is what the mic,/ cable/transformer combination is
as faras the amplifierinfutis concerned -is adiceybusiness and prone to introducing time and frequency

domain changes into an already fragile maintained
equilibrium.It also has a subtle but marked effect on the
CMRR performance of the input stage. Why? A fiendishly simple but often overlooked effect -it attenuates
the differential signal but not the common-mode one so
the two are brought inextricably together by the same
amount the pad reduces the glgnal.
To complicate matters further, at high signal levels,
the transformer has a tendaniy to saturate whilst at low
signal levels, the problem ofhysteresis (crossover distortion) rears its ugly head and is responsible for the generation ofdistortion products greaterby an orderofmagnitude than any which succeeding amplification stages
should produce. The dynamic range between these two
extremes is sadly less than that required of an input stage
of this sort since we must expect the mic. to accomodate a
largely differing number of levels. So, with a transformer
as part of the input stage, some performance compromise must be made in respect of this.
Also, the introduction of any large resistive or capacitive elements into the the immediate transformer network will adversely affect phase linearity, isolation and
common mode rejection (CMR). CMR is also affected,
of course, by any resistive imbalance in the windings or by

co-winding capacitance.
As already said, the miclcable/transformer combination presents a very complex load to the amplifier
input, a network which is further complicated by the fact
that half of it -the mic/cable part -can be unplugged. So
an amplifier trimmed for good performance and stability
when terminated must also behave itself and suppress
any tendancy to oscillate when unloaded. This network,

therefore, has

an appalling phase and

frequency

response which must be "tamed" and filtered using com-

ponents which

will
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suppress resonance and iron out

Fig.11

c'superbal' diflerential input amplif ier

BackTo The Feature
So much for the transformer and all of its problems. Now
we can at last look to the method used in the AutoMate.
Although it is a one-chip amplifier, it comes under the

ostentatious heading of 'multi-device input amplifier'
since it cascades both transistor and op-amp technology
within the chip architecture. Refer to Figure 9' Gain is
provided entirely by the first pair of differentially, crossconnected transistors, a combination which provides
very good common"mode rejection because there is no
connection to ground and only differential-wanted signals are amplified. This is because the reference to amplifier 1 is amplifier 2 arrd vice versa, each transistor base
being tied to an identical in-phase and out-of-phase
input signal. Common mode (ie in-phase) signals on
both bases cause the references to move up and down in
synchrony so that the potential difference developed
betweenthe two andthe amplifieroutputis zero (in aperfect situation). If the input is now an out-of-phase, dif-

ferential signal, normal amplifying operation results
since the reference is now a 0V cancellation null point
halfuay along the gain-determining resistor chain.
The transistor outputs feed into a unity gain differential op-amp stage where all of the surrounding resistorvalues are kept as lowinvalue as possible (thus reduc-

ing thermal noise).

Conventionally,

the

disparity

between the impedances presented by the inverting and

non-inverting inputs of the op-amp, the non-inverting
being defined by resistorvalues,invertingby circuit feedoptimisation for both nulling and
back
-would require
good CMRR (a difficult adjustment to make simultaneously as we'll see in later circuitry). The transistor outputs can be assumed to be effectively zero impedance, so
theneed for optimisationis eliminated.Although it is not

the case with this particular IC, PNP transistors are
sometimes used because of their slightly better performance at the bass frequency end of the spectrum.
Using a dedicated pro-audio IC eradicates a great
number of circuit design problems in an effortless manner. No transformer is used
we've established why this
isdesirable overaperiod of some months! The costcon-

-

siderations for even a modest transformer are horrendous, and good ones such as theJensenJE{l5K ( which is
intendedforusewith the NE5534) are ruinously expensive. Juggling all the problems associated with the transformer in finalizing a design which will work well over a
wide range of operating conditions
-while the designer
strives to define good bandwidth without compromising
phase response
not one of life's great pleasures.

-is

The very process by which the IC is fabricated on
wafer ensures the transistors in the first stage are perfectly

matched and although discrete bipolar super-matched
transistors are available
- National Semiconductors,
LM794/ 394 to name one
-their price puts them out of
bounds. Why struggle with what seems like an infinite
number of variables in the quest for a good design when
one is readily available at modest cost. It can also be up,
running and fully stabilised with the addition of a small
number of external components in the shape of capacitors and resistors. Setting up is a matter of nulling a few
trim pots but we must ensure that any components external to the IC do not degrade its good performance. This
most notable place where damage can be done is in the

network which provides the 48V Phantom power for
capacitor microphones. CMRR can be ruined by fitting
low-tolerance, ill-matched resistors. Good qualitymetalfilm or equivalent types must also be fitted in the gaindetermining network or noise performance will worsen.
Next month, we start with a discussion on what is
termed 'level architecture' (which is basically the maximizing -of overall system per{ormance by choosing
amplifier gain such that noise from preceeding stages is
swamped whilstheadroom is maintained).We then move
on to fill in the blank boxes which were labelled, somewhat mysteriously, 'gain setting circuitry'. We look at
some of the merits and shortcomings of the ubiquitous
operational amplifier before cranking up the pace and
looking at equalization in terms of what we should like it
to do, what it is capable of doing, how it will sound and
finally, how we implement it in electronic terms.

s-lv

v \

Corrections to Part 2 (Mav)

On Fig.1 the base of Q201 sh<juld c"oinect to the collector of Q202.
In Fig.2 thebase of Q101 should also connectto the

collector of Q202 (above unlabelled).R202,203 should
be 1k asin thetext. C1 and C2 mentioned in the text are in

fact C20l ar,d C207. tC201,202 should be labelled
TL07l and Q203, 204and207 arcMJtt}t6.e2}9,2tO
and 212 are MJ11015 (Parts List in part 3 notes this).
Some confusion seems to have arisen overthe com-

ponentnumberingin the PSU circuit diagrams.To clarify
resistors, capacitors are numbered in the conventional
way 01, 02, 03 etc. Further, the component number is prefixed either 2 or 3, depending on whether it is the Audio
or Switching board, such that R201 is resistor 1 on the
Audio PSU, C302 is capacitor 2 on the Switching board.
Thanks go to 'Confused' of Stowmarket on this.
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VGA FAPER WHITE MoNo rcnltoE new ano 6@
Ai/tsTRAD PORTABLE PC'S FROM El49 (PPC1512SD).

e179

(PPC1512DD).

el70 (PPGI640SD).

e209
(ppc1640DD). MODEMS E30 EXTRANO MANUALS OP
PSU.
HIGH POWEB CAR SPEAKERS, Steeopairoutsut 1oow €ch
4ohm impedanco and @nsisling of 6 1 12' wooler 2" mid rangs and

1'twoeter ldealtowotkwhhtheamplifierd6cibed EboE Pi@p€r
pair E3o o0 Order Ft 3oP7R
2KV 500 WATT TRANSFOBMERS Suitable tor hgh whags
oxperimentsoras asparclqa micEwawov6n €tc 250vACinPut
Now only gl 00 rel tlPts?
MICROWAVE CONTFOL PANELMains operetsd, with touch
su/itches Conpl€to with 4 digit di+hy, digilal clock, and 2 relzl
@lputs one loi power and ore lor pulgd power (programmable).
ldeal ior all sorts ol pEdsion iimer spplicalions €tc Now only gt-00

z4u
4w

AC. !59.00 ret 59P4R
25 WATT STEEEO AMPLIFIERc STKO4g With the addition of
a handtul ol conponentsyq can hJild a 25 watamPlifior e4 0O r.l
4P59R (Cir@it dia inchJded).
BARGAIN NTCADS AAA SIZE 2OOMAH 1.2V PACK OF 1
C4,OO REF 4P92R, PACK OF 1(xr C3qOO REF 3OP16R
FRESNEL MAGNIFYIi{G LEI{S E3 x s2mm !1 0o rel BD827F.
ALARM TRANSMITTEFS. No dala avaliable bui nicely mdo
compler radio tEnsrilteE gv oporslion. e4.0O each cf 4P81 R.
12V 19A TRANSFORIIER. Ex equipmot but oth€mise ok. OJr
pic6 e20 00
GXrUtO0 COMPUTERS. Cqs*omer retrrned gares ffichim
complete with plug in gare, ioysticksand porersPply Ret8il Pti@
is elmost Cloo OuE is 812 o0 rel 812P1
ULTRASONIC ALARM SYSTEM. Once asain in stock
jn ths area io
unitE csgist of a doteclorthat plugs into a 13A sket

lhs

,- \

etc 300 mm square ourpriceclsoo r€t

chaioin_g

15P42R

5P612

IBM AT

*

1

KEYBOARDSBTand new 86 ksy keybo{ds Cl 5 00 rel

5P612

3e6 UOTHER BOARDS. Customer returned unib wiih@t a cpu
lined E2Z0oBl A2P1

19P29
Pack of

trc

PAH38 bulbs lor above unit !1 2 0O

r€l 1 2F4ilR

VIDEO SENDER Ul{T Tranmit both audio and vid@ eignals
lrom eiiher a video €mE, vide reordor q @mputer to arry
standard TV st within a 1m' rilgol (tune TV to s sParo channel)
12v DC op al5OO ref 15P39R Suitable mins adaptd !5@ ral
sPt

91

R

TRANS
(bug

FM

13A

-.f

adapter

MINATURE

C:l

lEi
Lo-l lr'l
L+H

walkelalkies

reas- 22x

rel 30P12R
FItl CORDLESS mlcHOPHONE.Small

|1; l!

hand h6ld unit wirh a soo'

rango!2tEnffiitporerlevelsreqsPP3bEttery Tuneablotoany FM
reqrivor. Our price El

5

rel 1 5P42AR

12 BAND COMMUNICATIONS REGEVER.S
bands, FM. AM and LW DX4calswitch, tuning '€ye'
or battsry Complete with shoulder stEP and mains
NOW ONLY C19.0011 EEF 19P14R.

sh

re

led

286 ITDTHER BOARDS. Band nmbutostorerreturnsemay
O72
ne€d attentjon. Compht€ with
with
2E6lioTHER BOARDS. Brand
t*hniel mnual. €49 0O rel A49Pl
and
D's
AA'8,
C's,
UI{VERSAL BATTERY CHARGER.Takes
PP3 nicads HoHB up lo 5 battdigs at once Ngw and c86d, mains
operat€d 46.00 ret 6P36R.
lN CAR POWER SUPPLY.Plugs into cjgar sket and give
3,4.5,6,7 5,s, and 12v apub al SoomA Corplete wilh uniErl
spidsrplug e50o r€l 5P157R
RESISTOR PACK.10 x 50 valu6 (50o resistffi) all 1/4 Ett ?/"
meial film a5 00 r€t 5P170R

ta.hnical
nry

CAR STEREO AND FM RADIOIw @st stareo systm giving
45db'

oR SEND t1.00

inner tube Wheels a6 black, spoked one piece poly €rbonat€ 1 3"
wh66l €6 00 rel 6P20R, 16" wh@l E6 0O rd 6P21 R
ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL Kllor c5 motor PcB snd all

components to build a

sped

@ntrcller (0€5% ol speed)

Ue

;'ffii&
12 VOLT BBUSHLESS FAt'14 1/2" squarc brand new ideal for
boat, car, caravan etc 15 00 rel 5P206
ACORN DATA RECORDER ALF503 Made for BBC computa
but eilablo lor others lncludes mains adapter, leeds and book
€1 5

00 r6f 15P43R

VIDEO TAPES. Three hour $perior qualig tapes made under
licence fDm the lam@B JVC company Pek of 5 taps
price 88.00 rel 8P16'l

Nil

TONEAND PULSE DIALLING

829
IBM PRINTER LEAD. (D25 to centronics plug) 2 metre PaEll6l
€5 00 ref 5P186R

GOPPER (;LAU S I l.alP ts9AHu 1 7- x 4" ol l' Ptrcn vero ooarc
a4 oo a sh@t rel 4P62R or 2 Eh@ls lor E7 0O rel 7P22R
STFIP BOARD CUTTING TOOL-e2 0o rd 2P352F'
50 METRES OF MAINS CABLE C3.00 2 core blacl pr@t in
convenient 2 m l€ngths. ldeal lor repaiE and Prolecls. rel 3P91R

CORE SCREENED AUDIO CABLE 24 METRES EZOO
Preat into @nwnient 1 2 m lengths Ret 2P355R
TWEETERS 2114" DIA I ohm mounted on a smrt metalPlatelor

4

easy tixing

€t

1O

brand new handsls with mlc and speakor only

3P146R

BARGAIN STRIPPEES
Corputer keybo€rd8 LGds
val€ ai El 0O r.t CD4oFI
DATA RECORDERS

of ss,itch€s

eM componmts ex@llsrlt

Eturned mainsbattery unitsbuihin ric id€llorCotrputor
us. Ptics is E4 00 ref 4P'i 00R
SPECTRUM JOYSTICK INTERFACE
Pluge into 48K Sp€c'trum to Prcvide a standard Atari typo joystick
pon. Our pice E4.00 ref 4P101R

Crtorur

or g€neEl purpose audio

ATARI JOYSNCKS
Ok lor use wilh the eboE inler{a@, @r price e4 00
BENCH POWER SUPPUES
ing

161

4Pl02F

l2vat2APlusa6Vsppt.

sb

at

bss than the cod of th€

SPEAKER WIRE
Brown twin @E i@hted cable 10o leot lor E2 0O REF 2P79Ft
trrAlNi FANS
Brand nil y x 3' @rpl€to with rcunting plate quilo Porerlull and
quite Ourpri@ e1 00 rdCD4lR
IXSC DRIVES
Custmq€tumedunitsmixedcaPaciii6 (upto l 44M)Wehawnot
sod€d th6e s y@ jugt get ihe next one on tha shell Price is onry
f7 OO ret 7P1R (rcrth it even es a strippoo
HEX KEYBOABDS
Brand new units appox 5" x $ onv el 0o 6ach re{ CD42F
PFqJECT BOX
51f2" \3112" x 1'bleck ABS vith screw o [d El m rel CD43R
SCART TO SCART LEADS
Bargain pi@ l€8ds at 2 for!3 0O rel 3P'l'+7Fl
SCART TO D TYPE LEADS
Standard Scari on one end, Hi donsity D tyP€ on the oths Pad o{
ten b6ds ohv 87.00 Fl 7P2R
OZONE FRIENDLY I-ATEX
2SOrnlbottleoltquid rubborsetsin 2 h@6 ldeallorrunling PcB's
fxing wires.ic E2 00 €&h El 2P379R

oucKsHorn

Standard Atad coupatble hand @ntroller (same as joysticks)
pri@ is 2 tor C2 0O rel 2P380Fl

ar

VIEWDATA SYSTEMS

'1200/75 built in
Brand new units mdo by TANDATA compiele with
modem inlra red rercte @ntrclled qwelty keyboard BT appproved

IEC MAINS LEADS
Compldowilh 13A plug ourPdce is 6ly C3 00forTWOl rol3P148R
NEW SOI-AR ENERGY KIT
Cotains Ssolar@lts, rctor,l@ls,Ian otcPUs oducationalb@klet
ldeal lor tho buddi ng enlhu6iast!

Pi6

is

E1

2 0O re{ 1 2P2R

\
'zsaarPc
2S6 iIOTHEB BOABO WTH 6/OK BAM FULI- SIZE i,ETAL
ECHNICAL UANUAL. KEYBOARD AND POWEB SUP.
PLY e139 REF 139P1 (no i/o cards or driv6 included) Some
w.t.l worl rc6'd nhone lor
-/

CASE

d€talb.

35MM CAMEFAS Custorer retrrnsd units with built in llash and

!2 00 rel 2P366R

COMPUTER MICE Originally made Ior FutuE PC's but can be
adapted forolher machines Swiss madeeS oo rof 8P57R Arsd ST
conveEion kit !2 0o rel 2P362R
6 112" 20 WATT SPEAKER Buih rn tw*t€r 4 ohm e5 m rol

sP20sR

WNDUP SOLAR POWERED RADIOI FIWAM rsdio takes re

chargeabla battories @mpleta wilh hand chsrgBr and solar panel
14P200R

PC STYLE POWER SUPPLY lrilade by AZTEC 110v or 240v
ingrt +5 @ I 5A.+1 2 @ 5A,-1 2 @ 5A,-5 @ 3A Fult cased with lan,
in let and Etandard PC lly lEads e 15 00 rel Fl 5P4
ALARM PIR SENSOFS Standard 12v alarm type sn&r will
int€rlaca to most alarm panels Q16 00 rof 16P200
ALARM PANELS2zon6 ca$d k€yPad onlry. entry exitlime d€lay

on/otl switch, IEC

lrm voi@ to a @k crowing!a l4 0o rEf 14P20o R
HANDHELD TONE OIALLERS
Small unita ihst are designed to hold owr the mwth pi@ ol e
d MF disltng tones. ldeal tor lhe Emot. conlol ol
3. !5.00 ref 5P209R
GOIIMODORE 64 MICRODRIVE SYSTEM
Complate cased brand new drives wilh cartridge and soltware l0
lires tasler lhan taPe mechines works with any Comrcdqe 64
setup The orginal pica lor lhes was f49 0O but we €n olfe r thom
loy@ stonvC25.0or

Rel 25PlR
ATARI 2600 GAME,S COMPUTER Brand new wrth loyslck and

32 oame cefrrid@ loluos into TV) C29 0O rel F29P1 abo sme with
1 gare atEl9 00 ref F'l9P2
BEER PUMPS Mains operatod with fluid dotsctor and el€ctrcnic
timr standard conneclions Ex €quipmem e 18 00 rel F18P1
90 WATT MAINS I'IOTORS Ex equiPmnt h.rt ok (as fitted to
above pump) Good general pupce unit gg 00 rel FgPl

low

PHILIPS LASER. 2MW HELIUM NEON LASER TUBE.
BRAND NEW FULL SPEC E4O.OO REF 4OPlOR. MAINS
POWER SUPPLY KIT C2O.OO REF 2OP33R READY BUILT
AND TESTED LASER IN ONE CASE T75.OO EEF 75P4R.
1 2 TO 220V INVERTEF KITAS supplied it will handle up to about

Hl Fl SPEAKER BAFGAIN Originally made lor TV *ts thev

cmsist ol a 4" 10 rett4R speakerand a 2" 14oR t@ter lf yil want
txro ol oach plus 2 of @r crNowre ya can have the lotlorC5 oo
rel F5P2
VIDEO TAPES E180 FIFTY TAPES FOR C7O.OO REF F7OPl
360K 5 1/4"Brand new driv6 white fronl C20 00 Rel F20P1

'l

5wet220vbutwith a largertranslormeritwill handleS0walls Basic
kit e1 2 00 ret 1 2Pl 7R Lerg€r trans'lormer A1 2 00 rel 1 2P41 R
VERO EASI WIRE PROTOTYPING SYSTEMldeal lor desisning proiects on otc Complelo with lools, wir€ and reugablo board
Nff low bargain pri@ only t2 00 rel B2Pl
HIGH RESOLUTION 12" AMBER MONITORI2v 1.5A Hercules compatible (TTL input) new and cmed E22 OO rel 22P2R

Eg 0O

Extsndsfpm 8" to6 l€el! D conn@toron one ffd, sPade connecloE
on the oth€r ideal lor ioysticls 6tc (5 core) el 0O each rsf C044R
COMPUTER JOYSTICI( BARGAIN
Pack ol 2 ioysticks only !2 0o ref 2P382H
BUGGING TAPE RECOBDER
Smsll hand held @sslte Bcordere that only operate when th€rs ls
s@ndthen tJrn otf 6ssonds aftersoyou c@ld leave iiin a room all
day and lud r4dd anythinglhalwsseid Piceist20 0o rol20P3R

FULL SOFTWARE CONTROL

CABLE TIES.142mm x 3 2mm white nylon pack of 100 eg 00 rel
3Pl048 Bumperpack ol 1,000 ti6 El4 00 rof 14P6R
GOT A CARAVAN OR BOAT?

GEIGER COUNTER KlT.Complsto wirhrube, PCB and allcompon6nts to build a battery op€rated geiger @nter E39 00 rol 39P'1R
FM BUG KlT.Nry design with PCB embedded @il TransmiB to
any FM radio 9vbattory req'd E5 00 rel 5P158Fl
FM BUG Buill and teted wpedor 9v opeEtion Cl 4 00 ref 14P3Fl
COMPOSITE VIDEO KlTS.These @nvert composilo vid@ inio
separale H sync, V sync and video 12v DC EB 00 rel 8P398
SINCLAIP C5 MOTORS l2v 2sA (tull load) 3s00 Pm 6"x4" 1/4"
O/P shaft New EzO @ El NPPR
As aboE bui wilh flted 4 to 1 inline reduclion box (600tpm) and
toothed nylon bslt driv€ cog €40 00 ref 40PBR
SINCLAIR C5 WHEELS'I3'or 16" dE including trcaded tyr6 and

Bargain pack of

CURLY CABLE

AUTODIAUAUTOANSWER

20P32Fl

AsU' NEW UNES FREE WTH ORDER ON BEOUEST

TELEPHONE HANDSETS

OuI pti@ is only q20.00 ret 20P18
CONVERTOR
CEed unils lhai cmved 24ov to 1 10v 3' x 2' with mains input l€d
and 2 in Arerien wtsut $cket (suitabl€ for resistive l@ds only)
our pi@ e2.00 re{ 2P381R
SPECTRUM +2 UGHT GUN PACK
compl€ie wilh eftwars and instruclions e8 0O .ef EP58R/2

ATCOMANDSET

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR
GUIDE. The ultimato equivsl€nts b@k Latgst oditjm e20 00 rel

NEW 80 PAGE FULL COLOUR LEISURE CATALOGUE

(PSTN) no datal

sd

v21123

7 CHANNEL GRAPI{|C EQUAUZE$lus a 60 watt porer amp!
20 -21 KHZ 4-AR I 2-1 4v DC n€gati ve 6arth Cased Q25 ref 25P1 4R
NICAD BATTERIES. Brand nry top quality 4 t AA's 14 oo ref
4P44R 2 x C's e4 00 r€l 4P73R, 4 x D's 19 m rel 9P12R, 1 x PP3
f6 0O rol 6P35R

6

with qdinary tolevision) @mPlete with power

MIRACOMWS4OOO MODEMS

IJ
ht
ELI

a pair ref 8P50R

FulV cs.d UKmodemdasignedJordialupqstffi
rel 3P145Fl
or inlo brr only t3

grpsrblymsdolul
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r€l 4P15'1.
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GAMES

Mth Yr

Alcohometer (reaction timer)
Alien Attack
Ambush

Jun 1981
Apr 1979

Dec
part

1

pan2
Cannibals and Missionaries

part

1

pan2
Electronic win-dicator
Family Ferry
Hammer Throw game
Heads or Tails (Short Circuit)
I Chirig computer

Dec 1974

Jan
Jan

lnfinite improbability detector
LED dice (Short Circuit)
LINC
Mastermind

Number display Random
Obedient die
Pinball Wizard

Priority.Quiz switch

Errata

Jul

part

1

parl2
Errata

1981

Nov
Aug

1977
1982

Nov

1980

Dec
Dec

1980
1980

Jul

'1981

(Short Circuir)
Stars and Dots game

Oct
Jun

1977
1978

Superdice
Survival game
Errata

Touch buzzer (Free pCB project)
TV Chess Game
part

1

pa.r'.2
TV games unit
Wheel Of Fortune

Jul
Jul

1978
1981

Sep

Tank Battle TV game

70

Feb

Space invation game-mods
Spirit Level (reaction timeo

Errata

,!I

1978
1977
Feb 1982
Mar 1982
Feb 1977
Aug 1975
Jun 1977
Aug 1988
Mar 1984
Nov 1979
1 989
Jan 1978
Jan 1977
Oct 1979
Jan 1980
May 1976
1977

Jul

Race Track game
Reaction tester
Reaction timer

x
t-I
z
-t

1976
1980
Mar 1987
Dec 1979
1 990
May 1979
Jun 1979
Oct 1976
Jan 1978
Oct 1976
Mar 1973
Jan 1976
Aug 1975
Sep 1975
May 1975

Jul

Errata

Beflex Action
Rifle lor the TV games unit
Roulette game
Skeet game
Sound track game
Space lnvasion game

May 1979

Mar
Feb

Coin toss
Credit Card Casino
Dice
Decision Maker
Double die

Double dice
Drunken Sailor puzzle
Dual electronic dice
Electronic decision maker
Electronic dice
Electronic one-arm bandit

1981

1980
Mar 1978
Jun 1978
Nov 1980
Oct 1978
Nov 1978
May 1977
Sep 1978

Pg

79 Automatic Light Switch
61 Automatic porch light
61 Colour Organ sound/light unit
48 Dimmer,500W
24 Dimmer,500W
5'l Dimmer for fluorescent lights
50 Dimmer, programmable touch
32
Errata
50 Dimmer, push-button
26 Dimmer, stage
9
Errata
16 Dimmer, touch
46 Disco lightshow controller
16
Errata
62 Disco/party strobe (Finesse)
58 Ecolight
38 Emergency lighting unit
48 Finesse disco/party strobe
47 Finesse light chaser
56 Fluorescent light dimmer
29 Fluorescent light inverter
34 High power beacon
60 Hi-power strobe
35 lnverter for fluorescent lighting
49 Lampsaver
26 Light chaser (Finesse)
41 Light/heat controller (Free pCB project)
36 Lighting ftasher
54 Light Wand
24 Multiswitch multi-point light switching
50 Nightfighter Light controller part
36
part 2
20
part 3
75
part 4
1.1
Errata
62 Porch light
20 Push button dimmer
22 Sound/light unit ETI Colour Organ)
34 Sound-to light unit (Free pCB project)
72 Spectracolumn
65 Stage dimmer
44
Errata
13 Stage lighting unit part
94
paftz
1

.1

Mar

1991

Aug

1979

part 3

28

17
7

71
87
40
13
48
48
44
12
61

LIGHTING
Ariennes Lights Light display
Audio light display using LEDs

Mth

30
87

E;',j,:

Stage lighting interface for the

Spectrum
Strobe, high power

Sunrise light brightener
Visual complex sound analyser

Yr

Pg

May 1984 19
Jul 980 77
Feb 1975 1i
Jun 975 30
Mar 1978 55
Nov 1972 42
Apr 1980 71
Aug 1980 1i
Feb 1975 30
Mar .l 979 50
Apr 1979 13
May 1981 79
Dec 1978 44
Apr 1979 13
Oct 1984 52
Jul 984 55
Oct 1972 41
Oct 1984 Sz
Dec 1983 44
1

1

1

Nov 1972
Mar l973
Aug

1976

Jun 1972
Mar 1973

42
58
30
62
58
69
44
25
34
73
47

1983
1983
Oct 1982
Mar'1988
Mar 1982
Nov 1983
Sep 1991 16
Oct 1991 32
Nov 1991 22
Dec 1991 20
Jan 1992 58
Feb 1978 28
Feb 1975 30
Feb 1975
Oct 1982 31
Dec 1982 65
Mar 1979 50
Apr 1979 13
Jan 1983 22
Feb 1983 34
Apr 1983 42
May 1983 79
Aug 1983 70
Dec
Dec

1.1

Nov

1984

Jun 1972

Oct 1985
Apr 1981

72
62
48
21

TEST EOUIPMENT
1 kHz function generator
All purpose power supply, 3OV 1A
AC milliammeter

Mar 1977
Aug 1978

AF Signal genrator

Jun
Feb

Amplifier, bench (Short Circuit)
Amplifier, bench
Amplifier, bench

Aug
Aug
Dec

1990
1898
1977

1979
1980

55

75
58

36
52

67
74
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Mth Yr

Pg

part 3

Analogue/digital probe

Apr

(ETl Modular Test Equipment)

Attenuator audio
Attenuator RF
Audio Analyser
Audio frequency meter

1986
May 1973
Sep 1976
Oct 1986
1973
Apr 1975
Apr 1976
Nov 1980
Nov 1978
Jun 1976
Mar 1979
Mar 1978
Oct 1973
Mar 1982

36
53
62
43
66
26
22
27

Dual logic probe
Dual power supply
Dual trace adaptor
Dual trace adaptor
(Design Competition)
Dual trace adaptors (Readers' Designs)
Dummy load for audio testing

71

1982

108

35

Jul

1982
1974
1974
1979
1980
1977
1976

Frequency counter module, l MHz
Frequency counter module
(ETl Modular Test Equipment)
part 1
Frequency counter, PLL
part 2
Frequency meter
Frequency meter, audio
Frequency meter, digital, 0-1 50MHz
Frequency meter digital
Frequency meter, digital (Short Circuit)

Feb

1984

41

Apr 1977
Oct 1979

47
23
93
48

Jul

Audio millivoltmeter,'A weighted
Audio noise generator
Audio oscillator
Audio oscillator with LCD DFM
Audio power meter
Audio power meter
Audio spectrum analyser
Audio wattmeter
Autoranging capacitance meter part

1

Apr

paft2

Jul

Errata
Basic power supply, 4.5A-12V 0.4A
Errata
Bench amplifier
Bench amplifier
Bench amplifier (Short Circuit)

Oct
Nov
Aug
Dec
Feb

Bench PSU, 2OV/2.5Aor 40Y/1.254

29
67
27

46
48

53
71

67
74
52
18

Bench PSU,

3-8V/2.5A and t8-16V/0.5A
Bench PSU, 25V/1.5A (Short Circuit)
Cable tester
Capacitance meter, 10p-10u

Aug

Capacitance meter, direct-reading

Nov

1980
1982
1982
1982
1984

Capacitance meter
(ETl Capacitometer)

Mar

1987

45

Nov

1985

44

Mar

19BG

30

Apr
Aug
Sep
Feb
Aug

1986
1984
1984
1976
1985

36
64
68

Dec

1

981

69

Oct

1

990

18

Capacitance meter, autoranging part 1

part2
Errata

'

Mar

Apr

Jul

108

Millifaradometer)
Capacitance meter module for DVMs
(Free PCB project)
Circuit probe, analogue/digital
(ETl Modular Test Equipment)
CMOS lC tester
Errata
CMOS lC tester, simple

Component bridge (RCL bridge)
Component tester
for semiconductors)
Component tester
Continuity tester, audible (ETl
Loudspeaker Squeaker)
Continuity tester (Short Circuit)
Counter/timer module
(ETl Modular Test Equipment)
Cross hatch generator
Crystal calibrator
Curve tracer
Decade resistance box
Digital frequency meter
Digital frequency meter (Short Circuit)
Errata

Errata

multimeter
oscilloscope trigger
test meter (DMM/DFM)

voltmeter
Errata

Digital voltmeter module
Direct-reading capacitance meter
Diode tester
part
Distortion Meter

1

part2

ETI JULY T992

Nov 1 984
Sep 1977

17
38

Jan 1986

54
33
39
73
38

1978
1981
1978
1972
Jul 1990 13
Jun 1977 19
Aug 1977 8
Jan 1980 56
Oct 1976 42
Nov 1976 I
Aug 1978 23
Sep 1983 51
Sep 1980 79
Mar 1977 35
Jun 1977 9
Oct 1975 18
Nov 1984 41
Sep 1990 54
Jan 1985 55
Feb 1985 37
Sep
Mar
Dec
Dec

Digita
Digital multimeter

19

30

Yr

Mar

1

sep 1982
Apr 1972

43
68
50

Oct 1974

18

983

72
27

Feb

1

985

voltmeter

-t
E

L+.J

X

-l

71

Dec 1972
Nov 1 975

36

Jan 1986
Oct 1986

54
28
29
34
65
56
54

11

1986
1988
Jul 1973
Jan 1980
Nov 1989
Jun 1977 19
Aug 1977 8
Jul 1980 99
Nov
Sep

Errata

Apr 1986

46

Mar 1977

55

1979 20
1975 34
Apr 1982 57
Jan 1973 34
Oct 1982 26
Jun 1975 17
Apr 1982 57
May 1982 73
Sep 1981 87
Aug 1978 23
Oct 1978 13
Feb 1987 50
Jan 1987 57
Jul 1980 99
Nov 1974 30
Jun 1980 34
Dec
Aug

digital multimeter

Errata
LEDline logic analyser
LEDscope AF flat-screen oscilloscope
Linear frequency meter, 100H2-100kHz

Linear lC tester
Linear ohmeter, 1k - 1M FSD
Logic/analogue probe
(ETl Modular Test EquiPment)
Logic anaiyser (ETl LEDline)
Logic clip 16 point, TTL/CMOS
Logic lC tester,TTL/CMOS
Logic probe
Logic probe
Logic probe, CMOS, single Point
Logic probe, dual
Logic probe, TTL/CMOS
Logic Pulser

Apr 1986
Feb 1987
Nov 1983
Jan 1976
Sep 1972
Dec 1975
Mar 1983
Sep 1982

36
50
91

19

32
32
73
68

Dec 1979 101
Dec 1975 37
Aug 1980 73
Mar 1979 39
Nov 1984 '17

Logic tester, CMOS

Logic-trigger for oscilloscoPes
Loudspeaker squeaker
Low-ohm meter, 0.1 -1 00R FSD
Marker generator
Memory'scope display
Meter mount (multimeter stand)
Millifaradometer large value capacitance meter
Millivoltmeter, audio,'A weighted
part
Modular test equipment

zv

Pg

Jul 1981
Jan 1 982

Frequency meter, linear 100H2-100kHz
Frequency meter module for DVMs
(free PCB Project)
Function generator, 1 kHz
(Short Circuit)
Function generatot 1 Hz-100kHz
Grid dip osclllator
High impedance instrument Probe
lC power supply
lF strip tester (Free PCB project)
lmpedance meter, direct reading
lnstrument probe, highlmPedance
lnsulation tester, 500V
Laboratory PSU, 0-30V 1.2A
LCD

Capacitance meter, large value (ETl

Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital

35
41

FET DC

Mth

Apr 1981
May 1976
Nov 1985
Jan 1973

1

pafi2

part 3
part 4
part 5
Errata

Multimeter (DMM/DFM)
Errata

Multimeter, digital
Errata

40
25
28
43

Nov 1985 44
Apr 1976 26
Oct 1985 38
Nov 1985 36
Dec 1985 37
Jan 1986 54
Apr 1986 36
Jun 1986 55
Sep 1980 79
Apr 1981 8
Oct 1976 42
Nov

1976

8

t,Ir

Mth

Yr

Pg

digital

Aug 1978 23
Errata Oct 1978 13
Multimeter
Oct 19g9 59
Niose generator digital
Dec 1999 50
Ohm-meter, linea 1 k-1M FSD
Jun 19g0 34
Oscillator, audio
Nov 1980 27
Oscillator, audio, with LCD DFM
Nov 1978 71
Osciliator, sweep
Aug 1g77 10
Osclilator; wide range
Jun 1979 90
Oscilloscope, 10-MHz
part 1 May 1982 53
paft2 Jun 1982 30
part 3 Jul 1982 63
Errata Feb 1983 41
Oscilloscope BBC Micro
Mar 198g 26
Errata Aug 1988 56
Oscilloscope calibrator
Apr 1972 j2
Multimeter, LCD

Oscilloscope, flat-screen AF

LEDscope)
Oscilloscope logic trigger
Oscilloscope memory display
Oscilloscope probe, high impedance
Osciiloscope, television
part 1
paft2
Errata
(ETl

.lan 1987
Mar 1979

1985
Apr 1982
Jul 1993
Aug 1983
Sep 1983
Oscilloncape, television (Videograph) Apr 1979
Oscilloscope trigger, digital
Sep 1983
Nov

Signal generator
(Fri Modular Test Equipment)
Errata

Signal generator
Signal generator,
Signal generator;
Signal tracer
Simple CMOS lC

FM

general function
single span audio
tester
Erra'la

1975
1981

Spectrum analyser, audio
Spectrum analyst
Spectrum 3 Field power supply

Jun

1978

(television

oscilloscope) part

Feb 1984

Jan 1973
Apr 1977
Aug 1978

supply,30v/1A
40V/1.2A Jut 1976

Power
Power supply, 20V/2.5Aor
Power supply board
(Fri Modular Test
Power supply,

Equipment) Oct 1985
bench
May 1989
Errata Aug 1989
Power supply, dual, 0-20V/1.8A
Apr 1972

Errata
Test card and test pattern generator

Testmeter, designing

a

THD meter

Thyrisor tester
Tone burst generator
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor

tester
tester digital
tester
tester

41

True RMS voltmeter
TTL supertester

34
47
75

TV bargraph
TV pattern generator
TV storage 'scope

18

50

Universal Digital panel meter
Videograph TV oscilloscope
Versatile grid dip oscillator
Voltneter, digital

Power supply Laboratory switched

mode

part 1
paft2
Power supply, programmable
Power supply, Prototype designer
Power supply quad output
Errata
Power supply Spectrum 3
Errata

x

7v'!

-A
=,
-t
72

Pulse generator board
(Fri Modular Test

Pulsegenerator,
Pulse generator,
RCL

bridge

Equipment)
precision
single/delayed

decade
attenuator
meter
Circuit)
Semiconductor tester
Resistance box,

RF
RF power
SCR tester (Short

Signal injector/tracer (Short

Dec

1991

Dec 1985
Nov 1982
Feb 1981
Aug 1985
Dec 1972
Sep 1976

Oct 1978
Jan '1g77

Circuit)

32

Jan 1992 16
Jan 1g83 83
Oct 1gg1 46
Apr 1990 38
Jun 1990 62
Sep 1989 36
Oct 1989 62

Dec
May

1!81
1977

37
39
46
30
3g
62

30
36
69
37

52

26
64
68
11

74
27

1982

52

Oct

36
62
83
35
30

Dec

1982

Mar

1984

Aug
Nov

1977
1977
1991

47

1983
1983
1983

30
46

Jul
Aug

sep

10

21

1 Dec 1991 48
paft2 Jan 1992 52
Update May 1992 29
part 1 Mar 1991 38
paft2 Apr 1991 46
part 1 Jan 1985 55
paft2 Feb 1985 37
part 3
Mar 1985 43
May 1991 45
part 1 Feb 1976 25
paft2 Mar 1976 57
Jul 1974 63
Nov 1988 29
Feb 1988 31
July 1990 55
Errata Oct 1988 56
Mar 1978 13
May 1975 30
Jul 1982 50
Nov 1976 31
part 1 Jul 1983 21
pafiz Aug 1983 30
Errata Sep 1983 46
Jun 1988 26
Apr 1979 27
Aug 1975 34
Mat 1977 35
Errata Jun 1977 I
Dec 1972 36
Oct 1975 18
Mar 1978 13
Apr 1972 36
Errata Feb 1973 5g
Oct 1973 46
Jun 1978 90
Apr 1972 36
part

51

38
4g
63

1

50

42

1989
1989

Jul

paft2

(Superscope)

3-8V/2.5A and +8-16V/0.5A
Powersupply, l0V/1Aor15V/0.5A
Power supply, 25V/1.5A (Short Circuit)

Nov
Sep
Errata
Errata

Oscilloscope, dual beam

Power supply,

Aug
Sep

1980
1984
1984

Feb

Telescope

part 1 Feb 1990 26
paft2 Mar 1990 48
Errata Aug 1990 62
Superscope user guide
Jun 1990 25
PLL frequency-counter part 1
Oct 1986 2g
paft2 Nov 1986 29
Panel meter Universal
Jun 19gg 26
Power meter; audio
Jun 1976 29
Power meter, audio
Mar 1979 67
Power meter, RF
Oct 1g78 30
Power meter, stereo
Mar 1994 35
Powersupply,0-30V11.2A
Sep 1981 87
Power supply,4.5-12V/0.4A
Oct 1974 53
Errata Nov 1974 71

36
55

1985

Nov

57

30
46
27

Nov

Jun 1986
Aug 1990
Jan 1990
Mar 1992

3il:l"Jff.T:1;:,T"1,

39
2g
21

Pg

Mar

Stereo power meter
Stereo test amplifier (Short Circuit)
Sweep oscillator
Switched mode power supply

57

Mth Yr

Voltmeter; FET DC
Voltmeter module, digital
Voltmeter, true RMS

Voltmeter, wide range
Wattmeter, audio
Wide range oscillator
Wide range voltmeter

This index, presented in four parts (AprilJnly 1992), coverrs 20 years to Apil 1992.
Projects from this date to the present time
have not been included.
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PCBFoils

PCB foils patterns presented here are
intended as a guide only. They can be
used as a template when using tape and

transfer for the creation of

a

foil.

o-l

9.,,

lmproved LED read bike

light foil

Pond Level Controller MaY'92
Figure 2 The central hole is 28
Figure 3. unmarked dimensi
30mm. Note 4 refers to slot in
In Figure 4Dl-4 are
round. Also C5 shoul
lower two holes of the three.
In Figure 6, C3 is missing. It should be in
series with R2 across the solenoid valve.

Ultrasonic Audio sender (transmitter)

Chip Stereo Amplifi er June'92
In Figure I C1l,l2 should be labelled 100n.
R9 should be 1R0 as in parts list. R4 (1k0)
should be inserted in series in the negative
rail between Q2 and IC1a. This is shown on
the overlay.
In the paris list, C I l, I 2,14, I 5, I 08 should be
inserted after C 1.2,5.8' i l00n;. Delete
C14,15 under 10P catagory.

June 92
0n, posi-

n3, positive to R7. There should be a 100u (C6) electrolytic connected in series with R5, positive

uppermost, negative to ground.

Xenon Flash

Ultrasonic Audio sender (receiver)

Fig.12 C17 and R32 were not shown on tlte
overlay. These additions are shoum above.
Fig.9 The small vertical connection to the
lower right of IC4c (pin 5) should be
deleted ie SW3 is connected to pin 6lCelc
only.
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Mini Baby bug monitor

73

;E

Ritr

E=
5e
<$

=3EE
EEg'

uriS>

9lc
EUJ

AutoMate 5V/48V Mixer power supply

"l- r"
AutoMate Precision 17V power supply

Surround Sound decoder foil

74
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rD
co
lEo
I\olo
o-o
4.Or--lo

\-a -r
I

o

o

Camera Add-on Divider/Counter/Decoder board

/t.

!c

rl,

c

n/
s,J
n!

tc

, a6
Camera Add-on Sound/lnfra-red trigger board

co'O{

-- .)-a)
t-

l-rrJ-)
a-r5 leo

Camera Add-on lnf ra-red

emitter board
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Camera Add-on

-

Display

tn

PCB
SERYICE
NICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL
E9207-T lmproved Rear Bike Lamp
E9207 2 Mini Baby Bug Monitor
E9207-3 Ultra Sonic Audio Sender (2 boards)
E9207-4 Camera Add-on unit (4 boards)
E9207 5 AutoMate 5V/48V Mixer power supply
E9207-6 AutoMate Precision 17V power supply
E9207-FC Surround Sound Decoder

D
C

H
D

J
J
F

PCBs {or the remaining projects are available from the companies lists in Buylines.
py for your order- Please fill our all parts of the form. Make sure you use the
board reference
ntifies the board but also tells you when the project was published. The fir.t hr;
;;mb;;;';;;
the month.
Tbrms are strictly payment with order. We cannot accept official orders but we can supply proforma
a
invoice if required.
Such orders will not be processed until payment is received.

.'
.

r,:ll

ll

E8805-3
E8805-4
E8806-1
E8806-2
88806-3
E8806-4
E8806-5
E8806-6
E8807-1
E8807-2
E8807-3
E8807-4

Bicycle Speedometer .......... ............................. F
DgmamicNoise Reduction ................................ E
Universal Digital Panel Meter ............................ L
Universal Bar Graph Panel Meter ............... K
Virtuoso Power Amp Board .......... ................. N
Virtuoso AOT Board
......................... G
Metal Detector
............ E
Bicycle Dynamo Backup ..... ........ .. ................. D
Bar Code Lock (2 bds)
................ N
Analogue Computer power Board ... . ........... L
Bell Boy
................... F
Logic Probe
........ .. C
E8807-5 Updated FM Stereo Decoder ........................... J
E8807-6 Breath Rate Display Board
.. . ...... F
E8808-1 Breath Rate Main Board
.......... H

E8808-3 Telephone Recorder
.. ......... ....... .. D
E8808-4 Analogue Computer Main Board (2 bds) .... M
EE808-4
tr6duy-r
E8809-1 Spectrum tpKUM
EPROM tmulator
Emulator
.. ..... M

e8809-2 l-requencyMeter
t66ue-z
Fiequency Meter (Z
(2 bds)
bds) ..

p
. . .......
..
.... .. . p

E8809-3 Travellers'Aerial Amp
....... . .......... E
E8810-1 Gerrada Marweh Bikebell ... ........ .. ......... ...... E
E8810-2 Peak Programme Meter (2bds) ..... . ....... . . .. N

E8902-4 Quest-lon (2bds) ..............
88903-1 Intelligent Plotter Solenoid Board

........ .... K

......... H
E89O3-2 MIDI Programmer .......... .................................... L

E8903-3
E8903-4
E8904-1
E8904-3
E8904-4
E8904-5
E8905-1
E8905-2
E8905-3
E8906-1

..... .

Balanced Disc Input Stage . .......... . ....... ....... . F
Digitally Tuned Radio ....... .......... ................ . .. G
Camera Trigger ...........
........ .......... . E
Intelligent Plotter Main Board ....... ........ ......... O
Kinetotie Tie Board
..................... N

Board
....... . .. E
Guitar Tuner
. ... . ......... H
Camera Trigger Ultrasonics (2 boards) ......... . F
Bench Power Supply (2 boards) ....... ......... .. H
PC edge connector
......... ......... ....... . F
E89O6-2 MIDI converter CPU
..... ........... N
88906-3 MIDI converter keyboard
.. ...... . ...... N
E8906-4 MIDI converter control .......
. . .... ... M
E8906-5 AF signal generator
. ..... .. ..... . G
Kinetotie Control

E8906-6 Mini bleeper
E8906-7 Caravan heater controller

E9907-l MIDI patch Bay

............

....

..... C

...... . G
................ G

EggoT-z priority euiz switch ......
.. E
E8907-3 Cameia irigger Infra.reds (2 boards) .
G
E8907-4 Aerial Ampiifer main board . .......... ......... . .... E

Converter
.. . ....... .. ...... E
EB}OT-S Aertal Amplifier power supply ..... . ........ ..... E
ElectronRGBBufier ...................C E8908-1 lntercommasterstation
. .L
E8811 1 NiCd Charger
. ..,...... ......... .. ..... E E8908-2 Intercom slave station
.. ....,... . ... . F
p E8908-3 lntercom power mixer
E8811 2 Chronoscope (3 bds) ..
...... . . E
E8811-3 Digital Transistor Tester .
G E8908-4 Digital loystick_to_mouse conversion .... . ....... H
E8812-1 Doppler Speed Gun (2 bds) ...................... .. K E8909-1 f*in I_oop Metal Locator
. .......... ... H
D EBgOg-2 Trembler movement detector ....... ........... . D
l88l?2 Small Fry Mini Amp
E8812-3Thermostat...,.,....,..,....EE8909-3Fieldpowersupp|y(spec3)..,....
E8812-4 Burglar Buster Free PCB
D 8g909-4 Micro monitors activqfilter
.......... ... F
E8812-5 Burglar Buster Powerf relag B6ard .
E E8909-5 chronoscope auto-reset
.. ........ .... c
E8872-6 Burglar Buster Alarm Board ... .. . ....... .. ...... C E8910-1 Multimeter
.. .... ......... H
E8872-7 Burglar Buster Bleeper Board ...... ...... ..... ... C EB}IO-2 MIDI Mapper
.. ..... . ...... M
E8901 1 EPROM Programmer mother board ..... ....... M Eg911-1 smokeAli.m main board
...... .. F
2
Variat-lon
upddied
Main
Board
....
..
.
........
..
.
H
Egg1J-2 smoke Alarm power suppry
\9901
... ........ . F
3
VariatlonEmitterBoard............................E
E8911.3 FrequencyMeter(3u"uri.) .......................o
!q?01
In'carPowerSupply... ..............C EBgTt- Seriat LoiicScope.....
E9?91 1
.................L
!9901-5 Granny'sHearingBooster................ ........E E89lZ-l MainsFailureAlirm .......
.............O
E8902-l Compressor/LimiterfGate
pCB
L E8gl2-2 Surveilance
... . . ..... ...... ............... ..... D
E8902-2 Ultrasonic Horn ..
...... .. . ... . ..... D
Egglz-3 Slide/Tape Synch .....
. ............. .. E
E89O2-3 StepperMotorDriverBoard ..... ...L
E8972-4 p"aui po'*"r'_.. .:.. ..:.. .. ..... :... ;
E88f0-4 TV-to-RGB
E8810-5

't.,
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E8912-5
E9001-1
E9001-2
E9001-3
E9001,4
E9002-1.

E9002-2
E9002-3
E9002-4
E9003-1

E9003-2
E9003-3
E9003-4
E9003-5
E9003-6
E9003-7
E9003-8
E9003-9
E9004-1

Digital Noise Generator
20 melre Receiver

K

WavemakerFG

L

..............

. . ...,. . .. ... F
Motorcycle [ntercom
........ ... ....... . C
Low Voltage Alarm
..., . . N
EPROM Emulator
.. ..., M
Superscope Mother Board
Superscope CRT Driver Board ........ ... ....' .. K
Superscope Timebase Board ....... . .......... ....... K
Superscope Y1 inpui board .. . . ....... ...... .. . J
Superscope Y2 input board ....... . .... ... .. .. J
.... . E
Superscope switch generator
Business power amp board . .... ..... . ... .... . .. L
Business power supply board . ........ . . .. .. . . J
Business pre-amplifier board ... . . ..... . . ...... L
.............. ........ G
Water hole
. ...,... . ... D
Super Siren
. ......, . .. ..... F
Val's badge

Protection

Bass Amplifier DC
E9004-2 Bass Amplilier Graphic
E9004-3 Bass Amplifier

E9004-4
E9005-1
E9005-2
E9006-1

E9006-2
E9006-3

J

Equaliser . ....

F
.. . . ..

L

...... . ... .... .. N
Micro
. ...... .. ...... O
Quad Power Supply ...
. .,... . . ... .. .... O
Business Display .
. ..... ....... F
Phone Lock and Logger
.... .. . .. ..... G
Dark Room Timer .
,., ... ...., .... C
Telephone Extension Bell
TelephoneExternalBell . .......... . ............ D

E9006-4 Fecko Box .....
E9006-5 Bug Spotter
89007-1 Guitar Practice Amp ...
E9007-2 Digital Frequency Meter
89007-3
E9007-4
E9007-5
E9008-1
E9008-2
E9008-3
E9009-1

E9011-5
E9012-1
E9101-1

E9707-2
E9101 3
E9101-4
E9101,5
E9101-6
E9102-7
E9702-2
E9103-1

E9703-2
E9103-3
E9103-4
E9104-1

E9r04-2
E9104-3
E9704-4
E9104-5
E9105-1
E9105 2
E9105-3
E9106-1
E9106-2
E9107,1
E9707-2
E9107-3

E9r07-4
E9108-1
E9108-2
E9108-3

E9207-2 Test Card Generator Board . ....., .. .... ....... ..... M
................ L
E92Ol-3 LED Star (2 sided)
Eg2Ol-4 Enlarger Timer Main PCB (2 sided) ..... ......... N

E92Ol-6 Enlarger Timer Switch
E9203-1 MIDI Switcher

The Autocue (2 boards, 1 double sided) ...... N
K
In{ra-lock transmitter (2 boards)
H
lnfra-lock receiver
Four-track cassette reconder
(record/playback one channel) ........ ............. F
Four-track cassette recorder
lBiasf eraseoscillator board ........................... K
................. F
In{ra Switch
Remote Control - Main Board ....................... J
Remote Control - Display Board ................. H
Remote Control Timeswitch - Transmit board E
SBC Micro-Controller Board ........................... F
SBC Practice Interlace Board ........... ............ . F
5 in 1 Remote Sensing Swiich .......................... E
Remote Control Timeswitch - receiver board . F
Anti Theft Alarm (2 bds) . ...... ..... ....... .. ......... H
L
Ariennes Lights .....
... ... ..... .... N
64K EPROM Emulator
................... .. G
SSB Radio Receiver
H
Active Loudspeaker board
E
Testmeter Volts
F
Active Direct Injection Box . . .
F
EPROM Eraser .
F
Digital Tachometer .........

..F
..
.......
.. ... .. H
boards)
...... F
Thyristor Tester .........
.. ..... .. K
Frequency Plotter ..
...... F
Laser Receiver
Temperature Controller - Power Supply ... .. G
Temperature Controller - Main Board .. ... K
Temperature Controller - Probe PCB ..... . ... F
The Foot Tapper - Volume Control (2 sided) J
. ..... .. H
The Consort Loadspeaker
. . ...... .. E
Pulsed Width Train Controller
Model Speed Controller - Main Board ..... . F
Model Speed Controller - Power Supplg ...... F
RadioCalibrator

Modulator Laser (2
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-

PCB

sided)

K

.... ..... -.............. ... E

Main Board .....................'..... L

Power Supply ......... .. ... ..... E
E92O3-3 Sine Wave Generator (surface mount) . ......... F
................ F
Egz} -l Auto Car Lights ...........
.. ........... E
E9205-l Bat Detector
............... .....' F
E9205-2 Pond Controller
................... G
E9206-FC Stereo amplifier
E9206-2 Xenon flash trigger Main Board ..................... J

E9203'2 MIDI Switcher

E9009-3
E9010-1
E9010-2
E9010-3
E9017-2
E9011-3
E9011-4

................. L
(2 sided)
E9172-2 Nightfighter Sensor Switch Channel Control
(2sided)
...............................L
E9112-3 Nightfighter Sensor Switch Sound Trigger ... . H
E9772-4 Nightlighter Connector Board ...,................ ...... F
E9172-5 Nightfighter Sensor Switch PSU ...................... K
E9112-6 Nightfi ghter 8-Channel lnput lnterface
.............. P
(2 sided) .................
Egll2-7 Power On and Overload Regulator ... ... ........ P
.. ............... F
E92Ot-7 Laboratory Power Suppy

E9207-5 Enlarger Timer Selector Board (2

E9009-2

E9011-1

. .. .. .... E
Geiger Counter
Hemislmc Wavelorm Generator Board ......... G
Hemisync Pulse Generator Board ... .. .. .......... F
Hemisync Power Supply Board .. . . .. ...... ..... C
Nighfighter Main Processor Board .. . . ........ O
......-........ E
E9110-1 Freeze Alarm
........ .. .. ..... E
E9770-2 Document Saver .
. ...... .... .... ... .. . J
E9110-3 Proto-type Designer
L
E9110-4 Nightlighter - Sound to Light (2 sided)
E9110-5 Nighifighter - Ramp Generator Board ......... F
E9110-6 Nightfighter - Cyclic Crossfade (2 sided) ..... M
E9110-7 Nightfighter - Strobe Board (2 sided) .. ......... J
E9110-8 Nightfighter - 8 Channel Triac Board ......... N
..... ....... .... L
E9111-1 Digital Code Lock ...........
Switched Mode Power Supply ......... ............." E
E9171,-2
E9111-3 Nightfighter Mode Selection (2 sided) ..... .. .. J
E9111-4 Nightfighter - Display Board (2 sided) . .. ..... M
E9111-5 Nightfighter - Bass Beat Trigger (2 sided) ..... L
E9111-6 Nightfighter - Sequence Select (2 sided) ...... H
E9117-7 Nightfighter - Master Contoller PSU ... .... .. K
M
E9111-8 Nightfighter - Output Switch (2 sided)
E9t72-t Night{ighter Sensor Switch Master Control

E9109-1
E9709-2
E9109-3
E9109-4
E9109-5

tE
IE
t$
tI
It'
1

c

Price
(inc.
VAT)

f1.80

E

f.2.50
f,3.25

F

f,4.oo

D
G

f.4.75

H

€5.50

J
K

f7.20

L
M
N

o

f,6.62

€E.EO

f10.60
€13.10

f15.E0

P

D17.90

a

€21.80

R

s

f23.90
f25.90

T

E29.OO

U

v
w

x

f,32.20

€35.t0
f,37.90
f.40.70

fjo.7s
Eti

I Post and packing
| ,oa", enclosed
I

Price
code

Please send my PCBs to: (BLmxcffiMPHSE)

I Name
I Addr"""
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l
t
I
I

I
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I

I

L

Postcode
CHEQUES SHOULD BE MI\DE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd.

I

-l
'.4'.t:

With the present interest
in special speaker cable,
bi- wiring and bi-amping
the Hifi enthusiast is definitely trying to improve the

amplifier-loudspeaker interface.
Active speakers

Exceptional bass extension and slam combined
with damping and control
is given by a negative
output resist{lce ampufier. The cabinet

kit has a ready

finished wrap,
baffle and rear
ers built in are the
panel to ease
logical conclusion
construction and
to this approach.
give a profesUsing modern
sional look. The
electronic design
woofer is a long
Memex allowyou to
tfuow 6.5" polyexploittheadvantages propylene unit and tht
ot acuve speakers in a cost tweeter is the superb Elac
Elac
effective yay. Home metal dome unit. Alt you
demonstrations are pos- need extra for a mininialsible. AvallaDle
slore.
Available as a krt
klt or lst
ist system is a cD
CD player
partly /completely built. with a volume coniroion
Size2lT x265 x32O the headnhone
headphone nnrnrrr
output.

with the amplifi-

&

Completekitflg8pairinc.
Sae

Ex

rices

fordetails ofournew
designs. TheConsort

t

I Icknield Close
Ickleford [Iitchin Herrs SG5 3TD

Memex Elecuonics Ltd

MILLIONS OF QUALITY COMPONENTS
AT LOWEST EVER PRTCES
.-_-f------rr_r_

I
I

suppty photocopies of the followine articlei
ETI (complete in block capitals):
Ptease

from

!

Plus Tocls, \ Iatches, Fancy Goods, Toys.
Maitorder only. UK only.

I

All inclusive orices
NO post, or VAT eic to add on.

st
At I

Send 34p

Month

Year ................ pagd

(if known) .........

.Brlan

Title ............

Month

6

Year ................ page (if known) .........

J

well

Epsom,
Tet: O8i-393 9OS5

I enclose a cheque/postal order made out to ASp Ltd. to
the value of fl.50 per photocopy ordered.

I

Total remittance

I

Name ..........

f ........

Date ............

JOBS GALORE

I
I

Address

I

1OO's OF

GENUINE JOBS,
ln,EEKLY, ACROS
Select the Category of Your Choice
ACC/EANKING/FIN

0839
s

;

;;

i ii ;

;; ; p ;i;i i; ;; ;;;
i

i,?,'.:""i";,

ii;;;;

i;

11

6665

BUILDING & CONST
;

0839

11

6666

COMPUTING

0839

11

6667

ENGINEERING/IECH

0839

l_

you.

Queensme

Title ............

I

I or envelope

---J

11

6668

HOTEL/CATERING

0839

1 1

6669

RETAIL

0839

11

6670

SECRETARIAL/ADMIN

0839

11

6671

SALES/MKT/MEDIA

0839

11

6672

MANAGE/EXECUTIVE

0839

11

6673

MEDICAL/EDUCATION

0839

11

6674

PUBLIC AUTHORITY

0839

11

6675

GENERAL/SELF EMP

0839

11

6676

A.R.S. LTO. GU17 7UA
C.rrs charged ar 36D oo. m'n cheaD rate 48D oer mr. other Imes

7B
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0442 66551
Send
ET!

C
Boun

ASB Argus liouse,
Pstead, HP2 7ST.

Lineage:

D

ELECTRONICS

Ri
Ail

TODAY INTERNATIONAL

Ad

RflSIHIRBE
a

....

switch
Tv/Printer stands
Bicc-Vero Easiwire
construction kit
Lttdct

ons

pri

Metal detector boards with data, has
tunet mode, discrimitate, headphone
iack, on/ofl/volume and PUsh button
. E7.95 ea
DictaDhone cassette. mech/record erase
motor,
hall
Dla;back heads.6V solenoid,

iacilities...

Two Mic. Inputs + Line Input
a Auto Manual Control
- or L.D /Dialing
a D.T.M.F.

.. ..82.00 ea'
t3.95 ea

a
a
O

84.95 ea*

OUTSIDE BROADCAST UNIT

TTL/CMOsshortpircuitsnooper E4.95*
Dot matrix LCD 'lox2 lines ..... e3.75 ea'
Dot matrix LcD 16x'1 lines
e4.95'
wirh
40 character x 1 line dot matrix display
e14.95 ea
with
20 character x 2 line dot matrix display
e795 ea
with
2 dioit 16 seoment VF disolav
ea'
E2.95
*itn data
atrix display 86.00'
4 diqit

EASY TO CARRY

Dots
data
data
1................
intel
'17 segmen
wlth driver
.... .... €2.99 ea*
boaid an
I digit liquid crystal display e1.75 ea*

FLIGHT CASE
BROADCASTOVER
STANDARD PHONE NETWORK

MARCONI lnstruments Digital
Simulator 2828A [2,300 ono.
Marconi lnstruments Digital

....83.50 ea*

.

Analyser 2829 f.1,850 ono. Tel.

.

00 keys
'r.30''331

0707 263562.

/

80C49 easily removable ........ C4.95
'19'3U sub rack enclosures ........88.95
12V stepped motor,48 steps Per rev
. . .83.95 ea*
Z3'step angle
ard with slotted
tilt switches t3.95 e8'
I 1% resistors . e4.95 ea
250 electrolyi
Ps 84.95 ea
.. .. E7'95
2oO ofi mixed
100 Mixed trimmer caPS PoPUlar
84.95.
values. ...........
50 olf MC 78M'12CT Volt Regs .... t2.95'
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
e1.50'
Volt
Regs
20 olf WO2M
25 off mixed buzzers and sounders E4.95
preamp/
Cable box UHF modular/video

transformer/Fi's+C's/leads

OUALITY Mixer Components for
a 24ch mixer never completed.

5534's, input, Transformers,
Phone 0602 215078.

FREE Regulated Powersupply!
Variable 9-25V DC. Beturn AD
+81 p&p. K.l.A. 1 Regent Road,

llkley. Stereoamps cased +

controls 60w/810.

86.95

Caps
Solar cell modules
O 45V TOOmA

UNIT D
318 HIGH ROAD
BENFLEET
ESSEX SS7 sHB
IELEPHONE: 0268 793381

Sifam Knobs, Penn and Giles
Faders, switches etc. Offers.

1000 off mixed Multilayer Ceramic

87.95

I

WATT lnfrared laser diodes,
driver circuit plan included

e2.95 ea*
e1.50'
BBC Micro to disc drive lead
aulo
entry/
Car Burglar alarm vibration
exit d;lay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e5.95 ea*
Single zone alarm panel auto entry/
exit delay housed in domestic light

socket....

per
insertion

869.00. Laser pens, 1mw (red)
8149.00. Laser diode modules
(red) 2mw €99.00, Smw E159.00.
Farm,
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5UH.

.....E9.95ea

A. McKeeve, 6 Grange

RF & General Purpose
electronic components for
constructors projects.

Our mail order catalogue shows
il. Smd 75p for your copy now.
E3.00 of discount vouchers
supplied
Or call us today for the parts you
need, or ask about kits for your
magazine project.
J.A-B Electronic Components

ors

,F

am .n/

v

/
CATALOGUE e1.00 + 25P P&P

Nr

TRAN
des
rcles
r2r]2'nch€s

P

4x8

40

t 0S

sHialffiss

dnpue,qruoe,apac'.os*r*'e{
;ooo;i,;";

!268

t5 37

6il2

lro;';;*;;;i,;, ri's!

9 FIVE ACRES, HARLOW, ESSEX CMl8 6UX. TEL/FAX:0279 419302

ler'nals38000u'zov
roomu r6;

ri

s,i'

P

... l0

50

85

100

TOROIDAL

& TAMINATED

TRANSFORMER
MANUFACTURERS
JPG ELECTRONICS28H

2?6-270

w
211202 ca lers

chalswoff Ford chesledield

Accessrysa

Ordere (0246)
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we come

Very competitive production run + moil order service
Phone: C. llesley for immediote quote Tel: 0279 419302

TUBN YOUB SURPLUS
TBANSISTORS, ICS ETC INTO CASH

immediate settlement

We also welcome the opportunity
to quote lor complete factory

clearance
Contact:

COLES.HARDING & CO.
103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs. PE14 0RJ
BUYEHS OF SUBPLUS INVENTOBY
ESTABLISHED OVEB 15 YEARS

Tel:0945 584188

Fax0945

475

6

79

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure
without obligation or Telephone us on

-

0626 7939A
I

Name

ffi*

Tech C&G 271
Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

processor

tr%ffi

tr lntroduction

to

Television

New MOSFET Amplifiers

*

Telecomms

Micro-

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon Te14 gUN

improved range of SMOS modules
30W 30+30W 60W 120W

*

Erws2

watt Class A Amplifier
Low profile PCB Transformers
20

a range of encapsulated transformers
4VA, 6VA,,IOVA, 18VA, 24VA, 3OVA

Write or phone for data and prices...
which include details of standard range of
toroidal transformers and audio modules.

No price increase

. Electronics
.

Telecommunications

. Microelectronics

tor 1992

ff[',,Ii;;6ffiA

Iet:(0223)316644 N E

STUDY ELECTRONICS on the

BBC Micro. An interactive
program titles now available.
'lntroduction to Electronics

CALI US TO
ADVERTISE ON:

approach to learning. Three

0442 66551

Principles','Electronics Mathd
S

ci

KIT tuneable 80-135MH2. 500

only e17.99 (inc p&p)
A

nust fora,l students and hobbyisis teaming
how common electric components work

THE VIDEO
ELECTRONICS FOR THE HOBBYIST

Electronics Ltd. Kits Dept (ETt), 3

Houldey Road, West Heath

Birmingham 831

3HL For details

on this and other kits. Shop now
open

-

callers welcome.

(An excelleni 90 minute video using computergraphic stmulalions)
Send chequerpO payEbte to:

ON.LINE VIDEO MARKETING (OEPT EV 3)
The Cofiage, Tredown Farm, Brsdstone,
Milton Abbol, Tavistock, Devon pL19 OOT
Olher tilles available SAE tor st

At

calculated outputs. 829.95 each

+ 82.00pp. Cheque or Postal
Order to E.P.T. educational

TEL: o442 66551

Please state BBC B/Master

series and disc size.

E

L E

c

T

FI

o

M A

FI

T

ow 1 4 days jor det v€ry

Electronic components, test

MENDASCOPE LTD
REPAIR & RECALIBRATE
OSCILI-OSCOPES
ALL MAKES AND MODELS
NATIONWIDE COLLECTION
& DELIVERY
FREE ESTIMATES

Llangollen, Clwyd, N. Wales LL2OTpB

BO

IN ETI

software. Pump House, Lockram
Lane, Witham, Essex CM8 2BJ.

THE ETECTRONIC SHOP

PHCDNE:

TO GET WHAT
YOU WANT
PT.ACE AN AD

diagrams. User inputs and

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER

C

()69 122 5,9Z

equipment, telephone accessories,
computer accessories, microphones,
disco lighting, speakers, turn tables,
mixers, meters, stylus.
29 Hanging Ditch,
Manchester ll4 SES
Telephone & Fax 061 834 ll85

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87/93 Dale Street

Tel:051 236 0982 051 236 0154
47 Whitechapet

Tel:051 236 5489
Liverpool 2
'TH E ELECTRONICS

SPEC//L/SIS'
Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5 30

AtL

PARTS

TV & Video spares emporium

Phone for best Drice on soares
Ferg Mdeo Heads from

Lt0.95, Panasanic

Heads

fronf,l0.95
Video Cop!, Ifits {5.99. Anstrad Satellite SDares
All your TV & Mdeo needs here in Liverpml

ALt PARTS, 101 Rocky

Lane, Tuebrook,
Liverpool 6 4BB. Tel: 051-2604825
I{on-Fri l0am-5 30pm,

Sat gam-5 30pm

To advertise in

Electromart
l: o,442 66551
for details of
rates
ETI JULY 1992

EII

HENA^ONALKEYS

AQTiARIUM
is the NEW
monthly fishkeeping
magazine
offering the
best in the
world of
aquatics for
beginners and
experts alike.

unexpected bonus when
e piece of equiPment. No
ned on a key ring means
able in imperial or metric.

Credit Card Hotline

I

o,442 66551

Please return coupon to: ETI Reader Offers, Argus House'
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 7ST.

There are expert
guides and
by
steP
step
tips
f ish in 100
aquarium
of
pictorial
displays
dazzling
glorrous
colour
pages bursting with
detail. And it's onlY t1 75

....... ROEII24 @ t2.99
........
(PleaseTick)
METBICtr
IMPERIALtr
.. payable
I enclose my cheque/P.O. for € . ...'..
orpleasedebitmyAccesslr'i." ffi
Please supply

Why not order a coPY

to ASP

Name ...

from your newsagent?

Address

You'll be glad You did!

.....

!

I. il;
t--aboul

;;iJ;ij.i';;;io;;llil.,iiiiiiiq,l,joii;i;,';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;'i;;
which may be ol padicular inleresl lo you.

J

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTEBNATIONAL
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT
ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST
Rates: Lineage 55p per word + VAT minimum 15 words.
Semi-display e14.OO per single column cm plus VAT. No reimbursement for cancellations. All ads must be
pre-paid.

Daytime Tel. No:
Expiry Date...

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD NO.

tr

FOR

SALE
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T] COMPONENTS

I

PLANS tr OTHERS STATE

8l

EDITORIAL
Editor Paul Freeman
CREATIVE
Art Editor Peter Kirby
Designer lain Houston
Technical lllustration Jerry Fowler
Photography Manny Cefai
ADVERTISEMENT SALES
Advertisement Manager
Mark Linacre
Advertisement Sales
Michele Donovan
Advertisement Copy Control
Marie Quilter

MANAGEMENT
Managing Director.
Terry Pattisson
Circulation & Promotions Manager
Debra Stupple
Production Manager
Tony Dowdeswell
Group Editor
'Stuart Cooke

The above eilicles arc in ptepahtion but circumstences may prerent

Member of the
Audit Bureau
of Circulation

ISSN

0142-7229

tI r

publlcatih

rticles that appeared in the June issue were:
Rear LED Bike Light
Scanner for Sine wave Oscillator

Chip stereo Amplifier
Phase Locked Loop circuits
Xenon Flash trigger
Digitd ry Part 2
New Solar detector design
A limited number of back copies are available from
Argus Subscription Services. Address in column to left.
a Subscription rates-UKe23 40 Europee29 50.StertingOverseast3l
Overseas $56.00.

Speciatist
66
London

Published by Argus
stead HP2 7ST. Tel: (0442)
Leigham Court Fload,

OO US

Dollars

p_

6
s_
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TOTAL PROGRAMMING SOLUTIONS FROM CITADEL

PC82 UNIVERSAL

PROGRAMMER

f395.OO

M25 BULK FAST

ERASER

f199.OO

O Same advanced UV source as the M1 but 4 lamps.
O Very large capacity 64x32 pin chips or one double Eurocard'
O All other features as M1.
O Low profile steel case finished in powder coat.
O Size 365x240x65mm high.
O Device testin g -74XX,40XX, 45XX, DRAM, SRAM
O
O
O
O

PAL vector test.

Clear menu driven software
Text mode only, suits any video card,

40 pin Zero insertion force socket
O Device testin g - 74XX, 40XX, 45XX, DRAM, SRAM
O Smallhalf cardto install in PC may be left in place
O Secure round cable and locking D conneciors
O Proven reliability - over 100,000 uni'is scld.
O Programmer pod size - 260 x 140 ' 38m m

O Advanced UV source
O Typical erase time three minutes.
O LED display of settime and countdown.
O End of time indicated by beep and display.
O Large capacity 13x28 pin devices.
O Sturdy construction, plated steel & aluminium
O Small footprint only 65x225x 100mm high.

PC86 HANDY POCKET DEVICE

PC82

From f85.00

O Extend programming facilir''o's3:c e 3e\'lces
r-CJ
O Allows alternative socket tvpes :.9
O Multi-gang adapters for fast c'cg'ar- "g of EPROI\4S, GAL, PAL and

popular CPU tYPes.

TESTER

f99.OO

and identifies virtually allTTL & CMOS.
many DRAM and SRAM memory chips.
O LCD display of type number and results.
O Battery operated (PP3) and completely self-contained
O Zero insertion force test socket.
O Dimensions 90x 140x 30mm.

(D Tests

lD Test

FEATURES ALL PROG RAMMERS
:or the IBM PC, install the in:e-ac= :a'o ard programming socket, load
:re menu-driven software 3to .c- -a"e a complete design system at

.our fingertips. The prograr::-re-s .'. '-^ on any compatible IBM
-rachines such as XI AT, 366 3- i€6 !\'nether it be an Amstrad or
lompaq the system will wo'< i 'e3lJ'es are software driven and
supplied on 57+" disks, these .'nav De :o3 eo onto your hard disk using the

IOS copy command All cont.o' o; :he programme[

programme

voltages etc are menu driven b;'se sc: .g rranufacture, type number, and
selection of a suitable speed algo:r:r-- 3'a"r check, read & modify, verify,
programme, auto programme sec--:\ 3:o\! etc,
FREE SOFTWARE UPDATES as 'e.t 3E! ces oecome available.

PC84rlto-SROMPROGRAMMERS Fromf139'00
O Low cost EPROM programmer - devices up to 1Mb CMOS and NMOS
O One to eight gang versions.
(D To program 27161o2710OO.
O 32 pin Zero insertion force sockets.

FILE CONVERSION FACI LITIES
O HEX to BIN File conversio-s fc' ,n:el \lotorola

ORDER INFORMATION

e.c.TeKtronics.
O 2way14way Bin f ile splir:er''o' ''632 oit data.
O Dumpfileto Console, mod;f1 a 1c re-program me,

Please include f7 for carriage by overnight courier (f20 for exports) and
VAT on all UK orders. ACCESS, VISA or CWO. Official orders welcome

Fo!'further information and your FREE PC82
Simulation and device disk.

PHONE SAMANTHA
NOW ON:

081 951 1848
081 951 1849

from Government bodies and local authorities.
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THE \ELLEMAN

for qualiry, and the K4000 valve amplifier
you'll need to build it, including a;Get_you_

K4OOO.

GUTSY & GOOD LOOKING.
SOT]NDS GREATI
PRICE FOR PRICE, THE
BEST VALUE, BEST

SOUNDING, BEST LOOKING,

De
pri

A,ts1, the K4000 is, without doubt, price for
'gutsiest', mosr handsome valve po*i. amplifier
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STAIE-OF-THE-ART,
VAL\E POVERAMPLIFIER

KIT THAT'S AVNLABLE
\ELLEMAN,
SIMPLY THE BESTI

e)

manufactured ro the same high standards and qualiry
See the fi.rl
orbypost
Hotline 07
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AVAILABLE FR0M N/APLIN ELECTRONTCS: OFFICtALLy App0tNTED U.K AGENTS
THE ONLY AGENT THAT GUARANTEES TO GET-YOU.WOBKING

